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A SUBVERSIVE ROMANTIC COMEDY

Q& A with the writer and star after the fil 

or watch online

www.bitemethehlm.com
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August 2019 - Hardcover

New York Times Best-Selling Series

When the Monster Hunter International crew are called away to mount a 
months-long rescue mission, Julie Shackleford is left behind. Her task: hold 
down the fort and take care of her new baby son Ray. Julie’s devoted to the little 
guy, but the slow pace of office work and maternity leave are getting to her. But 
when a routine field call brings her face-to- । 
face with an unspeakable evil calling itself 
Brother Death, she’ll get more excitement 
than she ever hoped for. 5

Deeply depressed Olivia is ripe for manipulation. And swimming star Blake is 
looking for someone just like her. Although her friend tries to warn her, Olivia 
falls for his ploys and accepts an invitation to go to the Adirondack resort camp 
of Lake Endor with him and his family. But all is not as it seems at the hundred 
year old resort. There is something lying beneath the waters of Lake Endor. 
Something not of this world.

October 2019 - Hardcover

Stories by Larry Correia, Laurell IC Hamilton, David Weber, 
Kacey Ezell, and morel

An all-new anthology containing the full spectrum of noir fiction, each 
incorporating the femme fatale character archetype. From straightforward 
hardboiled detective story to dark urban fantasy to the dirty secrets of futuristic 
science fiction—all with a hard, gritty feel, from 
today's top writers.

May 2019 - Hardcover

■An amazing tale that grabs you by the throat and won’t let go."
—Sherrilyn Kenyon

In the 1930s, with the western United States sunk in deep depression, Hiram 
Wooley and his adopted son try to help the poor. But behind the played-out 
farms and failed businesses, Hiram finds demons, curses, sorcerers, and 
unatoned wrongs. Bags of groceries and carpentry won’t be enough—to truly 
help the poor, Hiram will have to turn to stronger magic.

November 2019 - Hardcover
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. Find sample chapters for all Baen Books at www.baan.com]
Formorelnformation, sign up for our newsletters at: http://www.baen.com/newsletterTslgnup 

— - Baen Books is distributed by Simon & Schuster.
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Letter from the Chair
Hello! I am so very happy you could make it to our combined convention juggernaut this summer. What 

started as a simple question in March, 2016, turned into four days of Westercon 72, NASFiC 2019, 1632 
Minicon and Manticon 2019, nicknamed Spikecon. All I did was ask who was bidding for Westercon; the 
rest of this path is thanks to over a hundred volunteers, voices, donations and care packages. Individuals 
showed support and encouragement from all across the continent and more than seven other countries.

Our hope is everyone can enjoy best-selling authors, award-winning artists, prominent editors from 
multiple publishing houses, costume designers, academics in leading fields of science and technology, 
weapons and prop experts, legendary fans, theater designers, singers and dedicated people who spend 
every year helping us remember how wonderful fandom can be.

We strive to share the ability to listen, accept, celebrate, respect, and resonate as individuals in a sea of 
genres, cultures and topics. To me, it's not about the information, it's the ability to not explore it alone. 
When I talk about fandom, I'm not talking about books or shirts, panels or ceremonies. The things I enjoy, 
and hope to share, include the understanding and patience all fans have for each other. The possible 
camaraderie is endless.

There is no way my thoughts or words could do any justice to the individuals, the opportunities, or the 
endless lists of books, awards, music, art and demonstrations available this weekend, just know that I am 
humbled that each of you chose to share experiences with all of us in Layton, Utah.

- Kate Hatcher

Spikecon Science Fiction & Fantasy Convention -
July 4th - 7th, 2019, Layton, Utah

The 13th North American Science Fiction Convention (NASFiC 2019) is run by the Utah Fandom 
Organization, a 501 (c)(3) nonprofit organization, under the authority of the World Science Fiction Society's 
rules as laid out in its Constitution (which can be found at http://www.wsfs.org/wp-content/up- 
loads/2018/09/WSFS-Constitution-as-of-August-21 -2018.pdf)

The 72nd West Coast Science Fantasy Conference (Westercon 72) is run by the Utah Fandom Organiza
tion, a 501 (c)(3) nonprofit organization. "Westercon" and "West Coast Science Fantasy Conference" are 
service marks of the Los Angeles Science Fantasy Society, Inc. and are used under the authority of the 
Westercon Bylaws found on the Westercon website at: http://www.westercon.org/organization/business/

1632 Minicon is the annual event that allows the 1632 fans and authors to get together. (Of course, in the 
case of 1632, fans and authors overlap substantially.) Each year the minicon is held "inside" a science fiction 
convention in a different part of the country. Many cons have agreed to host the minicon over the years. It is 
created and supported by the Ring of Fire Press and the worlds of the 1632 series of books by Eric Flint.

Manticon 2019 is an event track for The Royal Manticoran Navy: The Official Honor Harrington Fan 
Association, Inc. Some Rights Reserved. Honor Harrington and all related materials are © David Weber.

"World Science Fiction Society", "WSFS", "World Science Fiction Convention", "Worldcon", "NASFiC", "Hugo 
Award", the Hugo Award Logo, and the distinctive design of the Hugo Award Rocket are service marks of the 
World Science Fiction Society, an unincorporated literary society. You can contact the WSFS Mark Protection 
Committee at mpc@wsfs.org.

Spikecon and all of its promotions and events are run by the Utah Fandom Organization, a 501 (c)(3) nonprofit.

Program Book Committee
Layout and Design: Michael Goodwin 
Content: Spikecon 2019 Committee
Cover Sculpure: Vincent Villafranca
Cover Photo and Design: Michael Goodwin

Interior Art, unless otherwise noted: Newton Ewell 
Editing Thanks to: Kate Bulkeley, Jon Foster, Chris Olds, 
Pamela Oberg, Todd Dashoff, Ron Oakes, John Hertz 
Chris Marble, Mike Willmoth, Dave Doering
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Committee, Staff & Volunteers

(Chair Division)
Chair - Kate Hatcher
Chair Personal Assistant - Jon Foster
Guest Liaison AH* - Vai Ontell
Guest Liaisons - Jon Foster, Joni Brill 

Dashoff, Elektra Hammond
Association of Science Fiction & Fantasy 

Artists (ASFA) Liaison - Mike Willmoth
ASFA Representative - Sara Felix 
VC/UFO - Dave Doering
VCAA/hip - Ben Hatcher
Advisor Chair - Suford Lewis
Advisor Sponsors - Charles Fisher
Advisor Smofs - Teny Fisher
Advisor Situational - Mike Willmoth

(Events Division)
Regency Dance, Docent Tours, & Hall 

Costuming Awards - John Hertz
4th of July Trek Breakfast & Blood Drive - 

Jon Foster
Book Signing - Chris Marble
Reverse Signing Social - Dr. Karen Purcell 
ARUP Blood Services - Jason Parr 
Heinlein Society Representative -

Carlin Black
Film Screenings - Hal Astell
Masquerade AH - Tanglwyst de 

Holloway
Masquerade Staff - Ryan Brown, 

Diane Rice, Jonnalyhn Wolfcat Prill, 
John Farmer, Jenni Rhodes, 
Amanda Matheny, John M. Olsen, 
Dawn Tavers, Angie Owens- 
Braithewaite

Masquerade Green Room - 
Theresa Halbert

(Exhibits Division)
Dealers Room pre-con - Kim Williams
Dealers 2nd pre-con - Mike Brim
Art AH - Bruce Miller
Art Show Staff- David Luperti, Sandy 

Diersing, Robert Pechmann, Peri 
Charlifu, Lee Moody, Joe Monson

Gaming AH - Ben Hatcher 
Fan Tables AH - Gary Blog

(Facilities Division)
DH* - Mike Willmoth
DDH* - Ron Ontell
DDH - Gadi Evron
Party Maven - Chris Olds

(Finance Division)
Finance DH & Treasurer -

Pamela Oberg
Registration DH - Ginny Smith
Registration AH - Kelly Strait
Registration On Site - Jordan Brown 
Registration Staff - Mike Bishop,

Cara O'Sullivan, Ann Chamberlin, 
Dee Ann Larsen, James Halma, 
Brandi Darbe

Finance Advisor Budget - Bruce Farr

(Hospitality Division)
AH - Sheila McClune
Consuite AH - Dorothy Domitz 
Consuite - Robert Domitz
Consuite - Emily Domitz 
Consuite - William Domitz
Green Room - Dorothy Domitz

(Marketing/Art/Publications
MAP Division)

DH - Michael Goodwin
Marketing Artist - Robert Goodwin 
Social Media - Ginny Smith 
Photography - David Sanders 
Restaurant Guide - Pamela Oberg 
Press Relations - Keith Wood

(Member Services Division) 
DH-Todd Dashoff
Access & ADA - Bill Thomasson
Off Site Tours - Justina Bernard- 

Parsons
Traincon EastAA/est - Bill 

Thomasson/Nancy Alegria

(Operations Division)
DH - Diane Bulkeley
DDH - Cheryl Krause
Ops - Laura Lochen, David Potter 
Duty Officers - Jack Warren,

Leah Bloodgood, Lannie Kenton 
Floor Crews - Suzie Buck, Bill

Lochen, Drew Drentlaw, James 
Jones, Bethany DeFries, Sammy 
Swisher (Darbe), Mark Darbe, 
Brandi-Lyn Darbe

Info Desk - Sharon Pierce
Stitch Bay AH - Tammy Schoonover
Stitch Bay Volunteers - Damon 

Schoonover & Tao Will
Crowd Management (8) - Shore Patrol

(Programming Division)
DH - Kelly Strait
Book Signing & Autographs - Chris Marble
Academics - Nathan Barnhill
Classics of Science Fiction - John Hertz
Filk Lead - Lynn Gold
Archon* Steampunk - Dee Astell
Archon Poetry - Jayrod Garrett
Archon Art - Michael Oberg
Archon FilmfFheater - Hal Astell

(Safe Attending Team Division)
DH - Rick Matheny
Safety AH - Michael Harmon
Safety Staff - Megan Jones, Richard Luke

(Technical Division)
Webmaster DH - Kevin Rice
Tech DH - Kristin Seibert
Tech DDH - Rick Kovalcik
Programming Tech - Ron Oakes
Run Crew - Chuck Shimada
Main Stage Sound - Michael Rafferty
Match Game Tech - Lisa Hayes
Filk Tech - Gerry Tyra

(Westercon & Business Division)
Meeting Chair DH - Kevin Standlee
Meeting Chair DDH - Seth Breidbart
Site Selection AH - Ben Yalow
Site Selection Deputy - Judith Bemis
Site Selection Staff - Tony Parker, Seth Breidbart, 

Felicia Herman, Sharon Sbarsky, Elspeth Kovar
Meeting Secretary - Linda Deneroff
Meeting Videographer - Lisa Hayes
WSFS Mark Protection Committee 

Representative - Mike Willmoth

(Individual Contributions)
Bid Help - Steve Davidson, Charles Galway, 

Rick Moen, Deirdre S. Moen, Lisa Garrison, 
Julie Frost, JoSelle Vanderhooft, Chris Olds, 
Marsha Glassner, Craig Glassner

Literacy Campaign Art - Jess Smart Smiley 
Westercon 72 Original Logo - Kaitlund Zupanic 
Train Adjustment Artist - Michael Bacera
Volunteers - Logan Kearsley, Erin Kearsley, 

Maurine Starkey, Charles Galway

★Glossary
Archon - A committee person who can answer 

questions about the listed genre/topic.
DH - Department Head - AH - Area Head 
DDH - Deputy Department Head



#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

BRANDON SANDERSON

THE STORMLIGHT ARCHIVE

EDGEDANCER
Hardcover, eBook, 

and Macmillan Audio
Trade Paperback, eBook, 
and Macmillan Audio

Trade Paperback, eBook, 
and Macmillan Audio

Hardcover, eBook, 
and Macmillan Audio

brandon 
SANDERSON

Trade Paperback, eBo& 
and Macmillan Audio

A collection of 
science fiction thriller 
novellas that will make 
you question reality.

"Puts the 'epic' back 
in epic fantasy."

jo9.com on Words of Radiance

FTOR FOLLOW TOR books f|/Q t ITOR-FORGE.COM GET ORIGINAL CONTEST when you sign up for the free Tor/Forge monthly newsletter

"I loved this book.
What else is there to say?" M 

Patrick Roth fuss on The Way of Kings

LEGION
THE MANY LIVES OF STEPHEN LEEDS

A THRU IKK THAT WII I. MAKE YOU QUESTION REALITY 
FROM »1 .VEH WRK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

BRANDON

jo9.com
FORGE.COM






Emergency Information:
In an emergency call 911

(setup for TTY automatically)
Layton Police Non-Emergency: 

(801)497-8300
Davis County Sheriff: (801) 451-4150
Davis Conference Center: (801) 416-8888
Hilton Garden Inn: (801) 416-8899
Home2 Suites: (801) 820-9222

(press 0 for front desk)
Hampton Inn: (801) 775-8800
Holiday Inn Express: (801) 773-3773
Best Western Plus: (801) 896-0271
Hospitals: Davis Hospital (801) 807-1000
Hospitals: Medallus/After Hours

Urgent Care (801) 614-2772

Poison Control: (800) 222-1222
Tanner Clinic: (801) 773-4840
Layton Veterinary Hospital:

(801) 773-2570
Relay Utah (TTY) Dial 711 or:

TTY: 1-800-346-4128
Voice: 1-888-735-5906
HCO: 1-800-346-4128
VCO: 1-800-346-7141
ASCII: 1-888-735-5907
Spanish: 1-888-346-3162
Speech-to-Speech: 1-888-346-5822
https://relay.utah.gov/links.html

Calls to Spikecon Safety and Security 
1-385-424-0102

Visit Northern Utah's TREEHOUSE MUSEUM 
With Its Award-winning Exhibits that Focus on Stories - 
Both Fiction & Non Fiction. 8 n • .

Expires 12/31/2019

Elizabeth Stewart
TREEHOUSE MUSEUM
347 22nd Street, Ogden UT 84401 • treehousemuseum.org • 801-394-9663

Bring This Ad to Receive 
2 for 1 Discount Admission
Visit Treehouse and get one free 
admission (child or adult) with the 
purchase of an admission of equal or 
greater value. One coupon per visit. 
Not valid for parties, field trips, or 
memberships.

Treehotjse
Museum

Step tnto a Story @ I

Celebrate the 50th anniversary of the Apollo 11 landing on 
the moon on Saturday, July 20 with a Space Day at Treehouse.
Activities from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. . •

Participate in science activities all summer at Treehouse - from 
"soda fountains" on the plaza to chemistry experiments & more.

https://relay.utah.gov/links.html
treehousemuseum.org


Participating Panelists and Speakers
Alex Acks Kevin Evans
Gene Armstrong Newton Ewell
Dee Astel 1 Dave Farland
Hal C. F. Astell Moshe Feder
(Sriffin Barber Sara Felix
Kuma Bear Joe Ficklin
Bryce Beattie Eric Flint
Judith Bemis James Fluffball
B. Daniel Blatt Monalisa Foster
Rick Boatright Steve Francis
Walt Boyes Sue Francis
onathan Brazee Valerie Estelle Frankel
>eth Breidbart Daniel Craig Friend
Orbit R Brown Julie Frost
Seth Buck M Todd Gallowglas
Suzanne A Buck Jayrod P. Garrett
Bob Bulkeley Lisa Garrison
Diane K Bulkeley Paul Genesse
im Butcher Jan S Gephardt
D.J. Butler Tyrell Gephardt
A/endy Van Camp Chris Gerrib
Steve Carper Tyson Gibby
David Carrico Brett Glass
^nn Chamberlin Lynn Gold
Susan Chang Michael C. Goodwin
’eri Charlifu Jonathon Green
<ari Christensen Jessica Guggenheim
ack Clemons Theresa Halbert
Thomas Coonradt Merri Halma
Bridget Correia Nick Halper
Hinkley Correia Laurell K Hamilton
_arry Correia Elektra Hammond
Ctein Robert E. Hampson
Todd Dashoff Bjorn Hasseler
Robert J Defendi Ben Hatcher
Virginia DeMarce Kate Hatcher
Linda Deneroff Lisa Hayes
Steve Diamond Jeff Heiner
Dave Doering John Hertz
Devon Dorrity Steven Heumann
Dewey Douglas Laurel Anne Hill
Jessica Douglas Joe Hinson
Drew Drentlaw Tanglwyst de
Dragon Dronet Holloway
Dan Dubrick Howitzer
DWPotter Gorg Huff
Allan Dyen-Shapiro C.H. Hung
Natasha Ence Mark H Huston
Karen Evans Thea Hutcheson

Richard Flores IV 
Maquel A. Jacob 
Daniel Jeffery 
Cody Jimenez 
Michael R. Johnston 
Esther Jones 
Frog Jones 
James Jones 
Naomi McDougall

Jones
Pierre Pettinger Jr.
K. D. Julicher 
Marjory Kaptanoglu 
J.M. Kaukola 
Carolyn Kay 
Chaz Kemp 
Lannie Kenton 
Cheryl Krause 
Kitty Kreil 
Megan Krick 
David Kushner 
Michael Kwan 
James T Lambert 
Troy Lambert 
Michael Lesnick 
Martin Lessem 
Andie Letourneau 
Guy Letourneau 
Megan Lloyd 
Laura Lochen 
William Lochen 
Barbara Lund 
Eden Lustgarden 
Sandy Manning 
Anna Marasco 
Gideon Marcus 
Janice Marcus 
Erika Kuta Marler 
Alastair Mayer 
Sheila McClune 
Adam McLain 
Melissa Meibos 
David P. Melsome 
Jim Minz 
Petrea Mitchell 
Heather B. Monson 
Joe Monson 
Helen Montgomery 
Elizabeth Moore

Lee Moyer 
Wendy Nikel 
norenxaq 
Ron Oakes 
Michael Oberg 
Pamela Oberg 
John M. Olsen 
Vai Ontell 
Suzanne Palmer 
Scott Perrin 
Judy Peterson 
Sandy Pettinger 
Dr. Karen Purcell 
Jared Quan 
Inez Aguilar R 
Carter Reid 
Gibbitt Rhys-Jones 
Sharon Rice-Weber 
Kevin Roche 
Roberta Rogow 
Erin Ruston 
Angela Sanders 
David Sanders 
Brandon Sanderson 
Juan Sanmiguel 
Claire Scherzinger 
Tammy Schoonover 
Nathan Shumate 
Bradley H. Sinor 
Sue Sinor 
Christopher L Smith 
Tom Smith 
Kal Spriggs 
Kevin Standlee 
Darci Stone 
Eric James Stone 
Kelly Strait 
Mike Substelny 
Kathryn Sullivan 
Eric G. Swedin 
Hannah Swedin 
Daniel Swenson 
Aften Brook

Szymanski 
Cerin Takeuchi 
Howard Tayler 
Sandra Tayler 
Scott William Taylor 
Christine Taylor-Butler

Matthew B. Tepper 
Bill Thomasson 
Andrew Trembley 
Bjo Trimble 
John Trimble 
R-Laurraine Tutihasi 
Melanie Unruh 
Emmanuel Valtierra 
Vincent Villafranca 
Chad Volpe 
Joy Ward 
Janine Wardale 
John F Wardale 
Jack Warren 
Mike Weasner 
David Weber 
Toni Weisskopf 
Dan Wells 
David J. West 
Amy White 
Kris Wildman 
Sally Woehrle 
James Wymore 
Ben Yalow 
Kaitlund Zupanic



Participating Artists
Sara Felix

www.sarafelix.com
Michael Goodwin

www.michaelgoodw.wordpress.com
norenxaq

www.furaffinity.net/user/norenxaq
Mark Roland

rolandscapes.com
Chaz Kemp

www.chazkemp.com
Elizabeth Fellows
Kaitlund Zupanic

KaitlundZupanic.com
Bjo Trimble

facebook.com/bjo.trimble
Dragon Dronet

facebook.com/Renegade-Effects-Group
Craig Griswold

facebook.com/CreativeGoodLeather
Ronnie Hansen

MonsterhedZ.com
Vincent Villafranca

Villafrancasculpture.com
Peri Charlifu

Aegeangoods.com
Lee Moyer

www.leemoyer.com
Theresa Halbert

www.dragonragz.com
Richard Hescox

www.richardhescox.com
Keliana Tayler

kelianARTayler.com
Newton Ewell

www.deviantart.com/newtman001
Michael Oberg
Sarah Steigers

Facebook.com/SarahSteigersArt
Theresa Mather

www.RockFeatherScissors.com
Jacob and Wayne Fowler
Jessica Douglas

www.jessicamdouglas.com
Melanie Unruh

Facebook.com/handwerks.arts
Sarah Clemens

clemensart.com/fantasy.htm
Kathleen Sloan
Rubiee Tallyn Hayes

www. d ryad potte ry. co m
Kari Christensen

www.karichristensen.com
Amy Griswold

Participating Vendors
Jeliza Patterson

www.jeliza.net
Larry Gomez

www.larrygomez.com
Abranda Icle

Abrandaicle.com
Meredith Dillman 

meredithdillman.com
Wendy Van Camp

Nowastedink.com
Judy Peterson

Fantaminals.com
Jacob Walker

JacobWalkerArt.com
Charlene D'Alessio
Lisa Snellings

www.patreon.com/lisasnellings
Aubrey Snellings

etsy.com/shop/OddlyAubrey
Creations

Alan F. Beck
www.alanfbeck.com

Heather Hart Gamble
www.wingsoffantasy.com

WJ Hodgson
wjhodgson.com

JoSelle Vanderhooft
www.etsy.com/shop/TriLeafRose

Jim Humble
www.humblestudios.com

Michael R Howard
Mike Kloepfer

www.instagram.com/mikeyzart
Devon Dorrity

www. a rtof d e vo n. co m
David Lee Pancake

Davidleepancake.com
ASFA Artist Collective

www.asfa-art.org
andyvanoverberghe

andyvanoverberghe.com
Allison Langston
Ctein

ctein.com
Kathryn Trimble
Brenna Deutchman

www.whimsiwhiskers.com
Jan Gephardt

jansgephardt.com
Lucy Synk

lucysynkfantasyart.com
Jeff Sturgeon

www. j effstu rg eo n. co m

Forty Two Books
Independent Utah Based Publisher 
www.fortytwobooks.com/

Darlene P Coltrain
Fine Arts & crafts such as wax-cast 
jewelry, painted silk scarves, and 
Science Fiction & Fantasy greeting 
cards featuring Darlene P. Coltrain and 
Steven Vincent Johnson images. 
www.orionworks.com/

Broad Universe
Women Authors of Speculative Fiction 
www.broaduniverse.org/

Dragon Glass
Fine pens, inks, and writing supplies 
for the discerning creator.

Rowan North Illustrations
Freelance Illustrator specializing in all 
sorts of fantasy art and crafts! 
www.etsy.com/shop/madamepirate

Massoglia Books
Providing used, hard-to-find and 
collectible books to the science fiction 
community for over 40 years. Large 
selection, including reading copies, 
at reasonable prices, www.biblio.com/ 
bookstore/massoglia-books-tucson

Book Universe
Primarily new books, with a focus on 
the authors attending the convention.
Sidelines include t-shirts, graphic 
novels, toys, games, etc.
www.facebook.com/BookUniverselnc/

FanTanimals
Freestanding hardwood jigsaw puzzles 
www.fantaminals.com/

Keliana Tayler Art
Art and works of Keliana Tayler sold in 
print and original format.
www.kelianartayler.com/

Alison Johnstun Illustrations
An independent artist who has always 
loved animals, creatures, and monsters, 
and draws dragons every day.
www.alisonjohnstun.com/

Zombie Nation
Creators of all Things adorably evil. 
We make monsters and epic swag. 
www.thezombienation.com/

Games Plus Games and game 
supplies - Lots of Dice. Metal Earth 
models, ww.gamespluswa.net/

Vendors continued on next page
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’anticipating Vendors
dealers, continued

TS Books
’urveyor of quality used science fiction and fantasy 
)ooks. Special selection of fantasy art.

After Hours Books - Used & collectable SF/Fantasy 
Dooks.

Schlock Mercenary
Sooks and Merchandise related to the Schlock
Mercenary online comic, www.schlockmercenary.com/

Utah Speculative Fiction Authors
A/e consign books by mostly local (Utah) authors.
/vww.facebook.com/UtahSpeculativeFictionAuthors/

Badali Jewelry
Officially licensed jewelry from authors Jim Butcher, 
Brandon Sanderson, Patrick Rothfuss, Pierce Brown, 
RR Tolkien, Robert Jordan, Kevin Hearne, Milkfed 
Criminal Masterminds, and more.
www.badalijewelry.com/

Final Sword Productions
A small game publisher that produces the SITS box 
game for David Weber's Honor Harrington series. We 
also carry books and t-shirts.
www.store.genreconnections.com/

Theresa Mather Fantasy Art
Prints, t-shirts, cards, magnets and more featuring the 
art of Theresa Mather, www.rockfeatherscissors.com/

Ashelon Publishing
Introducing positive cultural diversity to the Steam
punk genre with our art and in the stories we write 
because the 1800s happened everywhere.
www.worldofashelon.com/

GGGraphics
Science Fiction and Fantasy original illustrations and 
fine-art prints, SF memorabilia and cartoon books.
www.michaelgoodw.wordpress.com

Dragon Dronet
NASFiC 2019 Guest of Honor
www.renegadeeffects.com/index.htm

Eric Flint
Westercon 72 & 1632 Minicon Special Guest 
www.ericflint.net/

JM & Emmanuel Valtierra
Author and Illustrator, www.jmkaukola.com/

Impulsive Walrus Books
A small press run by Frog and Esther Jones that not 
only sells their anthologies, but are currently publishing 
anthologies and novellas.
www.impulsivewalrusbooks.com/

Random Factors Filk
A west coast filk music dealer.

Art Show: Twilight 1-4

Thursday July 4th: 3:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Friday, July 5th: 10:00 a.m. -10:00 p.m.

(ASFA Reception 8:30 p.m. -10:30 p.m.) 
Saturday, July 6th: 10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. 
People's Choice Award Voting: 3:00 p.m.

Thursday - Noon Saturday
Artist's Set Up I Check In: Thursday, July 4th, 

9:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Sales Pickup: Sunday, July 7th at 9:00 a.m.

- 2:00 p.m.
Artist Pickup: Sunday, July 7th, Noon - 

4:00 p.m.
Voice Auction: Saturday, July 6th, 8:30 p.m.

Dealer Showcase: Meridian A&B

Thursday, July 4th: 3:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Friday, July 5th: 10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Saturday, July 6th: 10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Sunday, July 7th: 10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

http://www.schlockmercenary.com/
file:///vww.facebook.com/UtahSpeculativeFictionAuthors/
http://www.badalijewelry.com/
http://www.store.genreconnections.com/
http://www.rockfeatherscissors.com/
http://www.worldofashelon.com/
http://www.michaelgoodw.wordpress.com
http://www.renegadeeffects.com/index.htm
http://www.ericflint.net/
http://www.jmkaukola.com/
http://www.impulsivewalrusbooks.com/


The 73rd Western Science Fantasy 
ConventrOibn in Seattle, Washington

July 2 - 5, 2020 Double Tree by Hilton Seattle Airport

David Brin (Hugo Award-Winning Author) 
Ethan Siegel (Astrophysicist and Science Writer) 

Rob Carlos (Artist GOH)
Kevin Roche and Andrew Trembley

(Co-Chairs of Westercon 66)

Register: westercon2020.org 
Facebook: Westercon 2020 

Twitter: westercon2020
"Westercon" is registered service mark of the Los Angeles Science Fantasy Society, Inc. 

Westercon 2020 is organized by SWOC
a 501 (c)3 organization incorporated in the state of Washington

westercon2020.org
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Westercon 72 Literary Guest of 
Honor - Jim Butcher

Jim Butcher is the author of the Dresden Files, the 
Codex Alera, and a new steampunk series, the Cinder 
Spires. His resume includes a laundry list of skills 
which were useful a couple of centuries ago, and he 
plays guitar quite badly. An avid gamer, he plays 
tabletop games in varying systems, a variety of video 
games on PC and console, and LARPs when
ever he can make time for it.

Jim goes by the moniker Longshot in a number of 
online locales. He came by this name in the early 
1990's when he decided he would become a 
published author. Usually only 3 in 1000 who make 
such an attempt actually manage to become 
published; of those, only 1 in 10 make enough 
money to call it a living. The sale of a second series 
was the breakthrough that let him beat the long 
odds against attaining a career as a novelist.

All the same, he refuses to change his nickname.

Featured Book Series from the Jim Butcher website
The Dresden Files - The Dresden Files are Jim's first 

published series, telling the story of Harry Blackstone 
Copperfield Dresden, Chicago's first (and only) 
Wizard P.l.

Codex Alera - Codex Alera is an epic fantasy series, 
now completed at six books. It was first released in 
hardcover on October 5th, 2004.

The Cinder Spires - Jim's newest project is a Steam
punk series. The first book, The Aeronaut's Windlass, 
was released September 29th, 2015.

Darkest Hours - Jim has written a Spider-Man novel! 
We saw "Darkest Hours" in July 2006.

Photo below - Kitty Kreil & Jim Butcher (Kitty is our 
Cosplay Guest of Honor) - Married Mid-September, 
2018 at Dunafon Castle in Idledale, CO.
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Westercon 72 Fan Guests of 
Honor - Kevin Standlee, Lisa 
Hayes & Kuma Bear

Kevin Standlee is one of SF Fandom's compulsive 
organizers. His first SF convention was the 1984 
Anaheim Worldcon. He first attended Westercon in 
1985 and almost immediately caught the bug for 
bidding and helping run conventions, clubs, and other 
fannish activities. He was involved in the San Francis
co in 1993 Worldcon bid, and met his future wife, 
Lisa, while putting up flyers for an SF in '93 bid party 
at the 1990 Westercon in Portland. Kevin later went 
on to co-Chair the 2002 Worldcon in San Jose.

Kevin is a director of SFSFC, Inc. (1993, 2002, and 
2018 Worldcons; 2000, 2011, and 2013 Westercons) 
and of CanSMOF (2009 Worldcon), and he is current
ly Chair of the WSFS Mark Protection Committee. 
Kevin is an expert on the rules of Worldcon and 
Westercon.

His other hobbies include trains and rail transit. In 
recent years, he has hosted the SF-themed game 
show Match Game SF, with Lisa making the magic 
happen while he serves as 'straight' man.

Lisa Hayes first attended Westercon in 1990 as part 
of a local Portland fan group. There she met Kevin 
under amusing circumstances (ask her to tell you the 
story). While they were planning their wedding at 
Eclecticon in Sacramento, they were stymied when 
the convention suddenly folded. Lisa stepped in to 
chair on short notice a small one-day substitute 
convention called Micro-Eclecticon. She has organized 
parties for Westercon and Worldcon at many conven
tions.

Lisa shares Kevin's love of trains and rail transit, so 
she and Kevin married on board a Portland Vintage 
Trolley somewhere along Portland's light rail system. 
Lisa's hobbies include video production. She has 
acquired extensive professional recording equipment, 
which she uses to record the Worldcon and Westercon 
Business Meetings and other fannish events. She 
makes Kevin sound good while running the tech at 
Match Game SF.

Kuma Bear found Lisa in 1990 while Lisa was work
ing as a "booth babe" at an amateur radio conven

tion. He has been Lisa's constant companion ever 
since, traveling around the world but also to the 
grocery store with her. Kuma chaired the Tonopah 
in 2012 Westercon bid, and still doesn't under
stand why Kevin was so relieved that Seattle won 
the election.

Kuma's hobbies include sleeping, thinking about 
fish, and helping at fannish events. He's a good 
bear.
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Westercon 72 Cosplay Guest of 
Honor - Kitty Kreil

Kitty Kreil is a cosplayer from Denver, Colorado. 
Upon entering her first convention in 2000, the 
heavens opened up and a choir of angels rejoiced, for 
she had found a place she actually fit in.

Since her love of cosplay first blossomed in 2000, 
she has created many pieces over the years with a 
focus on craftsmanship, fit, and couture techniques. 
She prides herself on her eye for detail and proportion, 
using corsetry extensively. In addition to her cosplay 
habit, she learned to make corsets for herself at fifteen 
to get a job at the Colorado Renaissance Festival, 
beginning a new addiction that would eventually lead 
her to own a small masquerade and costuming shop 
in Denver, Crimson Rose Masquerade, where she 
currently takes custom orders for one-of-a-kind bridal 
design as well as an array of custom corsets, spanning 
the breadth of medical devices to intricate art pieces, 
and including innovative, hyper flexible, waterproof 
corsets.

E»»i«2019 
"“^asu
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Westercon 72 Special Filk Guest of 
Honor - Tom Smith
(Tom Smith is sponsored with Generous Support from Phoenix 
Filk Circle)

"Tom Smith has been the soundtrack for a generation. Mind 
you, a really weird generation. Sci-fi, fantasy, computers, comic 
books, gaming, movies, life, love, the occasional recipe — Tom 
does it all. Or at least, he sings about it all. Working in every 
style imaginable, and often making things up on the fly, his 
concerts are highly interactive, slightly dangerous, and always a 
lot of fun. If you've heard him, you know you have to be there. 
If not, take a chance — come on down and live the myth of 
Smith!" (Don't blame us - Tom wrote this. Oddly enough, he 
was holding himself at gunpoint at the time...)

Accomplishments Noted: Inducted into the Filk Hall of Fame 
on April 2, 2005 (FilkOntario). Featured on The Dr. Demento 
Show. His third album "Plugged" highlighted an all-MIDI 
instrumentation. Featured on NPR's (National Public Radio) 
Sound and Spirit. 27-time Nominee, 14-time Winner of the 
Pegasus Award for Excellence in Filk. Guest of Honor at World- 
con 73 - Sasquan on August 19-23, 2015. Tom has released 
over 20 albums and multiple live concerts since 1990.

Westercon 72 Theater Special Guest - 
Dewey Douglas
(Dewey Douglas is supported anonymously)

A veteran of more than 400 theatrical productions, Dewey 
L. Douglas has served in a variety of capacities, including 
scenic and/or lighting designer, properties artisan, technical 
director, actor, director, and playwright.

In the years between the degrees, he worked as a theatrical 
designer/technician in professional and regional theaters in 
Utah, Southern California, and Arizona (as well as serving as a 
scenic carpenter on the TV series Babylon 5) before returning 
to Mississippi.

As an author, Dewey has authorized more than 20 full-scale 
productions of his original plays, and his poetry and short 
stories have appeared in 11 issues of the Saturday Afternoon 
literary journal. In addition, his theatrical artwork has been 
featured in two Southern California art galleries.

Currently, he serves as an Assistant Professor of Theatre at 
William Carey University in Hattiesburg, Mississippi, where he 
lives with his wife Jill and their dog Kenna.
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ERIC FLINT'S BEST-SELLING 
RING OF FIRE SERIES CONTINUES!

FLINT

April 2019 - Hardcover

THE — --
.BOLISH MAELSTROM

THE CHINA 
iNTURE F THE 

, NIGHTINGALE

November 2019 - Trade PaperbackSeptember 2019 - Hardcover

The Ottoman Empire has captured 
Vienna and is now laying siege to 
the Austrian government-in-exile 
established in the city of Linz. 
Both the United States of Europe 
and the Kingdom of Bohemia have 
come to Austria’s assistance, but 
everyone knows this is going 
to be a long and brutal struggle. 
Meanwhile, Poland is coming to 
a boil. The Bohemians have sent 
an army into Poland with the 
goal of expanding King Albrecht 
Wallenstein’s growing empire in 
eastern Europe.

The newly formed United States 
of Europe has sent an embassy 
to the Ming Dynasty. One of the 
main purposes of the embassy 
is to establish trade in order to 
gain access to critical resources. 
The mission is a gamble—some 
might say—a long shot. The Ming 
dynasty is on the verge of 
collapse and China’s rulers are 
suspicious of foreigners. Can the 
up-timers and their friends 
persuade the imperial dynasty to 
establish trade and diplomatic 
relations with the USE? They have 
one great asset: their knowledge 
may be the key to saving China 
from decades of mass suffering 
and civil war.

Two short novels set in the best
selling Ring of Fire series. In 1636: 
The Flight of the Nightingale, 
down-timer Francesca Caccini is 
inspired by the arrival of Grantville 
to seek a different destiny from 
what would have been her lot 
otherwise. And in Bach to the 
Future, Johann Sebastian and his 
brothers commit themselves to 
preserve, protect, and promote 
their family's heritage from the 
future.

Nationally

Series
Best-Selling

Find sample chapters for all Baen Books at Mfmv.daen.com

BaenBooksisdlstrlbutedbySimon&Schuster

Mfmv.daen.com
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Westercon 72 & 1632 Minicon 
Special Guest - Eric Flint 
(Eric Flint is supported anonymously)

Eric Flint's writing career began with the novel Mother 
of Demons, published in 1997. With David Drake, he 
has collaborated on the six novels in the Belisarius series 
{An Oblique Approach, In the Heart of Darkness, Destiny's 
Shield, Fortune's Stroke, The Tide of Victory and The Dance 
of Time'), as well as a novel entitled The Tyrant. His 
alternate history novel 1632 was published in 2000, 
followed by many sequels, several of which made the 
New York Times bestselling list. In addition to the 
twenty novels he has written in the 1632 series, he has 
edited twelve anthologies of short fiction set in that 
universe. He also publishes the Grantville Gazette, a 
bi-monthly electronic magazine devoted to the series 
which has now produced over seventy issues.

Flint has co-authored SF adventure novels with the 
South African writer Dave Freer: Rats, Bats & Vats, The 
Rats, the Bats, and the Ugly, and Pyramid Scheme. His 
comic fantasy novels The Philosophical Stranglerand 
Forward the Mage came out in May of 2001 and March 
of 2002. He is also working on a major fantasy series 
with Mercedes Lackey and Dave Freer, the first four 
volumes of which are The Shadow of the Lion, This 
Rough Magic, Much Fall of Blood and Burdens of the 
Dead.

In addition to his own writing, Flint is the editor of 
several series reissuing the works of past SF authors. 
These include James H. Schmitz, Keith Laumer, Christo
pher Anvil, Murray Leinster, Randall Garrett, Tom 
Godwin and Howard L. Myers. He was also the editor 
of the online science fiction and fantasy magazine, Jim 
Baen's Universe.

Flint graduated summa cum laude and Phi Beta 
Kappa from the University of California at Los Angeles 
in 1968, and later received a masters degree in history 
from the same university. Despite his academic creden
tials, Flint spent the next quarter of a century as an 
activist in the American trade union movement, 
working as a longshoreman, truck driver, auto worker, 
steelworker, oil worker, meatpacker, glassblower and 
machinist. He has lived at various times in California, 
Michigan, West Virginia, Alabama, Ohio, and Illinois. 
He now lives in northwest Indiana with his wife Lucille.

Eric Flint is also working on several other ongoing

projects: With David Weber on a series of novels set 
in Weber's Honor Harrington universe. The first three 
of these, Grown of Slaves, Torch of Freedom and 
Cauldron of Ghosts, have already appeared.

A new alternate history series taking place in 
Jacksonian America, the first two volumes of which 
have already appeared: 1812: The Rivers of War and 
1824: The Arkansas War.

Further volumes in the Joe's World series, which 
began with The Philosophical Strangler and Forward 
the Mage.
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List of Westercons
1. 9/05/48 - Los Angeles, CA, Park View Manor.

E. Everett Evans chairman, sponsored by LASFS

2. 10/02/49 - Los Angeles, CA, Knights of Pythias Hall. 
Walter J. Daugherty chairman, sponsored by LASFS

3. 06/18/50 - Los Angeles, CA, Knights of Pythias Hall. 
Dr. Robert S. Richardson (guest).
Freddie Hershey chairman, Sponsored by Outlanders

4. 6/29-7/01/51 - San Francisco, CA, California Hall (etc).
George Pal (guest). Little Men, Tom Quinn chairman (1)

5. 6/28-29/52 - San Diego, CA, (SouthwesterCon), 
U.S. Grant Hotel. Ray Bradbury, William Nolan (guests) 
Roger Nelson chariman

6. 5/30-31/53 - Los Angeles, CA, Hotel Commodore. 
Gerald Heard (guest). E. Everett Evans chariman, 
sponsored by LASFS

7. 9/03-04/54 (7) - San Francisco, CA, (SF Con), 
Sir Francis Drake Hotel. Jack Williamson (guest).
J. Ben Stark chairman

8. 7/03-04/55 - Los Angeles, CA, Hotel Commodore. 
Mel Hunter (guest). Lew Kovner chariman, 
sponsored by Chesley Donovan Foundation

9. 6/30-7/01/56, Oakland, CA, Hotel Leamington
Richard Matheson (guest). Marilyn Tulley chairman

10. 7/04-07/57, Hollywood, CA, Hotel Knickerbocker 
Mark Clifton (guest). Lew Kovner chariman, 
sponsored by LASFS, CD Foundation

11. 9/01/58 (2) - Los Angeles, CA, [SolaCon], 
Alexandria Hotel. Richard Matheson (guest).
Anna S. Moffatt chairman, sponsored by Outlanders

12. 7/03-05/59 - Seattle, WA, Moore House
Alan E. Nourse (guest). F.M. Busby chairman, 
sponsored by Nameless Ones

13. 7/02-04/60 - Boise, ID, (BoyCon), Owyhee Hotel
Rog Phillips (guest). Guy and Diane Terwilliger chairmen

14. 7/01-02/61 - Oakland, CA, (Baycon),
Hotel Leamington. Fritz Leiber (Pro guest), Jack Speer
(Fan guest). Honey Woods chairman, sponsored by GGFS

15. 6/30-7/01/62 - Los Angeles, CA, Hotel Alexandria 
Jack Vance (Pro), Alva Rogers (Fan).

Albert J. Lewis chairman, sponsored by LASFS

16. 7/04-07/63 - Burlingame, Hyatt House Hotel 
Kris Neville (Pro), F.M. & Elinor Busby (Fan).
Al haLevy chairman, sponsored by Little Men

17. 9/04/64 (2) Oakland, CA, (PacifiCon II),
Leamington Hotel. Edmond Hamilton & Leigh Brackett 
(Pro), Forrest J. Ackerman (Fan).
Al haLevy & J. Ben Stark chairmen

18. 7/03-05/65, Long Beach, CA, Edgewater Inn 
Frank Herbert (Pro), Anthony Boucher (Fan).
Steve Tolliver, John Trimble chairmen

19. 7/01-04/66, San Diego, CA, Stardust Motor Hotel & 
Country Club. Harlan Ellison (Pro), John & Bjo Trimble 
(Fan). Dennis N. Smith chairman

20. 7/01-04/67, Los Angeles, CA, Sheraton-West Hotel 
Marion Z. Bradley (Pro), Lon Atkins (Fan), 
Brandon Lamont chairman (3)

21. 9/01/68 (2) Berkeley, CA, (BAYCON), Hotel 
Claremon. Philip Jose Farmer (Pro), Walter J. Daugherty 
(Fan), Bill Donaho, Alva Rogers, J. Ben Stark chairmen

22. 7/03-06/69, Santa Monica (FUNCon II), Miramar 
Hotel. Randall Garrett (Pro), Roy Tackett (Fan).
Chuck Crayne, Bruce Pelz chairmen

23. 7/02-05/70, Santa Barbara, CA, Francisco Torres 
Jack Williamson [Pro]; Rick Sneary [Fan]
John & Bjo Trimble chairmen

24. 7/01-05/71, San Francisco, CA, (SFCon 71), Hilton 
Inn. Avram Davidson (Pro), Don Simpson (Fan).
Jerry Jacks chairman

25. 6/30-7/04/72 (4) Long Beach, CA, Edgewater Hyatt 
House. Lloyd Biggie Jr. (Pro), Len Moffatt (Fan).
Dave Hulan chairman

26. 6/30-7/04/73, San Francisco, CA, (SFCon '7),
St. Francis Hotel. Larry Niven (Pro), George Barr (Fan), 
James Nelson Coleman (Special). Jerry Jacks chairman

27. 7/03-07/74, Santa Barbra, CA, Francisco Torres 
Philip K. Dick (Pro), (5) Charles Burbee (Fan).
Fred Patten chairman

28. 7/03-06/75 Oakland, CA, (OakLaCon), Leamington 
Hotel. David Gerrold (Pro), Charlie & Dena Brown (Fan),
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Ian & Betty Ballantine (Special).
Lois Newman, Craig Miller chairmen

29. 7/02-05/76, Los Angeles, CA, Hyatt House Hotel 
Horace L. Gold (Pro), Gregg Calkins (Fan).
Bruce Pelz chairman

JO. 7/01 -04/77, Vancouver, BC, Totem Park Residence 
Damon Knight (Pro), Frank Denton (Fan), 
Kate Wilhelm (Special). Fran Skene chairman

J1.6/30-7/04/78, Los Angeles, CA, (Westercone),
L.A. Marriott Hotel. Poul Anderson (Pro), Don C. Tompson 
(Fan). Ed Finkelstein, Mike Glyer chairmen

32. 7/04-08/79, San Francisco, CA, Sheraton Palace Hotel 
Richard Lupoff (Pro), Bruce Pelz (Fan), Sherry Gottlieb 
(Specia). Jerry Jacks chairman

33. 7/03-07/06/80, Los Angeles, CA, Hyatt House Hotel 
Roger Zelazny (Pro), Bob Vardeman (Fan).
Milt Stevens chairman

34. 7/02-07/05/81, Sacramento, CA, Red Lion Inn 
C.J. Cherryh (Pro), Grant Canfield (Fan).
Michael Carrels chairman

35. 7/02-05/82, Phoenix, AZ, The Phoenix Hilton
Gordon R. Dickson (Pro), Fran Skene (Fan), Robert Asprin 
(Special). Randy Rau chairman, sponsored by CASFS

36. 7/01-04/83, San Jose, CA, (Westerchron), Red Lion 
Inn. Phil Klass (Writer), Alicia Austin (Artist), Tom Whitmore 
(Fan). Lee Forgue chairman

37. 6/29-7/03/84, Portland, OR, Portland Marriott Hotel 
Harlan Ellison (Pro), F.M. & Elinor Busby (Fan), Alex 
Schomberg (Artist). Steve Berry, Pam Davis, Bryce Walden 
chairmen, sponsored by OSFCI (Oregon Science Fiction 
Conventions, Inc.)

38. 7/03-07/85, Sacramento, CA, Red Lion Inn 
James Hogan (Pro), Paula Christ (Fan) 
Michael Garrells chairman

39. 7/03-06/86, San Diego, CA, Town & Country Hotel 
David Brin (Pro), Karen Turner (Pro).
Gail Hanrahan, Mitchell Walker, Curtis White chairmen

40. 7/02-05/87, Oakland, CA, (Episode XXXX), Oakland 
Hyatt Regency & Convention Center. Gregory Benford 
(Writer), Aubrey MacDermott (Fan), Leia Dowling/Ken 
Macklin (Artist), Leslie Fish (Filk). Lisa D. Harrigan chairman

41. 7/01-04/88, Phoenix, AZ, Hyatt Regency Phoenix 
Sheraton Phoenix. Robert Silverberg (Pro), Craig Miller 
(Fan), Real Musgrave (Artist). Terry Gish chairman

42. 6/30-7/04/89, Anaheim CA, (Conosaurus), Anaheim 
Marriott Hotel. John Varley (Pro), Arthur Hlavaty (Fan).
Lex Nakashima, Patrice Cook? chairman, sponsored by 
SCIFL (6) Attending, 2500

43. 7/05-08/90, Portland, OR, Jantzen Beach/Columbia 
River Red Lion Hotels. Ursula K. LeGuin, Vonda McIntyre, 
Kate Wilhelm (Pros), Art Widner (Fan), Steve Perry 
(Toastmaster). Patty Wells, John Lorentz chairman, 
sponsored by OSFCI

44. 7/0206/91, Vancouver, BC, Gage Residence Hall, 
University of British Columbia. William Gibson (Pro), 
C.J. Cherryh (Pro), Jerry Kaufman (Fan), Suzanne 
Tompkins (Fan), Steve Jackson (Gaming), Patrick & Teres 
Nielsen Hayden (Editor), Warren Oddsson (Artist), Verna 
Terrestriel (Lensman). Terry Fowler chairman

45. 7/02-05/92, Phoenix, AZ, (Westercolt), Phoenix 
Omni Adams San Carlos Hotel, Phoenix Symphony Hall. 
Jennifer Roberson (Pro), Pat Mueller (Fan), Rick Sternbach 
(Artist). Bruce Farr chairman

46. 7/02-7/05/93, Seattle, WA, Bellevue Red Lion 
Greg Bear (Author), F.M. & Elinor Busby (Fan), Wally 
Weber (Fan), Wally Gonser (Fan), George Alec Effinger 
(Toastmaster). Richard Wright chairman

47. 7/01-04/94, Los Angeles, CA, (Conozoic), Los Angeles 
Hilton. George R.R. Martin (Pro), William Rotsler (Fan), 
Real Musgrave (Artist). Noel Wolfman chairman, 
sponsored by SCIFL Attending, 1444

48. 6/30-7/03/95, Portland, OR, Jantzen Beach/Columbia 
River Red Lion Hotels. Vernor Vinge (Pro), Elayne Pelz (Fan), 
John R. Foster (Artis), Ray Villard (Science). John Lorentz 
chairman, sponsored by OSFCL Attending,! 827

49. 7/04-07/96, El Paso, TX, Camino Real Paso Del Norte & 
The El Paso Convention Center. James P. Blaylock (Author), 
Howard Waldrop (Author), Brad W. Foster (Artist), Arnie 
& Joyce Katz (Fan), Pat Cadigan (Toastmaster).
Richard Brandt, Fred Duarte chairman, sponsored by 
El Paso Science Fiction & Fantasy Alliance, FACT

50. 7/03-06/97, Seattle, WA, Seattle Sheraton. Dr. Martin 
M. Greenberg (Writer Past), J. Michael Straczynski (Writer 
Present), Amy Thomson (Writer Future), Victoria Lisi (Artist 
Jack Cohen (Science), Walter J. Daugherty (Fan), Spider & 
Jeanne Robinson (Music). Sally Woehrle chairman, spon
sored by SWOC (Seattle Westercon Organizing Committee)
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51. 7/02-05/98, San Diego CA, (Concept 1998), Mission 
Valley Marriott. Katherine Kurtz, Scott MacMillian, (Author), 
Sue Dawe (Fantasy Artist), David W. Clark (Fan). Dianna 
Hildreth chairman, sponsored by CAASM. Attending, 1173

52. 7/02-05/99, Spokane, WA, (Empirecon), Doubletree Inn 
C.J. Cherryh (Author), Barbara Hambly (Author) Kristine 
Kathryn Rusch (Author), Alicia Austin (Artist), Wendy Pini 
(Artist), Ellen Datlow (Editor), Larry Baker (Fan), Betty 
Bigelow (Toastmaster), Bob Ladd chairman, sponsored by 
Team Maroon

53. 7/01-04/00, Honolulu, HI, (Conolulu), Sheraton Waikik 
Dan Simmons (Author), Ctein (Artist), John Lorentz (Fan), 
Kathryn Daugherty chairman, sponsored by SFSFC 
Attending, 244

54. 7/05-08/01, Portland, OR, Jantzen Beach & Columbia 
River Doubletree Hotels. Tim Powers (Author), Mike Glyer 
(Fan), Frank Lurz (Artist). Dean Koenig chairman, 
sponsored by OSFCI. Attending,! 293

55. 7/04-07/02, Los Angeles, CA, (Conagerie), LA Airport 
Radisson Hote. Harry Turtledove (Autho), Robert Lichtman 
(Fan), Beth Meacham (Editor), Ross Chamberlain (Artist). 
Bruce Pelz chairman, sponsored by SCIFL Attending,! 000

56. 7/03-06/03, SeaTac, WA, SeaTac Doubletree
Bruce Sterling (Author), Lisa Snellings (Artist), Connie Willis 
(Toastmaster), Saul Jaffe (Fan), Claire Eddy (Editor). William 
Sadorus chairman, sponsored by SWOC. Attending,! 400

57. 7/02-05/04, Litchfield Park, AZ, (ConKopelli), 
Wigwam Resort. C.J. Cherryh (Author) (5) David Cherry 
(Artist), Heather Alexander (Music) John Hertz (Fan), 
Diana Gabaldon (Local Author), Virginia Hey (Media), 
Craig Dyer chairman, sponsored by WesternSFA.
Attending, 850

58. 7/01-04/05, Calgary, Alberta, (Due North), Westin 
Calgary. S.M. Stirling (Author), Dave Duncan (Canadian 
Author), Mark Ferrari (Artist), Tom Doherty (Publisher) 
David Hartwell (Editor), Dr. Phil Currie (Science), Cliff 
Samuels & Eileen Capes (Fan). John Mansfield, Randy 
McCharles chairmen, sponsored by CWSFA (Canada 
West Science Fiction Association). Attending, 450

59. 7/01-04/06, San Diego, CA, (Conzilla), Mission Valley 
Marriott. Walter Jon Williams (Author), Bob Eggleton 
(Artist), Bobbi Armbruster (Fan), Kevin J. Anderson 
(Toastmaster). James M. Briggs chairman, sponsored by 
SDSFC (San Diego Science Fiction Conventions).
Attending, 599

60. 6/30-7/03/07, San Mateo, (Gnomeward Bound), San 
Mateo Marriott. (8) Tad Williams (Author), Theresa Mather 
(Artist), Christian McGuire (Fan), Jay Lake (Toastmaster), 
Michael Siladi chairman, sponsored by SPFII (Society for 
Promotion of Fannish Interests, Inc. Attending, 825

61. 7/03-06/08, Las Vegas, NV, JW Marriott Resort. Kage 
Baker (Author), Lubov (Artist), Milt Stevens (Fan), James 
Stanley Daugherty chairman, sponsored by Conventional 
Wisdom. Attending 3! 3

62. 7/02-05/09, Tempe, AZ, (FiestaCon), Tempe Mission 
Palms. Alan Dean Foster (Author), Todd Lockwood (Artist), 
Stanley Schmidt (Editor), Jim & Doreen Webber (Fan), 
Patrick & Teresa Nielsen Hayden (Toastmasters). Mike 
Willmoth chairman, sponsored by Leprecon Inc.
Attending, 603

63. 07/01-04/10 (9) Pasadena, CA, (Confirmation), Hilton 
Pasadena. Rudy Rucker (Pro), John D. Berry (Fan), Marc 
"Schirm" Schirmeister (Artist), Christian B. McGuire 
chairman, sponsored by ISL (Institute for Specialized 
Literature). Attending, 655

64. 07/01-04/11, San Jose, CA, Fairmont Hotel. Patricia 
McKillip (Pro), Phil & Kaja Foglio (Artist), Mike Willmoth 
(Fan). Glenn Glazer chairman, sponsored by SFSFC (San 
Francisco Science Fiction Conventions, Inc.) Attending, 693

65. 07/05-08/12, Seattle, WA, Doubletree Hotel Seattle 
Airpor. Robin Hobb (Pro), Frank & Brianna Spacekat Wu 
([Artist), Chaz Boston Baden (Fan), Art Bozlee (Science), 
Vixy & Tony (Filk), Bobbie DuFault chairman, sponsored 
by SWOC (Seattle Westercon Organizing Committee). 
Attending, 865 (22)

66. 07/04-07/13, Sacramento, CA, Hilton Arden Fair. 
Nicola Griffith and Kelley Eskridge (Authors), Eric 
Shanower (Artist), David Maxine (Small Press), Warren 
Frey, Steven Schapansky, Chris Burgess (Fan), David 
Gerrold (Toastmaster), John and Bjo Trimble ([Costumers), 
Kevin Roche and Andy Trembley chairmen, sponsored by 
SFSFC (San Francisco Science Fiction Conventions, Inc.). 
Attending, 785

67, 07/03-06/14 (10) Salt Lake City, UT, Marriott Hotel 
Downtown at City Creek. Cory Doctorow (Author), Chris 
Garcia (Fan), David Maxine (Small Press), Mary Robinette 
Kowal (Author), Brandon Sanderson (Author), William 
Stout, (Artist), Howard Tayler (Cartoonist), Dan Wells 
(Author), Dave Doering chairman, sponsored by 
CONduit SF & F. Attending, 636 (11)

68. 07/02-05/15 (12) San Diego, CA, Town & Country 
Hotel. Spider Robinson (Author) (13) Mira Grant
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(Additional) (13) John Picacio (Artist), Seanan McGuire 
(Fan), William F. Nolan (Special), Ron Oakes chairman, 
sponsored by San Diego Speculative Fiction Society, Inc.
Attending, 945 (15)

59, 07/01-04/16 (14) Portland, OR, Doubletree Hotel 
Lloyd Center. John Scalzi (Writer) Theresa Mather (Artist), 
Bobak Ferdowsi (Science), David Levine (Fan), Charlie 
Stross (Special). Lea Rush chairman, sponsored by Oregon 
Science Fiction Conventions, Inc. Attending, 1577 (17)

70. 07/01-04/17 (7 6) Tempe, AZ, (ConAlope), Tempe 
Mission Palms. Connie Willis (Author), Julie Dillon (Artist), 
Larry Elmore (Special Artist), Tom Deadstuff (Local Artist), 
Tim Griffin (Filk), Gini Koch (Local Author), Vai & Ron 
Ontell (Fan), Bjo and John Trimble ([Media), Henry 
Vanderbilt (Science), Weston Ochse (Toastmaster). Dee 
Astell chairman, sponsored by Leprecon Inc. Attending, 608

71. 07/04-08/18 (18) Denver, CO, (19) Hyatt Regency Tech 
Center (19) Nancy Kress (Literary), Rebecca Moesta (Editor), 
Jeff Sturgeon (Artist), Margaret Davis & Kristoph Klover 
(Music/Filk), Nikki Ebright chairman, (20) sponsored by 
Shiny Garden (21) Attending, 750 (24)

72. 07/04-07/19 (23) Layton, UT, (SpikeCon), Davis 
Conference Center and Hilton Garden Inn & Suites. Jim 
Butcher (Author), Vincent Villafranca (Artist), Kitty Kreil 
(Cosplay), Kevin Standlee, Lisa Hayes, and Kuma Bear 
(Fan), Tom Smith (Filk), Eric Flint (Special), Dewey L.
Douglas (Special). Kate Hatcher chairman, sponsored by 
Utah Fandom Organization

73. 07/02-07/2020, SeaTac, WA, DoubleTree by Hilton 
Hotel Seattle Airport. David Brin (Author), Kevin Roche 
and Andy Trembley (Fan), Ethan Siegel (Science). Sally 
Worhle chairman, sponsored by SWOC

Notes on the conventions:
. Replaced Steward Metchette as Chairman.

2. Combined with the World Science Fiction Convention, 
sharing names, Guests of Honor and Chairs. One day was 
usually designated as Westercon (Chair and Guest of 
Honor) day.

3. Replaced Ted Johnstone as Chairman
4. Mythcon combined with Westercon that year.
5. Did not attend.
6. Lex Nakashima became sole chair during run-up to con.
7. The 1954 Worldcon was combined with the Westercon 
that year, with John W. Campbell as Worldcon GoH and 
Jack Williamson as Westercon GoH. The Worldcon 
"Executive Committee" consisted of Lester Cole and Gary 
J. Nelson; the Westercon Chairman was J. Ben Stark.
Robert Bloch was MC at the combined Convention Banquet.

8. Hotel moved from San Jose Doubletree to San Mateo

Marriott, date moved from July 6-9, 2007
9. Combined with ConChord 23
10. Combined with CONduit 24.
11. In addition, approximately 220 attendees of Fantasy- 
Con, an independent event held simultaneously across the 
street from the site of Westercon, attended Westercon 
under a joint-admission policy between the two events. 
(An exact count was not possible because of the joint 
admission; 220 is the count of those FantasyCon 
attendees who registered their joint attendance with the 
Westercon registration desk.)

12. Combined with Conjecture 13 (Guest of Honor Steven 
Brust) and Conchord 27 (Guests of Honor Vixy & Tony 
Interfilk Guests Morva Bowman and Alan Pollard).

13. Spider Robinson was unable to attend due to health 
issues. After Robinson announced that he was not going 
to be able to attend, Mira Grant was announced as an 
Additional Guest of Honor.

14. Combined with GearCon.
15. This appears to be total membership, not warm-body 
count.

16. Combined with LepreCon 43. Guest of Honor titles 
are consistent with traditional LepreCon practice.

17. Total memberships of all types including supporting, 
1673

18. Combined with Myths and Legends Con 6.
19. Originally announced for the Westin in Westminster 
CO. Relocated as part of the transfer of the convention 
from Stories for Students to Shiny Garden (See Note 21).

20. Peter J Wacks was originally announced as co-chair but 
stepped down shortly after the convention was seated in 
July 2016.

21. Originally under the sponsorship of Stories for Students. 
On May 31, 201 7, the convention announced that Stories 
for Students had dissolved, turning over the organization 
of Westercon 71 to Shiny Garden, corporate parent of 
Myths and Legends.

22. According to information from Alex von Thorn received 
26 January 2018, described as "information about 
Westercon 65 given by the convention chair at the 
registration desk": 920 attending, 30 supporting, total 
registered 950, 865 warm bodies on site.

23. Combined with 2019 North American Science Fiction 
Convention (NASFiC) and 1632 Minicon. Guests listed 
are those specific to Westercon; the combined event had 
additional guests of honor.

24. According to information from Billy van Ark received 
29 November 2018: 808 attending, 27 supporting, and 
"approximately 60 badges not picked up." This 750 
warm-body-count is an estimate from the convention 
management.

People who worked on or contributed to this document: 
Chaz Boston Baden, Stephanie Bannon, James M. Briggs 
Marty Cantor, Bobbie DuFault, Glenn Glazer, Don Glover, 
John Lorentz, Craig Miller, Dick O'Shea, Jo Rhett, Kevin 
Standlee, Andy Trembley, Billy van Ark, Alex von Thorn.
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North American Science Fiction 
Convention 2019 (NASFiC) 
Guest of Honor -
Laurell K. Hamilton

Laurell K. Hamilton is the author of the No.1 New 
York Times-bestselling Anita Blake series that has sold 
millions of copies worldwide and created the market 
for sexy paranormal fiction.

Anita's world is ours except that all the creatures of 
horror, myth and legend are real and mainstreamed 
into society - one peopled with monsters who were 
all too human and humans who turned out to be the 
biggest monsters of all. Anita navigates the mysteries 
of this world while dispensing justice and living a life 
that could best be described as non-conventional.

Laurell has published forty-five books and novels, 
including the bestselling Meredith Gentry series, as 
well as short stories and novellas. She has written in 
the Star Trek universe and in the worlds of Dungeons 
and Dragons.

Along with her husband, Jonathon Green, she 
oversaw the adaptations of her Anita series into 
comics and graphic novels that were published by 
Marvel. Marvel Comics has worked closely with 
Hamilton to adapt her books in the Anita Blake series 
into comic book medium with a stunning amount of 
success. The first installment of the graphic novel, 
Guilty Pleasures, was released in July 2007 and was 
the number one best selling graphic novel for that 
month. The Meredith Gentry series published by 
Ballantine Books features Meredith Gentry as a 
part-human, part-fey private investigator. Under 
orders from her aunt Andias, Queen of the Unseelie 
Court, Meredith is in a race to become pregnant and 
ascend the throne before her cousin Cel does. The 
cost of failure will be her own life and that of those 
who follow her. The latest Merry book, Divine Misde
meanors, debuted December 8th, 2009.

Laurell resides in St. Louis County, Missouri, with 
her husband, her daughter, and their furbarian 
horde. Her education includes degrees in English and 
biology from Marion (now Indiana Wesleyan Univer
sity). She supports many charities and links to local 
groups dedicated to helping animals in need and 
protecting the natural world.
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Westercon 72 Guests

Westercon 72 and NASFiC 2019
Artist Guest of Honor -
Vincent Villafranca
(Vincent Villafranca is sponsored by the generous support of 
ALAMO - A Texas based 501 (c)(3) nonprofit corporation)

Vincent Villafranca has been sculpting and making 
things since he was a kid in the early 1970's. While 
working on a History degree in the late 1980's, he took a 
sculpture course as an elective and was introduced to the 
art of bronze-casting and became hooked. He spent 
most of the 1990's making wildlife and Western art.

Vincent attended his first convention in the summer of 
2004, ArmadilloCon in Austin, Texas. After seeing that 
there was an art exhibit at the convention, he began 
focusing on making fantastic and otherworldly imagery. 
He started exhibiting his bronze sculptures at conventions 
in Texas, and eventually at World Fantasy and Worldcon.

In 2009 SFWA (Science Fiction & Fantasy Writers of 
America) commissioned Vincent to design the Ray 
Bradbury Award for Best Dramatic Presentation. In 2013 
he designed the base for the Hugo Award. And most 
recently, his design won as the new World Fantasy 
Award.

Vincent has won numerous Chesley Awards for his 
sculptures. He regularly attends IlluxCon, World Fantasy, 
Worldcon and several Texas conventions.
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North American Science Fiction 
Convention 2019 (NASFiC) 
Guest of Honor - David Weber 
(David Weber is sponsored with generous support 
from Charles & Teny Fisher)

David Weber was born in Cleveland and grew up in 
rural South Carolina. A bookworm from childhood, 
he was blessed with a father who collected auto
graphed copies of every E. E. Smith hardcover and 
introduced him to Jack Williamson when he was 10. 
His mother taught English, ran her own ad agency 
and encouraged him to write. (Alice G. Weber went 
back to graduate school in her sixties to earn her PhD 
in Literature.) David's parents were the supportive, 
persistent and geeky influence he needed. He started 
writing short stories and poetry as young as five, and 
won his first award at the Greenville Art Festival when 
he was 16.

After getting an undergraduate degree and M.A in 
history from Appalachian State University in Boone, 
North Carolina, David Weber returned to Greenville 
learning the intricacies of copywriting from the family 
business. He is trained in Linotype Operation and 
worked copy in multiple mediums with intensive 
deadlines that do not give room for developing 
writers block including government documents, 
magazines, urban development and campaigns.

As his writing developed, David also had multiple 
hobbies which pulled him towards science fiction 
and fantasy. David was a practitioner of RPGs before 
Dungeons and Dragons became popular, and found 
an interest in the StarFire gaming series from Task 
Force Games of Amarillo, Texas. StarFire also led him 
to collaborate with Steve White, who later worked on 
the novel Insurrection.

He sold his first novel to Jim Baen, his enabler at 
Baen Books, in 1989. David Weber has perpetrated 
over 66 solo and collaborative novels and an uncon
scionable number of anthologies upon the unsus
pecting public. He is best known for his character 
Honor Harrington, a nod to C.S. Forester and some
times described as "Horatio Hornblower in Space." 
His second popular series, Safehold, is published by 
Tor Books.

David Weber's novels range from military science 
fiction, epic fantasy, alternate history, and space

opera. With books handed in, not yet published, 
he poured his passion into over 69 books including 
anthologies, offshoot series, and collaborative 
works. In 2019 he will celebrate his 30th year of 
being a staple in the trade of writing.

David's trick? "Ultimately, you have to be the final 
judge of what's going to be published over your 
name, but the day you decide your Judgment is 
infallible — that no one else has a critique or a 
suggestion which could improve your work — you 
are no longer going to be doing the best work of 
which you are capable."
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North American Science Fiction 
Convention 2019 (NASFiC) 
Guest of Honor - Susan Chang 
(Susan Chang is sponsored by Tor Teen)

Susan Chang is a Senior Editor at Tor Books. She 
acquires and edits books for the Starscape middle grade 
and Tor Teen young adult imprints. After graduating 
from Vassar College with a degree in Medieval and 
Renaissance Studies, she began her publishing career at 
HarperCollins Children's Books, where she worked for 
nine years before moving on to shorter stints at Hyperi
on Books for Children and Parachute Publishing, a book 
packager. In January 2004, Susan got her dream job at 
Tor Books as acquiring editor for the Starscape and Tor 
Teen imprints.

Susan acquires chapter books, middle grade, and 
young adult fiction. She does not acquire picture books, 
new adult, or adult books. Like many editors, she has 
eclectic tastes, and is open to be queried about anything 
and everything, not limited to science fiction and 
fantasy. For chapter books she is looking for high 
concept books or series with an educational hook; for 
middle grade, action and high-stakes adventure; and in 
young adult, stories that are thought-provoking and 
emotionally truthful. If you are interested in submitting 
to her, please follow Tor's submission guidelines, which 
can be found here: https://us.macmillan.com/tor- 
forge/about/faq/

Over the course of her career, Susan has worked with 
many acclaimed authors, including Alan Gratz, David 
Lubar, Sarah Porter, Brandon Sanderson, Bill Willingham, 
and Jane Yolen, among others. In her previous positions, 
she assisted on books by Garth Nix and managed a 
backlist repackaging program for Diana Wynne Jones.
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North American Science Fiction 
Convention 2019 (NASFiC) 
Guest of Honor - Linda Deneroff

Linda Deneroff read her first science fiction novel 
around the age of 6 or 7 and was fully introduced to 
the field by a librarian who recommended Red Planet, 
by Robert A. Heinlein (at the age of 12, of course!), 
which nurtured her life-long love of science fiction. 
That love extended to science fiction conventions 
nearly ten years later, when she met some fellow Star 
Trek fans who knew about a New York convention 
called Lunacon.

In those days it was "a proud and lonely thing to be 
a fan," and it was "love at first sight" to walk into that 
convention. There were hundreds of people who 
understood Linda and her obsession! In quick succes
sion (less than a year) there was Lunacon, a com
ic-book convention, a Worldcon (Noreascon I, in 
Boston) and the very first Star Trek convention in New 
York City. Linda joined the New York Science Fiction 
Society (called The Lunarians). Not content to attend 
conventions, she began working on them in various 
capacities, and chaired Lunacon in 1981.

Linda attended Worldcon as often as she could, 
(missing mostly the West Coast and overseas conven
tions), and heard about something called the 
business meeting. Wanting to know more about it, 
she attended the meeting and found herself watching 
what she called the "theatre of the absurd." (In those 
days, there was no worry about trademark protection 
and other real-world infringements on the fannish 
community).

After moving to the Left Coast, Linda continued 
attending Worldcon (and business meetings) and was 
appointed to the Mark Protection Committee on 
behalf of CascadiaCon (NASFiC) in 2004. She agreed 
to take the meeting notes, and that led to her stand
ing for election to that committee when the appoint
ment expired.

Having worked with him on the Mark Protection 
Committee in 2008, Kevin Standlee asked Linda to be 
secretary of the Business Meeting, which he was 
chairing. By this time, the days of "theatre of the 
absurd" were long gone, but she was game. Linda 
has been secretary continuously since then, except for 
2010 when Worldcon was in Australia and she

couldn't attend. Over the years, the meetings (in 
general) have turned more serious, and the meet
ing notes grown longer, reaching a total of 123 
pages in 2017 (including a newly added table of 
contents) so she figures she is a glutton for punish
ment.

Linda was appointed WSFS Division Head for 
Sasquan in 2015, which led to the interesting 
situation of being manager of the Business Meet
ing Chairperson, who that year was Kevin 
Standlee, and then, as Secretary of the Business 
Meeting, being managed by Kevin. That was the 
year of the "Puppies," which made things even 
more chaotic than usual. Linda prefers not to go 
there.

It's been a long time since Linda Deneroff chose 
"Fandom Is A Way of Life" over "Fandom Is Just a 
Goddamn Hobby," and she did so without any 
regrets. Fandom taught her photography, (thanks 
to Ben Yalow), gave her the ability to travel, and 
gave Linda friends all over the world.

She is profoundly grateful.
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North American Science Fiction 
Convention 2019 (NASFiC) 
Guest of Honor - Dragon Dronet 
(Dragon Dornet is sponsored by Oregon Science 
Fiction Conventions, Inc.)

By the time he arrived in Los Angeles, Dragon 
Dronet was not only experienced in props and 
costumes; he was a seasoned professional in stunts, 
weaponry, and popular on the convention circuit. He 
honed his skills as a science fiction artist and illustra
tor while winning costume contests all over America, 
and studying martial arts and swordsmanship.

Dragon Dronet's expertise led him to work as a 
props master, stuntman, choreographer and actor. 
Dronet worked on films such as Total Recall, the 
comic adaptation Batman Returns, and Alien: Resur
rection. His continuous work includes Star Trek 
franchises, Chronicles of Riddick, Tim Burton's Planet 
of the Apes, MacGyver, Babylon 5, and Darth Malgus 
for the "Star Wars the Old Republic " video game.

You can find more about Dragon and the Rene
gade Effects Group on Facebook and websites. 
Dragon's philosophy on life is simple: "My word is 
my bond and integrity. The only way to truly know 
yourself is to follow your dreams, do your best, and 
never give up."

Dragon Dronet's Latest Projects:
Dragon can be seen in a cameo picture with a 

sword he built as the original head of a dojo in the 
upcoming movie "The Art of Self Defense", starring 
jesse Eisenberg, to be released in July, 2019. You can 
see Dragons work (Luke Steel Helmet, blue tunic by 
Wanda Piety) on the newest album cover of Empire 
of the Sun "Two Vines", and you can hear him play 
Sax on the latest English Beat album, with Dave 
Wakling and Michael Railton.

Game of Thrones "Winter is Coming" white walker 
sculpture displays

Hollywood walk of Fame Toshiro Mifune Star 
presentation (Armored Presentation Honor Guards)

Design and construction of Special Super Bowl 
presentation ring for CBS sports 2018

The Dallas Cowboys 7/11 commercial
Tesla
Vampire Diaries

Teen Wolf
The Magic Wheelchair Predator event at Stan 

Lee's Comic Con
Star Trek Renegades and Renegades: Requiem
Sharknado 3 and 4
Maker Force 5 new TV show
Twitch-Con
Nintendo Switch
Black Panther
the new Acer computers Predator ads 

(costumes and armor design, build)
Walmart Star Wars Jedi training commercials just 

to name a few.
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| Vote for DC in 2021!
The site of the 2021 World 
Science Fiction Convention 
(Worldcon) will be chosen 

; at Dublin 2019 - An Irish
Worldcon (dublin2019.com).
To cast a ballot for the 2021 
Worldcon site, you must 
meet two requirements: 

|
1. Be at least a supporting 
member of Dublin 2019.

. 2. Pay a Advance Supporting 
Membership (ASM) fee for 
the 2021 Worldcon.
The 2021 Site Selection ballot | 
will be posted in April on 
the Dublin 2019 website to 
download and fill out. Votes 
may also be cast on-site at 
Dublin 2019. The winning 
2021 Worldcon bid will be 
announced on Sunday, 18 
August 2019, at Dublin 2019. | 
The deadline for being on the i 
ballot for the 2021 Worldcon | 
has passed — DC in 2021 
submitted the only bid.

What is the DC in 2021 Worldcon Bid?
Washington, D.C. has played host to many science fiction and fantasy conventions, including Disclave, 
Capclave, and two Worldcons — Discon I (1963) and Discon II (1974). A new generation of area fans 
and friends are bidding to bring the 79th World Science Fiction Convention to DC for a third time on 
Wednesday through Sunday, 25 - 29 August 2021, at the Marriott Wardman Park hotel in the Woodley 
Park neighborhood of Northwest Washington, D.C.
DC in 2021 is a committee of the Baltimore-Washington Area Worldcon Association, Inc. (BWAWA); a 
501(c)(3) tax-exempt organization devoted to the promotion of the science fiction and fantasy genre in 
all its forms. To learn more about BWAWA and our Code of Conduct, please visit bwawa.org.

DCin2021.org • info@DCin2021.org • Facebook/Twitter: DCin2021
Times Three cover illustration for limes Three by Robert Silverberg, 
Subterranean Press, April 2011© John Picaeio. All rights reserved.

dublin2019.com
bwawa.org
DCin2021.org
mailto:info@DCin2021.org
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North American Science Fiction 
Convention 2019 (NASFiC) 
Guests of Honor (Masters of 
Ceremony) - John & Bjo Trimble 
(John and Bjo Trimble are sponsored by Ctein)

John Griffin Trimble served in the US Air Force, Air 
Rescue, during the Korean War. Afterwards he worked 
for an international cordage company, then for Gallup 
Poll. He met Bjo at a convention party under Forrest J 
Ackerman's grand piano and found himself involved 
in a lot of unplanned science fiction projects. John was 
a mainstay in the Save Star Trek letter-writing cam
paign, but never got much credit in the midst of the 
feminist movement. Now retired, John works on the 
Trimble's online company, Ancient Earth Pigments, 
www.ancientearthpigments.com. He likes mystery 
and history books, cheeses, home-brewed dark beer, 
dark chocolate, and good company.

Bjo Trimble began her art career as a freelance 
graphic artist for Los Angeles area printing companies, 
wrote two published Star Trek books and multiple 
magazine articles. She served in the US Navy during 
the Korean War, but was never assigned overseas. Bjo 
originated the Art Shows and Futuristic Fashion Show 
for science fiction conventions. She is a long-time dyer 
and scroll illuminator, and currently acts as tutorial 
writer and Crazy Ideas person for the family business. 
She likes mystery and crafts books, cheeses, teaching, 
chocolate, sewing wall quilts, and good company.

The Trimble Team are responsible for many success
ful projects, chief among them a 58-year-long 
marriage and the raising of three delightful and 
creative daughters. They live in a 105 year old Crafts
man-style California bungalow in the foothills of 
Southern California, sharing the little house with 
middle daughter, Lora, and her husband, Jason.

Active in Science Fiction fandom for 60+ years, John 
& Bjo Trimble were on the committees of several SF 
cons, founded their own media and Star Trek cons, 
originated the Worldcon Art Shows and the Futuristic 
Fashion shows. The latter event has moved to 
Costume Con, where it still thrives. They both have 
Inkpot Awards from San Diego Comic Con for setting 
up the convention's first art shows. The Trimbles also 
helped set up Comic Con's masquerade contests,

with the aid of actor Walter Koenig, and Jack Kirby. 
They rallied fandom to name the first space shuttle 
the "Enterprise" to draw attention to the space 
effort.

They are active in the Society for Creative Anach
ronism, where they are known as Master John ap 
Griffin and Maestra Flavia Beatrice Carmigniani. 
They founded Collegium Caidis (a medieval 
college), started the first regional newsletter, and 
have taught many classes from heraldry and SCA 
history (John), to crafts, dyeing, scribal work and 
several other subjects (Bjo).

They owned and operated two family businesses 
until 2015: Griffin Dyeworks & Fiber Arts 
www.griffindyeworks.com, and Ancient Earths 
Pigments. The Trimbles chaired an annual Fiber 
Retreat for 10 years. They sold Griffin Dyeworks to 
their business partner, Theresa Wollenstein, but 
kept the pigment business.

Besides working on their online pigment 
business, they also do workshops, and write an 
occasional online blog for StarTrek.com. You can 
find them on Facebook on their combined and 
individual John & Bjo Trimble pages and on the 
Ancient Earth Pigments page.
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List of NASFiCs
1 - NASFiC, Labor Day weekend, 1975 

Los Angeles, CA, Los Angeles Airport Marriott 
Harlan Ellison (pro)
Chuck Crayne, chairman -1,100 attending

2 - NorthAmericon 1979, 30 Aug.-3 Sept., 1979 
Louisville, KY, Galt House Hotel
Frederik Pohl (pro), George Scithers (fan) 
Cliff Amos, chairman - 1928/2030 attending

3 - LoneStarCon 1, 30 Aug. - 2 Sept., 1985 
Austin, TX. Hyatt Regency Austin Sheraton 
Crest Palmer Auditorium
Jack Vance (writer), Richard Powers (artist), 
Joanne Burger (fan)
Willie Siros chairman - 2,800 attending

4 - CactusCon, 3-7, Sept., 1987, Phoenix, AZ 
Phoenix Hyatt Regency, Adams Hilton 
Phoenix Convention Center
Hal Clement (pro), Marjii Ellers (fan) 
Bruce Farr, chairman - 3000 attending

5 - ConDiego, Labor Day weekend, 1990 
San Diego, CA. Omni Hotel San Diego 
Convention & Performing Arts Center 
Samuel R. Delany (pro), Ben Yalow (fan) 
Albert Lafreniere II chairman - 3000 attending

6 - Dragon*Con 1995, 13-16 July 1995
Atlanta, GA, Atlanta Hilton & Towers Westin 
Peachtree Plaza Hotel, Atlanta Civic Center 
George Alec Effinger (writer), Harlan Ellison (writer), 
Timothy Zahn (writer), Michael Whelan (artist), 
Bjo Trimble (fan)
Ed Kramer chairman -14,312 attending

7 - Conucopia, 26-29 Aug., 1999 
Anaheim, CA, Anaheim Marriott 
Jerry Pournelle (pro), Ellen Datlow (editor), 
Richard Lynch (fan), Nicki Lynch (fan) 
Christian B. McGuire chairman - 1,734 attending

8 - CascadiaCon, 1 -5 Sept., 2005
Seattle, Washington, SeaTac Hilton
Fred Saberhagen (Writer), Liz Danforth (Artist), 
Toni Weisskopf (Editor), Kevin Standlee (Fan), 
Marc Abrahams (Science)
Bobbi DuFault chairman - 1 785/2014 attending

9 - Archon31/Tuckercon, 2-5 Aug., 2007 
Collinsville, IL, Holiday Inn Gateway Center 
Barbara Hambly (Featured), Darrell K. Sweet

(Artist), Kevin Murphy and Bill Corbett (Media), 
James Ernest (Gaming), Elizabeth Covey 
(Costuming), Barry & Sally Childs-Helton (Filk), Nancy 
"Cleo" Hathaway (Fan, Lani Tupu (Media/ 
Workshop), Richard Hatch (Last-Minute Special) 
Steve Norris, Michelle Zellich chairmen - ? attending

10 - Reconstruction, 5-8 Aug., 2010
Raleigh, NC. Raleigh Convention Center, Raleigh 
Marriott City Center, Sheraton Raleigh Hotel 
Eric Flint (Author), Brad Foster (Artist), 
Juanita Coulson, (Fan)
Warren Buff chairman - 750/900 atttending

11 - Detconl, 1 7-20 July, 2014
Detroit, Ml, Detroit Marriott at the Renaissance Center 
Steven Barnes (Author), John Picacio (Artist), 
Bernadette Bosky (Fan), Arthur D. Hlavaty (Fan), 
Kevin J. Maroney (Fan), Helen Greiner (Scientist), 
Bill Sutton (Musician), Brenda Sutton (Musician) 
Tammy Coxen chairman. 1450/1638 attending

12 - NorthAmeriCon '17, 6-9 July, 201 7
San Juan, PR, Sheraton Puerto Rico Hotel and 
Casino
Daina Chaviano, Tobias S. Buckell
Brother Guy Consolmagno S.J.
Javier Grillo-Marxuach, George Perez
Paula Smith
Pablo Vazquez chairman - 200 attending

13-SpikeCon, 4-7 July, 2019
Layton, UT. Davis Conference Center, Hilton 
Garden Inn, Home 2 Suites, Hampton Inn, 
Holiday Inn Express
David Weber, Laurell K. Hamilton, Vincent Villafranca, 
Susan Chang, John & Bjo Trimble, Dragon Donet, 
Linda Deneroff
Kate Hatcher chairman

Produced by the WSFS Long List Committee
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Utah Fandom Organization 
Local Author - Eric James Stone 
(Eric James Stone is supported anonymously)

Eric James Stone is a past Nebula Award winner, Hugo Award 
nominee, and Writers of the Future Contest winner. Over fifty of 
his stories have been published in venues such as Year's Best SF, 
Analog Science Fiction & Fact, and Nature. His debut novel, a 
science fiction thriller titled Unforgettable, published by Baen 
Books, has been optioned by Hollywood multiple times.

Eric's life has been filled with a variety of experiences. As the son 
of an immigrant from Argentina, he grew up bilingual and spent 
most of his childhood living in Latin America. He also lived for five 
years in England and became trilingual while serving a two-year 
mission for his church in Italy. He majored in political science at 
BYU (where he sang in the Russian Choir for two years) and then 
got a law degree from Baylor. He did political work in Washing
ton, D.C., for several years before shifting career tracks. He now 
works as a systems administrator and programmer.

Eric lives in Utah with his wife, Darci, who is an award-winning 
author herself, in addition to being a high school science teacher 
and programmer.

Utah Fandom Organization 
Local Artist - Newton Ewell
(Newton Ewell is supported by anonymous Utah fans)

Newton Ewell was a creator in search of the right knowledge 
and technology to bring his dreams to life. He knew it could be 
done; the question was HOW to do it.

Newton always wanted to be a starship engineer. From child
hood, he was obsessed with SF hardware. Exposure to visual 
hard science fiction had a profound and damaging effect - a 
burning desire to make this kind of stuff and get paid to do it. 
Newton Ewell was determined to learn and teach himself how, 
which he ended up doing. This also helped him co-found an 
anime group - JASFA, out of the DC area - to satisfy his lust for 
mecha anime.

The result has been a career as an illustrator, conceptual and 
production designer, and mechanical design contributor to a 
number of RPCs. Later, this experience helped Newton transi
tion to videogames, and back to RPG publications. He does both 
traditional and digital artwork, from pencils to 3D animation. 
Newton looks forward to working with games companies on 
many future projects, in both the fantasy, SF and horror genres.
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West Coast Science Fantasy Conference Westercon Traditions
Traditions: Requirements and Traditions for 
Westercon Committees

This document attempts to describe in concise format 
the requirements and customs for Westercon. It is a 
result of discussion on the SMOFS list, smofs@sflovers.org

This list is not comprehensive. Some elements, especially 
the Traditions section, are my opinion. (Written by James 
Briggs, Chairman, Conzilla, Westercon 59. Adapted from 
http://www.westercon.org/organization/traditions/)

Westercon "Must Do's" - Members:
Have at least two classes of members, Attending and 

Supporting. Supporting members must receive all 
progress reports, all "generally available publications" 
published after joining, and the program book. 
Supporting members may vote in site-selection.
Bylaws 1.3, 1.3.1, 1.3.3

These are the only classes a Westercon must have. Other 
classes of membership and their restrictions are up to the 
administering Westercon. Only Attending and 
Supporting members have the right to receive all 
publications or vote in site-selection. Other classes may 
have these rights extended to them but its not 
mandatory. Any class of membership that costs as much 
as a supporting membership must include the rights of 
a supporting membership, including the right to vote. 
Thus Child memberships and one-day memberships that 
cost at least as much as the Supporting membership cost 
must include a supporting membership.
Bylaws section 1.3.3

While not actually required to do so by rule, Westercons 
have traditionally published lists of their members in their 
progress reports and their program book (and more 
recently their web sites). However, they generally also 
give members the ability to opt out of having their names 
listed.

Badges
Names on Name Badges not less than 24 point bold 

type. Bylaws 1.4
It is the opinion of the Westercon Business Meeting that 

name badges should be readable by the majority of 
members. This issue has been raised by the business 
meeting regularly, and has been codified in the bylaws. 
The point is that Westercon believes that names should be 
easily readable from a reasonable distance. The name is 
more important than the artwork or other design elements 
such as where you are and what the current convention's 
name is.

Membership Numbers
Membership numbers shall be printed on the label of 

all progress reports, name badges and provided with the

(mailed by convention) site selection ballot. Bylaws 1.4 
This is to maintain an accurate count of members and 

to make it easier to verify mail-in ballots for site selection.

Printing Bylaws
Distribute bylaws to members in at least one progress 

report *and* the Program Book. Bylaws 1.6
This is to ensure that every member has the 

opportunity to review the bylaws before the business meeting.

Service Mark
Print the Westercon Service Mark notice on all 

publications (including flyers). Bylaws 1.7
Westercon was created by the Los Angeles Science 

Fantasy Society. That organization maintains the legal 
status of the servicemark and is the de facto governing 
board for Westercon. Printing the service mark 
guarantees the independence of Westercon, and it's a 
trivial thing to do.

Business Meeting
Schedule at least one (1) business meeting, before the 

last day of the convention, starting between the hours of 
11 am and 2pm (local time). Bylaws 2.1

Westercon is an organization with only one meeting 
per year. As such it requires a meeting to conduct the 
annual business of the organization.

It is usually a good idea to schedule the business 
meeting for the second day of the convention, with an 
additional meeting on the third day. The additional 
meeting is usually only for site selection business, but 
every few years something contentious comes up that 
requires overlap to the next day.

Also, Programming should always be aware that the 
Business Meeting is a priority event and if a Business 
Meeting refuses to adjourn, then the program item 
following it is bumped, without question, and it's 
Programming's job to console the participants. While 
this doesn't happen often, it has historically happened, 
most recently in 2011, and Programming should be 
aware of the technical possibility.

Site Selection
Conduct a Site Selection election, by mail and at the 

convention. Bylaws 3
One of the (few) duties of the current Westercon is to 

poll its members to determine where future conventions 
should be.

Ballot distribution
Distribute the Mail-In Site Selection ballot no later than 

May 10th. Bylaws 3.11

mailto:smofs@sflovers.org
http://www.westercon.org/organization/traditions/


Traditions: Requirements and Traditions for Westercon Committees, continued:

Since Westercon is traditionally over the July 4th 
Weekend, mail in ballots should be distributed early 
enough to allow members to research various bid teams 
and send their ballots in.

Question Time
Provide 15 minutes of scheduled program time per 

legitimate Westercon Bid to answer questions, on the first 
full day of the convention. Bylaws 3.13

This is to allow bidding committees to convince you to 
vote for them. If there is time, other conventions should 
be allowed to make presentations/answer questions. 
Such as Seated Westercons, other bidded conventions 
(a.k.a. Worldcon bids), other conventions (Worldcons).

Polling
Have the Site Selection Balloting station open for at 

least 6 hours before the last day of the convention. Bylaws 3.14
At least 6 hours so that people have time to vote. Before 

the last day of the convention because the winning bid 
will need to have time to register new members through 
conversions (people who pre-supported but didn't vote 
or people who voted but didn't pre-support).

Westercon "Traditions"
The following are some of the traditions that have 

grown over the time to be included at Westercons.

Guests of Honor
Choose Guests of Honor from the Westercon Region.

Bylaws 1.2
Westercon is a Western convention and as such should 

showcase notables who reside in the Westercon region.

Duplication of Guests
Choose Guests that have not been Westercon guests 

before. (Tradition)
There are only so many Westercons (one per year) and 

hundreds of potential honorees. It hurts Westercon when 
someone is honored more than once for the same class 
(i.e. Author, Artist, Fan). Historically the Toastmaster or 
Master of Ceremonies honoree is a "working" guest so 
is not usually counted.

Other Memberships
Offer other than Attending and Supporting 

membership classes. Bylaws 1.3
It is not required but usually the convention offers Child, 

One Day or Staff memberships at reduced prices. These 
□ccasionally include the right to receive publications and 
to vote, but not always. These classes must include voting 
rights if they cost as much as a supporting membership, 
yvhich they usually do.

Traditional Events
Masquerade

A costume competition usually held on the second 
night of the convention.

First Night Icebreaker
A big nighttime event such as a Mixer, Meet the Guests 

or Ice Cream Social. The Ice Cream Social is a Southern 
California tradition that does not appear to have spread 
to other areas.

A Regency Dance
Early dance usually in costume that has been a staple 

for many years. At least one non-Regency dances some
times occur such as Rock, Swing, Rave, Techno or Goth 
to mixed results. Usually at least one dance is pretty 
much required.

Opening and Closing Ceremonies, Off Site Excursions
Organized trips to local attractions, preferably pre or 

post convention.
Everything else is up to the discretion of the 

administering Westercon. Note that Banquets and 
Award Ceremonies are left up to their discretion.

This document prepared by James M. Briggs with help 
from and notes by Kevin Standlee. Edited by Jo Rhett for 
presentation.

The 6-2-1 rule is a convention hygiene guideline. The 
rule mandates the following:

6 hours of sleep per night.
2 meals per day.
1 shower per day.
These numbers are lower limits and not intended as 

upper limits. The third part of the rule is to prevent con 
funk - all parts help to avoid con crud and concurrent 
post-con depression.

The rule seems to have been devised by science fiction 
fandom. One story attributes its creation to Bob Passovoy, 
MD of the Dorsai Irregulars
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Westercon 72 and NASFiC 2019
Artist Guest of Honor -
Vincent Villafranca



Gaia 
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ARUP Blood Services 7
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Chesley Awards
Congratulations to all the 2018 Finalists of the 34th 

Annual Chesley Awards
The 2019 Chesleys are bestowed by ASFA - The 

Association of Science Fiction & Fantasy Artists

The Chesley Awards were founded in 1985 to recog
nize achievements and artistic works in the fields of 
science fiction and fantasy and related areas. Originally 
called the ASFA Awards, then renamed for the great 
astronomical artist Chesley Bonestell after his death in 
1986, they are a means for the Science Fiction and 
Fantasy art community to recognize individual works and 
achievements in a given year. This year's awards are for 
works and achievements in the period from January 1 st to 
December 31st 2018.

The Association of Science Fiction & Fantasy Artists 
(ASFA) often chose to host their awards at the yearly 
Worldcon Convention, but not always. For 2019, the Utah 
Fandom Organization is holding the 2019 NASFiC, North

(Photo by 
Joy Alyssa Day 
& BJ Johnson)

American Science Fiction Convention. NASFiCs only 
happen when Worldcon is overseas, and when a commit
tee is voted in for the right to hold one, such as the Utah 
Fandom Organization Committee for Spikecon.

The First Worldcon

July 4,1939-Caravan Hall, New York City. 
We celebrate now 80 years since this first 
World Science Fiction Convention--Nycon. 
Over 200 fans from around the country 
gathered under the banner "First World STF 
Con" for three fun days celebrating the 
theme "The World of Tomorrow" (like the 
1939 New York World's Fair happening at the 
same time in nearby Queens.)

The Nycon did a great job of predicting the 
future of fandom: the term "Science Fiction" 
would become our preferred moniker over 
"Scientifiction" (aka STF); there would be a 
Worldcon each year in a different city and 
soon in different countries (with the sixth 
edition 'Torcon' in 1948 in Toronto); 
costumes would be featured at the Worldcon 
(Morojo creating a "Things to Come" outfit 
for 4SJ at the Nycon); media would be an 
integral part of the program (with the show
ing of Metropolis); artists praised (with the 
great Frank R. Paul serving as Guest of 
Honor), and major press coverage (yes, Time 
magazine did a positive write-up of the 
Nycon).

Of course, the Nycon had a few things 
that didn't carry over for many cons: a full-on 

softball game for the last day of the 
event; an auction as a main item; white 
shirts and ties for attendees; and 
programming consisting almost exclu
sively of speeches (though the topics 
were interesting: 'Science Fiction Person
alities', 'Science Fiction and the Spirit of 
Youth', 'The Fan World of the Future,' 
and 'Science and Science Fiction').

But the Nycon may be most remem
bered forfannish feuding—with the 
notorious Exclusion Act. In the ongoing 
debate over fan events being prescriptive 
or descriptive (that continues to this 
day), six fans, including Fred Pohl and 
Donald Wollheim, were not allowed to 
attend-ostensibly because of their 
political views and for potentially disrupt
ing the con. No such trouble occurred, 
but hearing of the exclusion, fans erupt
ed in protest from coast-to-coast, vowing 
that future events would be open to any 
and all. The good news? Pohl and 
Wollheim became celebrated writers and 
publishers over the following decades 
and the Worldcon is celebrating 80 great 
years here!

Top photo: World Science 
Fiction Convention banner. 
Middle: Caravan Hall, NYC. 
Bottom: Attendees at the Con.
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May 2019 - Hardcover

JACOB HOLO

"[A] fun and thrtilling standalone.... time travel enthusiasts will enjoy the 
moral dilemmas, nonstop action, and crisp writing."—Publishers Weekly

When Doctor Benjamin Schroder starts having visions of an alternate reality in 
which a second world war breaks out, he writes it off as a psychotic episode. That 
is until a man knocks on his door with an impossible and horrifying story about 
alternate realities, time travel, and temporal knots.

'This science-fueled race around the moon 
is a nerdy Fast and the Furious"—Booklist

The Bright Sparks, Dr. Keegan Bright’s team of youthful scientists, are competing 
in the first ever race to completely circle the Moon! While they compete, Dr. Bright 
himself is part of a groundbreaking project on the fire side of the moon. When 
disaster strikes, only the Bright Sparks are close enough help him!

March 2019 - Trade Paperback
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March 2019 - Hardcover

.. takes readers on a journey of self-discovery, coming 
of age, and ultimately life itself...." —Library Journal

Mildred has Alzheimer's. As memories fade, she acquires the aid of a full-time 
android to assist her in everyday life. Carey. After Mildred passes, Carey must find 
a new purpose. Carey struggles. Carey seeks to understand life’s challenges. Carey 
makes its own path. Carey must learn to live. To grow. To care. To survive. To be.

July 2019 - Trade Paperback

'This is science-fiction adventure on a grand scale."—Kirkus

Caine Riordan must blaze a trail through dying and dangerous worlds to find his 
beloved, Elena Corcoran. But rescuing Elena is just half the mission: Riordan must 
report that the collapse of the alien Dornaani society is not only being 
engineered, butthat it is the prelude to a far more malign scheme: to clear a path 
for a foe bent on destroying Earth.
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Westercon Bylaws
As of Close of Westercon 71, July 8, 2018

I he following document is the current text of the Westercon Bylaws and Standing Rides, as of the close oi Westercon 71 
(Denver, Colorado, 2018). No new amendments to the Westercon Bylaws were ratified al Westercon 71. Linda Dcneron and 
Kevin Standlee prepared this document based on the results of the Westercon 71 Business Meeting. With one item ol business 
passed on to Westercon 71, the Bylaws were amended as shown below.

1 General Provisions

1.1 Name and Date
Il is traditional, but not obligatory, that the West Coast Science Fantasy Conference (Westercon) shall lake place over the July 
4lh weekend.

1.2 Guests of Honor
ll is traditional, but not obligatory, that Westercon Guests of Honor and other notables be selected from among SF personalities 
residing within the Westercon geographical area.

1.3 Membership Classes
1 here shall be al least two classes of membership in Westercon: supporting and attending. The committee shall notify the 
members of their membership class in a timely fashion.

1.3.1 Supporting Members
Supporting members shall receive any progress reports or any other generally mailed publications published after the member 
joins the Westercon, including the Program Book, and may exercise any voting rights permitted by any other part of these 
bylaws, except attending the Business Meeting. All Weslcrcons shall be required to offer supporting memberships until al least 
thirty (30) days prior to the opening of the Westercon, and such supporting memberships shall not cost more than one hundred 
and fifty percent (150%) of the voting fee charged when the site of the Westercon was selected. Any class of membership 
offered by a Westercon costing al least as much as a supporting membership shall include a supporting membership.

1.3.2 Attending Members
Attending members shall have all of the rights of supporting members, plus the right to attend the Westercon and the business 
mceling(s) held there, subject to the restrictions established by the other parts of these bylaws.

1.3.3 Restriction of Memberships
Each Westercon committee shall have the right lo limit the activities of its attendees, cither individually or in groups, insofar as 
such activities endanger, physically or legally, other persons or property. Such limitations may include, but arc not limited to, 
closing down parties, ejecting persons from the Westercon. or turning offenders over lo other authorities. No refund of 
membership need be given in such circumstances. Each member, in purchasing his/her membership, agrees to abide by these 
bylaws.

1.4 Name Badges and Membership Numbers
All committees shall issue name badges for all attending members. Name badges for pre-registered members shall display the 
member’s name in no less than 24-point bold type. All committees shall assign a unique membership number upon processing 
of a membership. This number provided to each member with the site selection ballot and with each progress report, shall be 
printed on membership name badges, and shall be used for site-selection purposes. In the event a membership is transferred, the 
old membership number, if applicable, shall be noted, both on the badge and on registration information used for site-selection 
voting administration. Membership badges or other proof of membership remain the properly of the Westercon committee for 
the duration of the conference and may be confiscated for cause; no refund of membership fees need be given in such 
circumstances.

1.5 Archive of Bylaws
I he Los Angeles Science Fantasy Society, Inc. (LASFS) shall act as an archive to the Westercon bylaws and the minutes of 
business meetings. Each committee shall reimburse LASFS for the costs of copying and forwarding copies of the Bylaws and



Minnies to those who request them. A copy of the minutes, including the text of motions passed by the business meeting, shall 
be sent to LASFS within two (2) months of the close of each Westercon by the administering Westercon. LASFS shall maintain 
the Westercon bylaws and shall forward one copy of the current bylaws, including the text of any amendment to the bylaws 
awaiting secondary ratification, to the current Westercon committee within four (4) months of the close of the previous 
Westercon. The current Westercon shall provide copies of the Bylaws to the committees of all Westercon bids for the year 
which that Westercon is administering the site-selection.

1.6 Distribution of Bylaws to Members
fhe Westercon Bylaws, as well as the complete text of any amendment awaiting secondary ratification, shall be published in at 
least one (1) progress report and in the program book of the current Westercon each year. Failure to publish this information 
shall not affect the procedure to amend the bylaws as stated in Article 4.

1.7 Westercon Service Mark
All Westercons shall publish, in all publications such as promotional flyers, progress reports, and program book, the following 
notice: “‘Westercon’ is a registered service mark of the Los Angeles Science Fantasy Society. Inc.”

1.8 Responsibilities of Administering Westercon
Il is a responsibility of each Westercon to enforce the provisions of these bylaws.

1.9 Committee Failure
Should a Westercon Committee declare itself unable to fulfill its duties, the Board of Directors of the Los Angeles Science 
Fantasy Society shall determine alternate arrangements for that Westercon.

2 Westercon Business Meeting

2.1 Scheduling of Sessions
At least one (I) regular session of the Westercon business meeting must be scheduled al each Westercon. No regular session of 
the Westercon business meeting shall be scheduled to start prior to 11 AM, nor later than 2 PM, nor on the last day of the 
Westercon. A special session, at which site-selection business shall be the sole order of business, may be scheduled on the last 
day of the convention, provided that said special meeting is scheduled to begin no earlier than 11 AM or later than 2 PM. All 
sessions occurring during the same Westercon, be they regular, adjourned, or special, shall be considered, for procedural 
purposes, as the same parliamentary session.

2.2 Site-Selection Business
Site-selection business shall be in order at any session of the business meeting. Site-selection business shall include, but need 
not be limited to, the announcement of the results of the balloting and of a winner if one is produced by the balloting, or of a 
site-selection resolution, as hereafter defined, if one is necessary [see Section 3.16]. fhe winner of the site-selection may be 
announced prior to the site-selection business meeting, if one is held.

2.3 Quorum
For business other than site-selection business, a quorum often (10) attending members of the current Westercon shall be 
required. For site-selection business, the quorum shall be those attending members of the current Westercon who attend the 
meeting. All those persons voting al any meeting must be attending members of the current Westercon. Except as noted in these 
bylaws or in such rules of order as may be adopted, all business requires a simple majority to pass.

2.4 Parliamentary Authority
The current edition of Robert’s Rules of Order Newly Revised shall be the parliamentary authority of the Westercon business 
meeting except where it conflicts with these bylaws or with any special rules of order which may be adopted by the business 
meeting.

3 Westercon Site-Selection

3.1 Eligibility of Sites
Any site on the North American continent west of the 104'11 west meridian, or in the stale of 1 lawaii, shall be eligible to be the 
site of a Westercon, except as restricted by the provisions of these bylaws.



Provided that, upon the annexation of Australia by the United States oj America or the annexation oj the United States of 
America by Australia, Section 3.1 shall be amended to read:

“Any site in Australia, or on the North American continent west of the 104'11 west meridian, or in the stale of Hawaii, shall be 
eligible to be the site of a Westercon, except as restricted by the provisions of these bylaws.”

[Note: On a parliamentary inquiry based on a question of when the annexation must take place for a site 
to be eligible, the 2002 Business Meeting decided that a bid for an Australian site is eligible, even if the 
annexation has not yet taken place, provided that the annexation has taken place by the filing deadline for 
the intervening Westercon (the April 15,h following the Westercon at which the Australian Westercon is 
selected), and that if the Australian site has been selected, and the annexation has not taken place by that 
date, (hen this shall constitute committee failure, as covered by Section 1.9J

3.2 Site Selection Zones
The following Site Selection Zones are defined within the area defined in section 3.1:

3.2.1: North: Sites in North America north of the 42nd north parallel.
3.2.2: Central: Sites in North America between the North and South zones.
3.2.3: South: Hawaii; California south of and including San Luis Obispo, Kern, and San 

Bernardino Counties; Nevada south of and including Clark County; Arizona; New Mexico; and all 
countries, states, provinces, territories, or other political subdivisions southward within North 
America.

3.2.4: Other: Any location otherwise eligible under section 3.1 not part of the above zones.

3.3 Regional Exclusion Zone
No site within the Site Selection Zone containing the site of the Westercon administering the site-selection election shall be 
eligible to bid, except as provided in this section. If no eligible bids are filed by the January Is' of the year of the site-selection 
balloting, then all sites defined in section 3.1 shall be eligible.

3.4 Filing Deadline for Ballot
Only those eligible bids whose filing paperwork required by section 3.5 is in the possession of the administering Westercon by 
the April 15,h preceding the balloting shall be listed on the ballot.

[Note: On a parliamentary inquiry at the time of ratification of the text of the above section, it was ruled 
that “ If the filing paperwork can be verified to he at the address of the administering convention, it is in 
the committee’s possession. ”/

3.5 Filing Requirements
A Westercon bid committee must provide written evidence of the following: Al least two (2) separate people declaring 
themselves Chairman and Treasurer; an organizing instrument such as bylaws, articles of incorporation or association, or a 
partnership agreement; and a letter of intent or option from a hotel or other facility declaring specific dales on which the 
Westercon shall be held; and. for a sponsoring organization from within the I Jnited Stales of America, evidence that the 
sponsoring organization is a non-profit association or corporation w ithin the applicable state law of the sponsoring organization.

3.6 Eligibility of Voters
Site-selection voting shall be limited to those persons who are attending or supporting members of the administering Westercon 
and who have paid a voting fee toward their membership in the Westercon being selected. Other classes of membership may 
vole only upon the unanimous agreement of all qualified bidding committees. One person equals one membership equals one 
vole. Corporations, Associations, and other non-human entities may vote only for “No Preference.” “Guest of’ memberships 
must be transferred to an individual before voting for anything other than “No Preference.”

3.7 Voting Fee
The voting fee shall be twenty US dollars (USS20.00) or the local equivalent unless the committees listed on the ballot and the 
administering Westercon agree unanimously to charge a different amount.



3.8 Minimum Rights of Voters
I he payment oi the voting fee shall make the voter at least a full supporting member of the Westercon being scleeted, and may 
make the voter an attending member at the discretion of the winning bid.

3.9 Prototype Ballot
I he Los Angeles Science Fantasy Society. Inc. (I.ASFS) shall prepare a prototype site-selection ballot, including instructions 
tor preparation ot the ballot, and shall provide the prototype to each administering Westercon al the same lime the bylaws are 
provided to the administering Westercon as provided for in section 1.5. Upon receipt of the prototype, the administering 
Westercon shall complete the ballot by filing in the information about the eligible bid committees, including the dates of the 
proposed Westercons, the voting fee, minimum membership requirements, including the cost of a supporting membership in the 
administering Westercon. and the address to which site-selection ballots should be sent, fhe administering Westercon shall be 
responsible lor the publication and the distribution of the ballots to the membership of the administering Westercon. All eligible 
bids received in accordance with sections 3.4 and 3.5 shall be included on the ballot. I he ballot shall also include entries for 
“No Preference’’ and “None of the Above,” and shall provide space for al least one (1) write-in bid. The ballot shall be a secret 
ballot, specially marked for preferential voting with an explanation of the method of counting preferential voles.

3.10 Distribution of Ballot
The site-selection ballot and full rules for site-selection voting, including the deadlines for voting by mail, shall be mailed on or 
before the May 1()"' preceding the voting to all members of the administering Westercon as of one week before the mailing. The 
ballot and full rules for site-selection, including the hours during which site-selection will take place and the location of the site- 
selection. shall be given to all attending members upon registration al the Westercon. or such information shall be prominently 
displayed al the registration area throughout the Westercon.

3.11 Deadline for Voting by Mail
All ballots received by the administering Westercon prior to June 20 shall be counted.

3.12 Bid Presentations
Each eligible bid committee shall have at least fifteen (15) minutes of scheduled program lime on the Erst full day of the 
administering Westercon for the purpose of making a bidding presentation.

3.13 At-Conference Voting
Site-selection shall be open for al least six (6) hours between the hours of 11 AM and Midnight on the day before the business 
meeting al which site-selection business is scheduled. All on-site balloting shall be from one central location, under the 
supervision of the administering Westercon. If no site-selection business meeting is scheduled, then site-selection shall be open 
for at least six (6) hours between the hours of I 1 AM and Midnight on the next-lo-last day of the administering Westercon.

3.14 Verification of Ballots
Properly completed ballots shall contain: the member’s printed name; the member’s membership number as assigned by the 
administering Westercon; the member’s dated signature; the member's address of record with the current Westercon; the 
member’s current address if different; and the member’s vote(s) as defined elsewhere in this article. Verification of the ballots 
shall consist of matching the name and number of the member with the records of the administering Westercon. Ballots 
received by the committee prior to June 20, and any others received by mail which may be counted, shall be held by the 
administering Westercon until the opening of the Westercon, al which time they shall be verified by the administering 
Westercon and the bidders.

3.15 Counting of Ballots
The administering Westercon shall arrange for the counting of ballots, and each eligible bid committee shall be allowed to send 
at least two (2) observers to such ballot-counting. 1 he count shall be by preferential ballot, fhe winner shall be that bid which 
gains a majority of those votes expressing preference for a bid. For the purpose of vole counting, “None of the Above” shall be 
treated as if it were a bid. “None of the Above” ami voles for ineligible bids shall count toward the total number of votes cast. 
Blank ballots, illegal or illegible ballots, and voles for “No Preference” shall not count toward the total number of votes cast. 
All vole totals of final results and of all intermediate counts shall be made available al or before the closing ceremony.

3.16 Procedures When No Bid Wins or is Eligible
Should no eligible bid gain the needed majority, or should there be no qualified bidding committee, or should “None of the 
Above” win, a three-fourths (3/4) majority of the site-selection business meeting of the administering Westercon may award the 
Westercon to any bid, or a simple ma jority of the meeting may decide that they are unable to decide. If the business meeting



does not choose a site, the Board of Directors of the Los Angeles Science Fantasy Society, Inc. shall choose a site within six (6) 
weeks of the close of the administering Westercon. If “None of the Above” wins, none of the bids which were on the ballot may 
be selected. A site chosen under the provisions of this section shall not be restricted by any portion of this article except this 
section and section 3.1.

3.17 Availability of Results
The results of the balloting shall be reported to the site-selection business meeting of the administering Westercon, if one is 
held. A record of the results of the balloting, including all intermediate counts and distinguishing between the by-mail and at- 
con ballots, shall be published in the first or second progress report of the winning Westercon.

3.18 Hand-Carried Ballots
The administering Westercon shall accept hand-carried ballots, which arc otherwise valid ballots delivered to the administering 
Westercon by someone other than the member who prepared the ballot.

4 Procedure for Amendment of These Bylaws

4.1 Method of Adoption
Amendments to the Westercon Bylaws must be ratified by the majority vole of the business meetings in two consecutive years. 
Proposed amendments shall be read in full by the chairman of the business meeting immediately before being voted upon.

4.2 Primary and Secondary Ratification
The secretary of the business meeting al which an amendment receives primary (first year) ratification shall submit an exact 
copy of the amendment to the following year’s Westercon business meeting. The question of secondary (second year) 
ratification is debatable and is amendable only to the extent that such amendments do not increase the scope of the original 
bylaw amendment.

4.3 Effective Date of Amendments
Unless otherwise provided, amendments shall take effect al the close of the Westercon where they receive final ratification. 
Operating rules for already-selected Wcslercons shall not be changed by amendments to the bylaws. Rules regarding eligibility 
and voting procedures for site-selection are not considered to be operating rules.

Standing Rules
I. Close Debate. Before proceeding to lake a vole on a motion for the Previous Question, the presiding officer shall ask for a 
show of hands of how many people still wish to speak to the pending motion. This rule does not allow debate on the motion for 
the Previous Question.



World Fantasy Convention
r Our Theme: Fairyland was Nothing Like This (quote from 'Tinian's Rainbow")

Mark Your Calendar! Oct. 29 - Nov. 1, 2020 Little America Hotel, 500 South Main Street Salt Lake City, UT 84101Hotel reservations now open
Confirmed GuestsAuthor Guest of Honor: Stephen Gallagher Editor Guest of Honor: Anne Groell

Artist Guest of Honor:David CherryAuthor Special Guest:Stephen Graham Jonesi ul " Author Special Guest: Author Special Guest: Toastmasters:Cindy Pon C J. Cherryh Laura & Tracy Hickman
Contact information: Web: www.wfc2020.org Mailing Address:
Email: ChairGinny@wfc2020.org WFC SLC 2020 - P.O. Box 581 371

ChairDeeAnn@wfc2020.org Salt Lake City, Utah 84158 USA

Stop by our table in the Convergence Hall
Registration Fees:

Attending memberships are $175 USD 
ACT NOW! The membership rate will increase soon

Supporting membership rate: $50 USD

Payment Information:
CASH APP ID: SChairGinnyWFC. PAYPAL: ChairGinny@wfcslc2020.org 

BY MAIL: WFC SLC 2020, P.O. Box 581371, Salt Lake City, UT 84158 
Make checks payable to "WFC SLC 2020"

Original Illustrations 
and Fine Art Prints

Goodwin &
Goodwin 
Publications

Cartoon Books 
Original Novels

GGGraphics and Goodwin & Goodwin Publications, North Ogden, Utah (michaelgoodw@gmail.com) 
Read our blog at www.michaelgoodw.wordpress.com. Facebook page at www.facebook.com/michaeLc.goodwin

See our art on Pinterest and our books on Goodreads. Older books by Michael Goodwin are available 
50 on Amazon.com and rare book sources in paperback and newer books are available on Amazon Kindle

http://www.wfc2020.org
mailto:ChairGinny@wfc2020.org
mailto:ChairDeeAnn@wfc2020.org
mailto:ChairGinny@wfcslc2020.org
mailto:michaelgoodw@gmail.com
http://www.michaelgoodw.wordpress.com
http://www.facebook.com/michaeLc.goodwin
Amazon.com


ARUP Bloodmobile
Westercon 72, NASFiC 2019, 1632 Minicon & Manticon 2019 (Spikecon) 

:eams up with The Heinlein Society and ARUP Blood Services for July 2019.
A long-standing tradition, this year we include ARUP Blood Services who are 

:he sole provider for blood at The Huntsman Cancer Institute, Primary 
Children's Hospital, Shriners Hospital for Children, South Jordan Health Center, 
and University of Utah Hospitals & Clinics. Look for The Heinlein Society table 
n our Sky Lobby, and help us give back to a wonderful community.

ARUP Bloodmobile will be in the front parking lot of the Davis Conference 
Center on Friday, July 5th, Saturday, July 6th & Sunday, July 7th, from 10:00 am 
- 3:00 pm. Donate Today!

RIGCAT "rescue'
* A NON-PROFIT EDUCATIONAL SANCTUARY

Spikecon 2019 Charities
The Utah Fandom Organization picked Big Cat Rescue (BCR) 

as one of the benefiting charities for our conventions due to their 
commitment in not only helping rescue and care for exotic cats, 
but their hard work in making sure the circumstances change for 
many of these beautiful and endangered species.

(ANE), Adopt a Native Elder, is another charity Utah Fandom 
Organization wishes to support in 2019. Started by Linda 
Myers, ANE has now expanded into a 501 (c)(3) charity to help 
indigenous elders. Details on this vital program can be found at 
anelder.org.

Items donated to these charities will be listed at the Registra
tion Desk in the Sky Lobby, with details and private bidding 
sheets. The winners of the charity auction will be posted in the 
Horizon Lobby at noon on Saturday, July 6th, 2019. You can also 
find a list of items and photos online at: https://www.spike- 
con.org/at-con/charity-auction

Spikecon Awards and Events
Look for these events under our programming list

Star Trek 4th of July Breakfast 
Convention Tour with the Chair 
Opening Ceremonies
Westercon 74 Bids Presentations 
Reverse Signing Social 
Tom Smith Concert 
Kaffeeklatsches
Nerf Target Range
Laser Tag! 
Pub Crawls 
Walk with the Stars 
Literary & Artistic Beers 
Workshops
Readings
Regency Dancing 
Signings

Writing Excuses
34th Annual Chesley Awards
ASFA Art Reception
Charity Silent Auction
Star Party
Match Game
Masquerade
BAEN Fantasy Adventure Awards
BAEN Roadshow
Art Auction
Closing Ceremonies
Artemis Bridge Simulator
Rockets to Rails Tour
ASFA Open Lounge 
Films
And much more....

Registration - Located in the 
Sky Lobby of the Davis 
Conference Center

Wed., July 3 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Thurs., July 4 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m 
Fri., July 5 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Sat., July 6 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Sun., July 7 8:00 a.m. -10:00 a.m.

It's never too late to Volunteer! 
Come to our Member Services 
Table in the Sky Lobby.

anelder.org
https://www.spike-con.org/at-con/charity-auction


Site Selection Voting
Since this convention is both a Westercon and a NASFiC, 

we will be conducting two site selection votes at the 
convention. Spikecon will conduct the elections to select 
the site of the 2021 Westercon and the 2020 North 
American Science Fiction Convention (NASFiC).

To vote in either of these elections, you must be an 
attending or supporting member of Spikecon (Westercon 
72, NASFiC 2019,1632 Minicon & Manticon 2019). At 
the time you vote, you will pay an additional amount 
called the Advance Supporting Membership fee, which is 
a supporting membership in the Westercon or NASFiC, 
regardless of which site wins the election. This money 
goes to the winning Westercon or NASFiC bid regardless 
of who wins or how you voted.

Find Out More About...
Want to find out more about Games, Fan 
Organizations, Upcoming Conventions and the 
Community that is a part of it all? Check out our 
Fan Tables along the Hallways.

Browncoat WayStation
Westercon 73
Wasatch Writers Fellowship 
The Royal Manticore Navy Fleets 
Columbus in 2020 NASFiC
Chicago 2022 Worldcon Bid 
Realm Warfare

For The North American Science Fiction Convention 
(NASFiC), one bid has filed and will be on the ballot. That 
bid is from Columbus, Ohio.

For Westercon 74 - As of April 15th, two bids have filed 
and will be on the ballot. The bids are Phoenix, Arizona, 
and Tonopah, Nevada.

Site Selection Tables for each vote are located in the Sky 
Lobby. Voting will run Thursday, July 4th from 12:00 pm - 
6:00 pm, and Friday, July 5th, from 1:00 pm - 7:00 pm. 
Good luck to all who are bidding!

Bureau of Supply TRMN
Phoenix in 2021 Westercon 74 Bid
LTUE - Life, The Universe, and Everything
Tonopah Westercon 74 Bid
Starfleet Command's Seventh Fleet
League of Utah Writers
DC in 2021
Big Cat Rescue (Florida)
World Fantasy 2020
HMS Cyclops, CLAC-11 TRMN
3D Printers

Sponsors of Spikecon
Baen Publishing
Ring of Fire Press
Charles & Teny Fisher
Phoenix Filk Circle
Life, the Universe & Everything

Symposium Utah County Events, LLC.
ALAMO - A Texas based 501 (c)(3) 

nonprofit corporation
TOR Teen
Oregon Science Fiction Conventions, Inc.
Ctein
Anonymous Guest Support (3)

Michael & Pamela Oberg
Association of Science Fiction & 

Fantasy Artists (ASFA)
Worldcon 76 - San Francisco Science 

Fiction Conventions, Inc.
Rocky Mountain RPG Guild LLC 
Michael Goodwin
Snake River Comic Con
Leprecon Inc, Westercon 70
Latin American Literary

(NASFiC 201 7)
Kevin Rice



Life, The Universe, & Everything 
Symposium XXXVIII

February 13-15, 2020 • Provo, Utah Marriott

Come create and appreciate

Science Fiction and Fantasy

• Three full days of adventure
• Over 250 hours of programming
• Share your joy of SF&F with over 1200 of your fellow aficionados
• Perfect your creative skills with the masters in writing, art, game 

design, and filmmaking

Past Guests include: Brandon Sanderson, Beth Meacham, Jo Walton, 
J.D. Payne, Kevin J. Anderson, James A. Owen, Mary Robinette Kowal, 
Toni Weisskopf, Orson Scott Card, and more

To learn more, visit us at

LTUE.NET
facebook.com/LTUESymposium 
instagram.com/ltuephotos 
youtube.com/LTUEvids

LTUE.NET
facebook.com/LTUESymposium
instagram.com/ltuephotos
youtube.com/LTUEvids


Wednesday Program Schedule
Wednesday 8:00 am - 4:00 pm - Zephyr
Going Pro Workshop with Dave Farland

Wednesday 7:00 pm - Meridian E
Nerf Target Range

Fire nerf guns at targets, test your marksmanship.
(Scott Perrin)

Wednesday 7:00 pm - Meridian F
GOH Fan Films

Fan Films are popular with our attendees and our guests 
as well! Come watch screenings of fan films from Dragon 
Dronet, Bjo & John Trimble, and Kevin Standlee.

Thursday Program Schedule
Thursday 9:00 am - Meridian F
Star Trek Breakfast

John Trimble, Bjo Trimble, and Dragon Dronet invite you 
to join them for a buffet breakfast on the 4th of July to talk 
all things Star Trek, catered by the Davis Conference 
Center. Moderated by Michael Goodwin.

Thursday 9:00 am - Zephyr
Military SF Done Right

Military SF is a major sub-genre within science fiction, 
but how can a writer ensure that the military part is done 
right? How can someone who hasn't served write effective 
military SF?

(Jonathan Brazee, Alastair Mayer, Christopher L Smith, 
David Weber)

Thursday 10:00 am - Meridian E
Nerf Target Range

Fire nerf guns at targets, test your marksmanship.
(Scott Perrin)

Thursday 10:15 am - Aurora Boardroom
Big Cat Rescue Charity

Big Cat Rescue, one of the world's largest accredited 
sanctuaries for exotic cats, is a leading advocate for ending 
the abuse of captive big cats and saving wild cats from 
extinction. What sets Big Cat Rescue apart is that we are 
working to end the abuse at its root by ending the private 
possession and trade in exotic cats through legislation and 
education.

Thursday 10:15 am - Stratus 8
Biologists Talk Lycanthropy

Hollywood has done a gruesome job of presenting 
shape-shifters from the times of Lon Chaney. Where does 
the voice box go? Where does that tail come from? 
Come helps us figure out where shape-shifting comes 
from and how it should go.

(Dr. Karen Purcell, Laurell K Hamilton, Suzanne A Buck, 
David J. West, James Wymore)

Wednesday 9:00 pm - Meridian Ballroom (C, D, G & H) 
Match Game: Wednesday Edition

Fan GOHs Kevin Standlee, Lisa Hayes, and Kuma Bear 
host The Match Game! Guest of Honor Edition. Get ready 
to match the stars! In this SF/F-themed version of the 
classic 1970s game show, contestants vie to guess how 
our panel will answer fill-in-the-blank questions like 
"Captain Kirk has the biggest__ in Starfleet!" Contestants 
will be selected from the audience, and all contestants 
selected will win a prize, even if it's only a Lovely Parting 
Gift.

(Kuma Bear, Laurell K Hamilton, Andrew Trembley, Kevin 
Roche, Dragon Dronet, Linda Deneroff, Kevin Standlee, 
Lisa Hayes, David Weber)

Thursday 10:15 am - Stratus 9
Bad Science on Screen

What is your favorite bad science in a movie? Is it just 
one scene or the whole thing? Why is it so hard for major 
media to get the science right? Why do we watch it 
anyway?

(Guy Letourneau, Barbara Lund, Nick Halper, James T 
Lambert, Elektra Hammond)

Thursday 10:15 am - Zephyr
Alien Invasion Debriefing Session

When the motherships hover over the city, how do the 
outclassed humans keep winning? Our panelists look at 
the best laid plans of our would-be alien overlords, and 
where they fail.

(David Weber, Aften Brook Szymanski, Monalisa Foster, 
R-Laurraine Tutihasi, Tanglwyst de Holloway)

Thursday 11:00 am - Sky Lobby 2
Convention Tour and Q&A with Our Chair

Kate shows people around and answers questions.
(Howitzer, Kate Hatcher)

Thursday 11:30 am - Aurora Boardroom
Rock Painting

Come and paint a rock you can give as a gift or take 
home for your very own. All levels of skill are encouraged. 
Children under 10 must be accompanied by an adult. 
Please note that this can be a little messy!

(Peri Charlifu)

Thursday 11:30 am - Stratus 8
Nyconl in Pictures

Slide show of the event, including newly discovered 
pictures from the venue Caravan Hall and fans.

(Dave Doering)

Thursday 11:30 am - Stratus 9
My Favorite Spaceship

From the Enterprise to Battlestar Galactica to Planet



Thursday Program Schedule
Express Ship, we all have our favorite spaceship. What is 
/ours? What makes it a great spaceship?

(Dan Dubrick, Sandy Manning, joe Ficklin, K. D. Julicher, 
uan Sanmiguel)

Thursday 11:30 am - Zephyr
udging a Book by Page 119
A perennial favorite! They say you can't judge a book by 

ts cover, but can you judge it by what's on page 119? 
Our panelists will do short readings starting on/around 
aage 119, and we'll find out.

(Helen Montgomery, Jim Minz, Gibbitt Rhys-Jones, 
Matthew B. Tepper, Lee Moyer)

Thursday 12:45 pm - Meridian Ballroom (C, D, G & H) 
Opening Ceremonies

(Kate Hatcher, Vincent Villafranca, John Trimble, Bjo 
Trimble, Eric James Stone, Kevin Standlee, Tom Smith, 
Kitty Kreil, Lisa Hayes, Laurell K Hamilton, Eric Flint, 
Newton Ewell, Dragon Dronet, Dewey Douglas, Linda 
Deneroff, Susan Chang, Jim Butcher, Kuma Bear, David 
Weber)

Thursday 2:00 pm - Aurora Boardroom
Reading: Dewey Douglas

Join Theatre GOH Dewey Douglas as he reads a new 
work written as a pilot for a TV series. There may be 
audience involvement, so don't miss it!

(Dewey Douglas)

Thursday 2:00 pm - Meridian E
More Than "Just" Iron

Our daily experience is most often with finished objects, 
but the shapes and forms they end up in are often deter
mined by the raw materials and manufacturing technolo
gies available to their creators. Iron smelting and working 
can be argued to be the technologies that allowed 
humans to conquer nature. Come learn about the magic 
of heat treatment and how getting the glass out and 
putting other elements into iron may be the most import
ant catalysts in developing new armor and swords, 
cannons and metal ships. Examples ancient and modern 
will be available for handling.

(Daniel Jeffery)

Thursday 2:00 pm - Stratus 8
International Costumers' Guild Archives Road Show

Come see a sample of what the ICG Archives contain.
(Pierre Pettinger Jr.)

Thursday 2:00 pm - Stratus 9
Arts vs. Crafts

For those who produce works of both sorts, what 
distinguishes art from craft? When does craft transcend its 
defining characteristics to be counted as art? Why do we 
distinguish art as a separate category? For those who 
specialize in one area or the other, how does craft improve 
art, art inform craft? Explore with the panelists where we 

have been with the decorative arts, where we are now, 
and what the the future holds for us.

(Sara Felix, Sheila McClune, Jan S. Gephardt, Hannah 
Swedin, Peri Charlifu)

Thursday 2:00 pm - Zephyr
David Weber's Honorverse and How You Can Be a
Part of It

Overview of the Honorverse and The Royal Manticoran 
Navy: The Official Honor Harrington Fan Association

(Cheryl Krause, Angela Sanders, Drew Drentlaw, Laura 
Lochen, Jack Warren, William Lochen, Diane K Bulkeley, 
Sharon Rice-Weber, David Weber)

Thursday 2:15 pm - Meridian F
Nerf Target Range

A nerf target range Marksmanship. Fire nerf guns at 
targets

(Scott Perrin)

Thursday 3:15 pm - Aurora Boardroom
Creating for Survival

This panel will explore how writing and other forms of 
creative expression can help us find our purpose in life, 
find a way to express our feelings, and maybe even fit in 
with others.

(Merri Halma)

Thursday 3:15 pm - Meridian Ballroom (C, D, G & H) 
Reverse Signing Social

Start off the convention by meeting the Guests of Honor 
and signing something for them!

(Kuma Bear, David Weber, Vincent Villafranca, John 
Trimble, Bjo Trimble, Eric James Stone, Kevin Standlee, 
Tom Smith, Kitty Kreil, Lisa Hayes, Laurell K Hamilton, Eric 
Flint, Newton Ewell, Dragon Dronet, Dewey Douglas, 
Linda Deneroff, Susan Chang, Jim Butcher, Dr. Karen Purcell)

Thursday 3:15 pm - Meridian E
The Big Heart Awards

Steve and Sue Francis talk about The Big Heart, a service 
award, that is presented annually at the World Science 
Fiction Convention to a fan who, in the words of one 
recent recipient, embodies "good work and great spirit 
long contributed".

The Big Heart Award was established in 1959 in honor 
and memory of E. Everett Evans, a long-time fan who later 
became a minor SF writer

(Steve Francis, Sue Francis)

Thursday 3:15 pm - Stratus 8
The Robot Before Asimov

A slide presentation on the history of the robot in 
popular media before Asimov's first robot story in 1939, 
drawn from my forthcoming book Robots in American 
Popular Culture. Robots in comic strips and books, vaude
ville, pulps, world's fairs, fiction, and movies.

(Steve Carper)



Thursday Program Schedule----
Thursday 3:15 pm - Stratus 9
Military in 1632, or Why Seal Team 6 Isn't Coming

Yes, the uptimers brought back some military technolo
gy and knowledge with them, but what about some of 
the more effective military? The only military types who 
show up after the Ring of Fire had to be in Grantville 
(Mannington, WV) at the time of the event. Grantville is a 
small town and we know everybody who came back. 
Unless Seal Team 6 happened to be passing through, they 
will not be showing up. And they weren't passing 
through.

(Kevin Evans, Rick Boatright, Gorg Huff)

Thursday 3:15 pm - Zephyr
Chain mail and Armor

What came first, Armor or Chain mail? Find out the 
history of the various personal protective measures taken 
over the last 2000 years. Topics include wire manufactur
ing, modern costuming adaptations, regional influences, 
welded, riveted, and butted mail.

(Daniel Jeffery, Ben Hatcher)

Thursday 4:30 pm - Aurora Boardroom
Reading: Sandra Tayler

A reading by Sandra Tayler

Thursday 4:30 pm - HIE Boardroom
Extreme Napkin Folding with Andie

This is the event you won't want to miss. Join Andie as 
she demonstrates everything she could learn about napkin 
folding using her ninja googling skills. See how you can 
turn an ordinary napkin fold into an extreme napkin fold 
with just a little twist here and another fold or comer pull there.

(Andie Letourneau)

Thursday 4:30 pm - Meridian E
Furry 101

Have questions about furry fandom? Come get them 
answered and find out about how this fandom is growing 
around the world.

(Gene Armstrong, James Fluffball, norenxaq)

Thursday 4:30 pm - Stratus 8
Writing Credible Animal Characters

Your story features an animal character. Is it a terrestrial 
animal with normal abilities and behaviors? An anthropo
morphized creature? Something entirely alien? How do 
you write an animal character with real depth and 
believable behavior?

(Suzanne A Buck, Jan S Gephardt, Cerin Takeuchi, 
Devon Dorrity, M Todd Gallowglas)

Thursday 4:30 pm - Stratus 9
Representation in Speculative Poetry

Speculative poetry continues to break new grounds, 
introducing readers to new and diverse worlds and words. 
What is it like being on the leading edge of this writing 
movement? Or to be one of those who represent diverse 

groups and viewpoints? Where have we grown from and 
where can we grow to?

(Jayrod P. Garrett, Maquel A. Jacob, Christine Taylor- 
Butler, Anna Marasco)

Thursday 5:45 pm - Stratus 8
The Apollo Program

With the 50th anniversary of the Apollo 11 landing just 
around the corner, let's take a look back at the Apollo 
program. From President Kennedy's speech at Rice 
University to Apollo 17, what did the program accom
plish? And why did it end so abruptly?

(Dan Dubrick, Monalisa Foster, Sandy Manning, Alastair 
Mayer, Eric G. Swedin)

Thursday 5:45 pm - Stratus 9
Cats in Speculative Fiction

Our feline friends, big and small, have always been in 
our tales of fear, magic, and even science fiction. They 
feature as pets, threats, and even protagonists. Come 
discuss your favorite books with cats in them and what 
makes a fictional cat believable.

(Elektra Hammond, John M. Olsen, Judy Peterson, Dr. 
Karen Purcell, Kal Spriggs)

Thursday 5:45 pm - Zephyr
Meet the Brass

Come speak with your First Lord of the Admiralty about 
The Royal Manticoran Navy. Get to know them and other 
officers who support the organization.

(Diane K Bulkeley, Martin Lessem, Laura Lochen, Angela 
Sanders, Joe Hinson, Megan Krick, James Jones)

Thursday 6:15 pm - Aurora Boardroom
Reading: Frog and Esther Jones

Frog and Esther Jones will read from a selection of their work.
(Esther Jones, Frog Jones)

Thursday 7:00 pm - HIE Boardroom
Evolution of Ordnance & Oddities From Square 
Riggers to Steel Turrets

The transition from gun decks lined with black powder 
cannon to armored, pivoting turrets and all-steel hulls took 
some unusual and not always aesthetic twists and turns 
along the way. Examples presented of vessels, ordnance, 
and equipment from the early 1800's through WW2, 
including beautiful all-brass torpedoes, war tubas, and 
even potatoes and cheese used as projectiles.

(Guy Letourneau)

Thursday 7:00 pm - Meridian E
Consent - It's For Everyone

The idea of consent still seems to confuse many people, 
and yet it's vital for so many of our social interactions. 
Come ask folks with some expertise about the things that 
confuse you.

(Tyrell Gephardt, Kevin Roche, Jessica Douglas, Aften 
Brook Szymanski, Adam McLain)



Thursday Program Schedule
Thursday 7:00 pm - Sky Lobby 2
3ub Crawl with Dewey Douglas

Dewey Douglas invites you on a tour of the local bars 
ind pubs within a one block radius (4-5 of them). Buy 
your own drinks, or simply enjoy the banter exploring the 
;cene with the looming purple mountains at night.

(Dewey Douglas)

Thursday 7:00 pm - Stratus 5
_aser Tag

A live-action non-contact sport with applied military 
tactics. Ages 13+.

(Scott Perrin)

Thursday 7:00 pm - Stratus 8
Shows We Love to Hate

What's the TV equivalent of a B-movie? Our panelists 
talk about their love-hate relationships with television.

(Michael R. Johnston, Troy Lambert, Megan Lloyd, Todd 
Dashoff, Christine Taylor-Butler)

Thursday 7:00 pm - Stratus 9
Everything Old Is New Again

Not every hero has to be young and studly. Not every 
woman has to be sexy and slim. More books are appear
ing with characters who are middle aged or even old. 
What are the dangers in writing these personas? How do 
you appeal to the younger readers? How do you make life 
experience a part of solving your plot twists?

(Jonathan Brazee, Inez Aguilar R, Chris Gerrib, Merri 
Halma, Suzanne Palmer)

Thursday 7:00 pm - Zephyr
Meet and Greet: 1632 Universe

All writers and fans are invited to mingle and get 
acquainted. If you've never been to a minicon before, 
come and be social!

Friday Program Schedule —
Friday 8:00 am - Stratus 5
Laser Tag

A live-action non-contact sport. All ages welcome for this 
session.

(Scott Perrin)

Friday 9:00 am - Aurora Boardroom
Make and Take: Medieval Hood

With just a few simple shapes, a needle, and thread, you 
can have a fantastic hood for your costume (or just for 
looking cool). The sewing part is recommended for ages 
8+. A limited number of ready-made hoods will be 
available for attendees who would rather just customize a 
bit and go.

(Heather B. Monson, Janine Wardale)

(David Carrico, Walt Boyes, Gorg Huff, Sue Sinor, Bradley 
H. Sinor, Rick Boatright, Bjorn Hasseler, Virginia DeMarce, 
Mark H Huston, Kevin Evans, Karen Evans, Joy Ward)

Thursday 8:15 pm - Stratus 9
Pronouns and SF/F

A number of prominent recent SF/F works feature 
gender identity and pronoun usage. How do these ideas 
fit with and illuminate current discussions on these 
concepts?

(Bill Thomasson, Adam McLain, Jayrod P. Garrett, Jan S 
Gephardt, Carolyn Kay)

Thursday 7:30 pm - Meridian Ballroom (C,D,G&H)
GOH Concert: Tom Smith

Thursday 8:15 pm - Meridian E
Pets.... In.... SPACE!

A dog is a man's best friend, but what's an alien's? What 
does the presence of pets suggest about an alien culture? 
Can we reasonably take our furry friends to the stars?

(Dr. Karen Purcell, Anna Marasco, Guy Letourneau, Judy 
Peterson, Ron Oakes)

Thursday 8:15 pm - Stratus 8
Closer Than We Think

A documentary about the art and life of futurist imagi- 
neer Arthur Radebaugh.

(Hal C. F. Astell)
Thursday 8:30 pm - 3rd floor HGI Suite (304)
Bedtime Stories with Linda

Fan GOH Linda Deneroff reads a selection of bedtime 
stories to our youngest fans before the fireworks!

(Linda Deneroff)

Thursday 9:30 pm - Aurora Boardroom - #74
Reading: Suzanne Palmer

Suzanne Palmer reads from her fiction.

Friday 9:00 am - Meridian Ballroom (C, D, G & H)
Spotlight: Dragon Dronet

Join weaponsmith Dragon Dronet for a presentation of 
movie props, a live demonstration of casting, and maybe 
some sword flipping!

(Dragon Dronet, Chad Volpe)

Friday 9:00 am - Meridian E
Crafting on the Final Frontier

Explorers have always had a history of crafting. It seems 
logical to assume that crafting will be a part of life as we 
explore the stars as well. What type(s) of crafting will 
appear in space travel and colonization? What are the best 
skills to learn and teach in establishing a new colony? Why 
isn't crafting shown more in media SF?

(Beth Buck, Judy Peterson, Sandy Manning, John M. 
Olsen, Judith Bemis)



Adventure and Excitementj
■■Ion an Alien World ■■■

Young Arkad is the only human on a distant world, on his own 
among beings from across the Galaxy. His struggle to survive on 
the lawless streets of an alien city is disrupted by the arrival of 
three humans who seek a priceless treasure which might free 
Earth from alien domination. Arkad risks everything to join them. 
With his help they cross the fantastic landscape, battling pirates, 
mercenaries, bizarre creatures, vicious bandits and the harsh 
environment. But the deadliest danger comes from treachery and 
betrayal within the group as dark secrets and hidden loyalties 
come to light.

Stand Against the Alien Invaders!
I—

A decade ago, the alien Creepers 
came to Earth. In a matter of days, 
Earth was driven back to a nine
teenth century existence. Then the 
war really began, as the Creepers 
descended and set up domed bases 
that were impervious to everything 
save a nuclear bomb. For ten years, 
the battered and surviving members 
of humanity have fought against the 
Creepers and their mechanized exo
skeletons, until something unexpect
ed happened: a chance for victory.

Tales of the Liaden Universe®
For more than thirty years, the Liaden Universe® novels by 
Sharon Lee and Steve Miller have captivated readers with their 
unique blend of action adventure, science fiction, and romance. In 
addition to twenty-one novels (and counting) Lee and Miller 
have written dozens of shorter works based in 
the Liaden Universe®, featuring the strong 
characterization, detailed world-building, wit, 
and derring-do that readers of the series adore.

Find sample chapters for all Baen Books at www.baen.com 
rMFor more Informatlon^sign up for our newsletters at;J|| 

http://www.baen.com/newsletter_signup 
^BaenBookslsdistributed by Simon & SchusterJ

http://www.baen.com
http://www.baen.com/newsletter_signup


:riday Program Schedule —
:riday 9:00 am - Meridian F
A History of Brain Computer Interfaces in Science 
Fiction vs Science at the Time

The idea of mind and machine, symbiotically paired, has 
been a theme, if not the main subject, of numerous 
science fiction works. I will compare the descriptions in the 
work of fiction to status of brain machine interfacing 
technology at that time, demonstrating what researchers 
were really working on and use that as a discussion point 
to show the circular influence of science on fiction and 
fiction on science. I will also show technologies that are 
being worked on by today's researchers and how they fit 
into the science fiction timeline of brain interfacing 
technology.

(Nick Halper)

Friday 9:00 am - Sky Lobby 2
Walk with the Stars

Join Author GOH Laurell K Hamilton and others for a 
morning walk around the venue in Layton, Utah.

Friday 9:00 am - Zephyr
How Can BuPlan Help You

The Bureau of Planning (BuPlan) for The Royal Manticor- 
an Navy offers tips and examples on how to recruit for fan 
organizations and how to use branding effectively to 
promote events. Find out about our new website debut!

(Lannie Kenton, Cheryl Krause, Diane K Bulkeley, Jack 
Warren, William Lochen)

Friday 10:15 am - Aurora Boardroom
Clay Sculpting for Kids, Teens, and Beginners of All Ages. 
Come and learn to sculpt from Devon Dorrity, an award 
winning sculptor. Class will provide clay, and sculpture 
tools.

Friday 10:15 am - Autograph 1 
Bjo and John Trimble Signing

The first of two opportunities to have the Trimbles sign a 
memento. Photos of the Trimbles and Star Trek luminaries 
are available for purchase in the print shop.

Friday 10:15 am - HIE Boardroom
Bead Embroidery

In this 2-hour workshop, you will learn the tools and 
basic bead embroidery stitches. Kits will be provided - $5 
materials fee. Limited to 20 participants.

(Janine Wardale, Theresa Halbert)

Friday 10:15 am - Meridian E
What is Flash Fiction?

Writing a full story in few words (often less than 1,000) is 
an art form all its own. How do you create a story is so few 
words? What makes them different than other short 
stories? Where can you sell stories like these?

(Richard Flores IV, Eric James Stone, Beth Buck, M Todd 
Gallowglas, Wendy Nikel)

Friday 10:15 am - Meridian F
Meet and Greet: 8th Fleet Command

This is where you will meet your new 8th fleet com
mand crew.

(Michael Lesnick, Bob Bulkeley)

Friday 10:15 am - Stratus 8
Convention Feedback Session: Friday Edition

How are things going so far? What should we know? 
What needs to change?

(Kate Hatcher, Howitzer, Kelly Strait, Pamela Oberg)

Friday 10:15 am - Stratus 9
Adventures in Science Fiction Writing

Author GOH David Weber and Sharon Rice-Weber 
reminisce about a life together in science fiction.

Friday 10:15 am - Zephyr
From Railroad to Red Planet: 1869-1969-2069

Michael Kwan, President of the Chinese Railroad Work
ers' Descendants Association, will utilize the backdrop of 
the inspiration and construction of the Transcontinental 
Railroad to explore how man's innate and unyielding 
desire to explore and settle took us from Coast-to-Coast, 
the Moon, Mars, and beyond.

(Michael Kwan)

Friday 11:30 am - Aurora Boardroom
Writing for Theater
Just for teens! Join Theater GOH Dewey Douglas for a 
casual conversation about writing for theater - how is it 
the same as writing, say, a short story? How is it different? 
And what's life like in the theater, anyway?

Friday 11:30 am - Meridian Ballroom (C, D, G & H)
Spotlight: Eric Flint

Westercon 72 & 1632 Minicon Special Guest Eric Flint 
invites you to join him for an hour of storytelling and 
questions.

Friday 11:30 am - Meridian E
Ask an Editor

What does an editor do anyway? What are editors 
looking for? How can you make your story stand out from 
the group? What are some of the do's and don'ts of 
submission? Bring your questions to our panel of professionals.

(Susan Chang, Jim Minz, Moshe Feder, Dave Farland)

Friday 11:30 am - Meridian F
Female Superheroes - Who's Next?

Wonder Woman and Captain Marvel were a good start, 
but there are many more female superheroes who deserve 
their chance at the big screen. Who are your favorites? 
Who is the most unlikely female superhero to get a movie 
who deserves one anyway?

(Erin Ruston, Chaz Kemp, Claire Scherzinger, Megan 
Lloyd, Jessica Guggenheim)



Friday Program Schedule--------------------------------------------------
Friday 1130 am - Stratus 8
Universal Design Principles IN SPACE!

What features and amenities would a spaceship have to 
be designed with to be universally accessible for humans 
with disabilities? Let's imagine, and plan out, a truly 
accessible space ship.

(Mike Substelny, Bill Thomasson, Suzanne A Buck, Judy 
Peterson, Dan Dubrick)

Friday 1130 am - Stratus 9
Combat in SF & Fantasy

What makes for a great combat scene? What should you 
know about weapons? fighting styles? the visceral experi
ence of being in combat? Let's discuss what works and 
how some authors have created amazing scenes.

(Jonathan Brazee, Barbara Lund, Julie Frost, Jim Butcher, 
David Weber)

Friday 1130 am - Twilight 1 -4
Bruce Miller Art Show Tour

Try a walk through the Art Show with one of our percep
tive, thoughtful, articulate tour leaders. We sometimes call 
these "docent tours". The word "docent" is borrowed 
from the museum world, where it means a person good 
at pointing out things worth looking at.

Bruce Miller is a veteran art show director. See the art 
show from the perspective of this year's director, including 
tips for volunteering and hanging art.

Friday 1130 am - Zephyr
Bigger Fannish Inquisition

A chance to hear presentations from the bid for NASFiC 
2020, (the North American Science Fiction Convention), 
the two bids for Westercon 74 in 2021, (the West Coast 
Science Fantasy Conference), as well as future seated or 
bidding Westercons and Worldcons. Question options will 
be provided.

(Gene Armstrong, Hal C. F. Astell, Kuma Bear, Kevin 
Standlee, Lisa Hayes, Lisa Garrison, Ben Yalow, Sally 
Woehrle)

Friday 12:45 pm - Aurora Boardroom
Classics of SF: Mimsy Were the Borogoves (1943)

By Lewis Padgett (C.L. Moore and Henry Kuttner), 1943. 
A finalist for the 1943 Retro Hugo for Best Novelette.

(John Hertz)

Friday 12:45 pm - Meridian Ballroom (C, D, G & H) 
Writing Excuses

The Hugo-award winning podcast comes to Spikecon! 
Come watch and listen as Brandon Sanderson, Howard 
Tayler, and Dan Wells interview authors for future 
episodes: Laurell K Hamilton 1:15; Janci Patterson 1:45; 
Jim Butcher 2:15; Eric Flint 2:45; David Weber 3:15

(Howard Tayler, Dan Wells, Brandon Sanderson)

Friday 12:45 pm - Meridian E
What Alternate Histories Do You Want to See?

What if____ 's life hadn't been cut tragically short? 
What if Brutus had had the sense to take out Antony and 
Octavian, too? What alternate histories do you want to 
see?

(Eric Flint, Eric G. Swedin, Ann Chamberlin, Petrea 
Mitchell, David J. West)

Friday 12:45 pm - Meridian F
Golden Age or Tin?
Is science fiction's golden age a lie? Panelists and audience 
members will discuss what was good, bad, and indifferent 
about classic science fiction, and explore how we got from 
there to here.

(Steve Carper, Frog Jones, Maquel A. Jacob, Thea 
Hutcheson)

Friday 12:45 pm - Stratus 8
Weird Tech

Because of what the up-timers know, and what they 
brought with them, technology in the 1632 universe is 
taking turns down some very strange avenues (and a few 
dark alleys). Come hear about dirigibles that actually work, 
Emperors driving cars, re-inventing radio, gun designs, 
and what the impact of 300 years of discoveries will have 
on 17th Century Europe, Asia, and Africa. It isn't steam
punk, but it sure is Weird Tech!

(Kevin Evans, Walt Boyes, Rick Boatright)

Friday 12:45 pm - Stratus 9
Can Physics Work in Fantasy?

How does a bulky dragon get off the ground? And why 
don't they burn their tongues? Are broomsticks aerody
namic? And even if we can't answer those questions with 
real-world physics, to what extent does that lack of reality 
detract from a reader's ability to be immersed in the story 
(or does it help)?

(K. D. Julicher, Christine Taylor-Butler, Darci Stone, Allan 
Dyen-Shapiro, Daniel Swenson)

Friday 12:45 pm - Zephyr
Spotlight: Kitty Kreil

Westercon 72 Cosplay Guest of Honor Kitty Kreil talks 
about her experience in costuming, expertise in corsetry, 
and focus on craftsmanship, fit, and couture techniques.

Friday 2:00 pm - Aurora Boardroom
Reading: Mike Substelny
Mike will read samples of his science fiction and fantasy 
humor including flash fiction, poetry, and maybe even a 
screenplay about female space pirates.

Friday 2:00 pm - Autograph 1
Laurell K Hamilton Signing

Friday 2:00 pm - Autograph 2
James T Lambert Signing

Friday 2:00 pm - Autograph 3
Suzanne Palmer Signing



riday Program Schedule
Friday 2:00 pm - Meridian E
Costuming on a Budget

Anyone can have a great costume for $1000, but what if 
/ou only have $100, or $10. This panel will give sugges
tions that make you costuming versatile, inexpensive, and 
machine washable!

(Tanglwyst de Holloway, Andie Letourneau, Melanie 
Unruh, Bjo Trimble)

Friday 2:00 pm - Meridian F
Wayfinding in Unknown Worlds

Why are maps important for worldbuilding? How have 
geology and water availability historically shaped human 
trade, travel routes, placement of cities, etc? And how 
have these, in turn, affected the strategic value of one 
place over another and the development of culture? How 
might these considerations differ on other worlds? For 
other biologies?

(David Weber, Petrea Mitchell, Dewey Douglas, Carolyn 
Kay, Alastair Mayer)

Friday 2:00 pm - Stratus 9
Authors & Companions Tradecraft

Writing is often a solitary endeavor. Come find out how 
an author's support system starts with their significant 
other. There are trade secrets to asking about dinner, 
laundry, and bills without causing your head to spin like 
the exorcist. More importantly, doing things without 
interrupting the flow of the author process and finding 
unique ways to help them succeed.

(Sharon Rice-Weber, Jonathon Green, Sandra Tayler, 
Bridget Correia)

Friday 2:00 pm - Twilight 1 -4
Ctein Art Show Tour

Try a walk through the Art Show with one of our percep
tive, thoughtful, articulate tour leaders. We sometimes call 
these "docent tours". The word "docent" is borrowed 
from the museum world, where it means a person good 
at pointing out things worth looking at.

Ctein is an exhibiting photographer who published 
science fiction with John Sandford and David Gerrold

Friday 2:00 pm - Zephyr
Spotlight: Kevin Standlee, Lisa Hayes, and Kuma Bear 
Kevin Standlee and Lisa Hayes talk about the train trips 
they've made.

Friday 2:30 pm - Aurora Boardroom
Reading: Jan S. Gephardt

Come meet XK9 Rex and his Pack. Jan S. Gephardt 
reads one or more excerpts from her novel What's Bred in 
the Bone. XK9 Rex and his Packmates are bio-engineered 
and cyber-enhanced to be the most advanced forensic 
tools available to law enforcement, but they're more than 
ust tools. And they're more than their new owners, the 
Orangeboro Police Department, are prepared to handle.

Friday 3:15 pm - Aurora Boardroom
Reading: Erika Kuta Marler

Come listen to a reading from the latest story in the 
Eden's Outcast Universe - "Goodnight Bones". Puck is the 
King of the Summer Clan. Shakespeare had the nerve to 
demote him to errand boy in that damn play. But that's 
the least of his worries. The love of his life and her family 
are locked into a contract with Lilith the Mother of all 
monsters, who refuses to stay dead. One of the many 
shared universes published by Heads & Tails Publishing

Friday 3:15 pm - Autograph 1
James Wymore Signing

Friday 3:15 pm - Autograph 2
Steven Heumann Signing

Friday 3:15 pm - Autograph 5
Julie Frost Signing

Friday 3:15 pm - Autograph 6
Frog Jones Signing

Friday 3:15 pm - Autograph 7
Esther Jones Signing

Friday 3:15 pm - HIE Boardroom
Creating Complex Plush Patterns

Hannah Swedin explains in depth how she creates her 
elaborate sewing patterns using 3D modeling software, 
and how you can get started.

Friday 3:15 pm - Meridian E
The Changing Face(s) of Space Opera

Space Opera is changing, becoming more inclusive and 
populated by ever-more-diverse characters. What tropes 
define space opera? How do you modify or subvert them 
and still remain in the subgenre? We'll discuss how writers 
align space opera stories with modern values and expecta
tions while adhering to the spirit of the genre.

(Michael R. Johnston, Chris Gerrib, Suzanne Palmer, 
Maquel A. Jacob, James T Lambert)

Friday 3:15 pm - Meridian F
Monster in an Hour

A participatory fun art panel. 4-5 artists draw live based 
on suggestions from the audience. Mike talks and jokes 
with the audience while teasing the artists. Drawings will 
be sold at the art auction for charity.

(Michael Oberg, Carter Reid, Nathan Shumate, Jessica 
Douglas)

Friday 3:15 pm - Stratus 5
Regency Dance

Come have a ball in early 19th century style! Don't know 
Regency dance styles? Never fear - we'll teach you.

(John Hertz)



Friday Program Schedule -
Friday 3:15 pm - Stratus 7
Writing Interactive Star Trek Fanfic for Artemis

With a fan-made mod, you can use the game Artemis 
Spaceship Bridge Simulator to write works of interactive 
Star Trek fanfic. Artemis mission scripting allows you to 
create an adventure for six or more players in different 
roles all at once. In this workshop you may experience the 
roles of a Starfleet Captain, Helmsman, Engineer, Science 
Officer, Communications Officer, or Weapons Officer. A 
short presentation will step through an existing adventure 
discussing tips and tricks it employs. Finally, as a group we 
will brainstorm our own original adventure for a gallant 
starship crew on the final frontier.

(Mike Substelny)

Friday 3:15 pm - Stratus 8
Incorporating Real Downtimers

The Ring of Fire changed much for the 1600s, but some 
things remained the same. Many of the famous and 
infamous real down-timers, or those who were born in the 
1600s, show up, but some of them very much changed. 
Come get tips on how to incorporate them into your 
writing.

(Mark H Huston, Griffin Barber, David Carrico, Virginia 
DeMarce, Bradley H. Sinor, Sue Sinor)

Friday 3:15 pm - Stratus 9
Costuming Skivvies

Do historically accurate undergarments make a costume 
better, or just more uncomfortable? Where do we com
promise between accuracy and modern materials and 
technology? We'll discuss undergarments through the 
ages and how to bring a new dimension to your costume.

(Theresa Halbert, Pierre Pettinger Jr., Melanie Unruh, 
Kitty Kreil, Sandy Manning)

Friday 3:15 pm - Zephyr
Spotlight: Linda Deneroff

The 1 3th North American Science Fiction Convention 
(NASFiC) Guest of Honor Linda Deneroff is interviewed by 
Steve Francis.

Friday 4:30 pm - Aurora Boardroom 
The Trimbles Talk Taking Action

Passionate about something? Want to take that interest 
to the next level? Join the Trimbles for a casual conversa
tion about getting involved with your fandom, taking 
action for something that matters to you, and changing 
the world for the better.

(Bjo Trimble, John Trimble)

Friday 4:30 pm - Autograph 1
Jim Butcher Signing

Friday 4:30 pm - Autograph 3
Kal Spriggs Signing

Friday 4:30 pm - Autograph 4
Joe Monson Signing

Friday 4:30 pm - Autograph 5
Michael R. Johnston Signing

Friday 4:30 pm - Autograph 6
Erika Kuta Marler Signing

Friday 4:30 pm - Autograph 8
Eric James Stone Signing

Friday 4:30 pm - Fahrenheit Lounge
Literary Beer with Dewey Douglas

Pull up a drink and have a casual conversation with 
Theater GOH Dewey Douglas. Seats are very limited so 
sign up at the Information Desk in the Sky Lobby 8am on 
the day of the social!

Friday 4:30 pm - Meridian E
Lessons I Learned as a First-Time Novelist

From finding a publisher and working with an editor, to 
marketing your book and everything in between, our 
panelists discuss what it's like to publish your first novel.

(Susan Chang, Laurel Anne Hill, Scott William Taylor, 
Suzanne Palmer, J.M. Kaukola)

Friday 5:00 pm - Meridian Ballroom (C,D,G&H)
TRMN Awards Ceremony

The Royal Manticoran Navy, the official Honor 
Harrington Fan Association, will hold their 2019 Awards 
Ceremony at Spikecon. This event follows the pomp and 
ceremony for the presentation of awards and honors that 
militaries around the world use when recognizing the 
accomplishments of their members. Come and watch 
how the Manties 'Do it with Honor!'

(William Lochen, David Weber, Sharon Rice-Weber, 
Angela Sanders, Martin Lessem, Laura Lochen)

Friday 5:45 pm - Aurora Boardroom
Lang Belta 101

Oye, kopeng! Ever wonder what Beltalowda are saying 
in The Expanse? Would you just like to experience the 
coolest new conlang? Come to this special workshop and 
learn the basics from a fluent Lang Belta speaker!

(Gideon Marcus)

Friday 5:45 pm - Autograph 1
Brandon Sanderson Signing

Friday 5:45 pm - Fahrenheit Lounge
Solarpunk Meet-Up

Seats are very limited so sign up at the Information Desk 
in the Sky Lobby 8am on the day of the social! Solarpunk 
redefines the punk genre for the next generation. No 
more gritty depressing personalities, but uplifting, loyal, 
and kind characters. Join us for a discussion on the chang
ing face of the punk genre and how it reflects the times in 
which we live.

(Tyrell Gephardt, Jan S Gephardt, Wendy Nikel)



-riday Program Schedule
Tiday 5:45 pm - Meridian E
Establishing an Interstellar Colony

Very little SF deals with the problems of establishing a 
zolony in an entirely new stellar system that lacks an 
existing human-friendly ecosystem. What would it take to 
establish a viable colony in such a system?

(Nick Halper, Bill Thomasson, Toni Weisskopf, Howard 
Tayler, Thea Hutcheson)

Tiday 5:45 pm - Meridian F
Genre Storytelling in Tabletop Games

Tabletop RPGs and video games offer obvious avenues 
for genre storytelling, but card and board games can also 
present an avenue for world-building and story creation. 
How is storytelling different in these media? What kinds of 
stories are best told in games? What are some games that 
do this well?

(Daniel Swenson, Natasha Ence, Dan Wells, Claire 
Scherzinger, Robert J Defendi)

Friday 5:45 pm - Stratus 8
Point of View: A Writer's Best Friend

There's more to 1 st person and 3rd person (even 2nd 
person!) than the use of pronouns. When and why is a 
particular point of view (POV) a better choice for a story? 
How does POV affects what your characters know and 
when they know it? How to use POV to effectively create 
tension, add emotion, and put the reader inside your 
character's head.

(Eric James Stone, Dewey Douglas, Marjory Kaptanoglu, 
Melissa Meibos, Dave Farland)

Friday 5:45 pm - Stratus 9
Middle Grade Optimism vs YA Dystopia

Magical wonder abounds in middle grade literature but 
seems to disappear once stories make the jump to the 
next age bracket. Does pessimism go hand in hand with 
the advent of hormones? Is middle grade more than it 
appears?

(Scott William Taylor, Beth Buck, Christine Taylor-Butler, 
Esther Jones, Kathryn Sullivan)

Friday 5:45 pm - Zephyr
Spotlight on New Books and Snippets: 1632

We have new books and new writers for you to meet. 
Books from the 1632 Universe, by Baen Books and by 
Ring of Fire Press, as well as Ring of Fire Press' non-1632 
collection. All welcome!

(David Carrico, Griffin Barber, Walt Boyes, Eric Flint)

Friday 7:00 pm - HIE Boardroom
TRMN Annual Update

An update on where the TRMN is now, and where it is 
going, from a corporate perspective

Martin Lessem, Laura Lochen, Angela Sanders)

Friday 7:00 pm - Meridian Ballroom (C, D, G & H) 
Chesley Awards

Since 1985, the Chesley awards have been given out 
by the Association of Science Fiction and Fantasy Artists for 
achievement in the previous calendar year. They are 
named after the great astronomical artist, Chesley 
Bonestell.

NASFiC 2019 is honored to host the 2018 Chesley 
Awards. Join us as the year's recipients are announced.

Friday 7:00 pm - Meridian E
Ask a Scientist

Got a science question? Sure, you could ask the Internet, 
but isn't it better when you can talk to a real person? Bring 
your questions, great and small, to our panel of scientists.

(Allan Dyen-Shapiro, Robert E. Hampson, Dr. Karen 
Purcell, Kevin Roche, Darci Stone)

Friday 7:00 pm - Meridian F
Down the Rabbit Hole

Stories where people are transported to other worlds, 
parallel dimensions, or into virtual realities are becoming 
popular again. What is the appeal of this genre? How is 
this classic of fantasy being made new again?

(Bryce Beattie, Kathryn Sullivan, Esther Jones, Chris 
Gerrib, Gibbitt Rhys-Jones)

Friday 7:00 pm - Stratus 8
Choose Your Own Apocalypse

An audience participation game where contestants 
attempt to convince the world that their chosen type of 
apocalypse will be the one to take down civilization.

(David J. West, James Wymore, D.J. Butler, Daniel 
Swenson)

Friday 7:00 pm - Stratus 9
Yes, But What Are They Eating?

World-building requires paying attention to all kinds of 
details, like government and monetary systems, climate, 
and more. But while food is something that every reader 
interacts with every day, it is often not considered during 
world-building. Our panelists talk about examples where 
authors have been successful in incorporating dietary 
habits into their world-building, and talk about what it 
takes to do it well.

(Kal Spriggs, Troy Lambert, K. D. Julicher, Merri Halma, 
Alastair Mayer)

Friday 7:00 pm - Zephyr
Taxonomy of Villains

Not all villains are created equally, nor should they be. 
Lucifer, Sauron, Loki, the joker, Smaug, and Grendel each 
have different power levels, wants, and needs. How do 
you make a villain equal to the needs of your story?

(Jim Butcher, Daniel Craig Friend, Julie Frost, Valerie 
Estelle Frankel, Elektra Hammond)
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:riday Program Schedule —
zriday 8:00 pm - HIE Boardroom
TRMN Peer Sponsored Social

The Royal Manticoran Lords and Ladies of the realm 
nvite you to our party room for Rolling pods, hors 
d'oeuvres, wine and more. Rules and information will be 
aosted outside this event and on info kiosks.

Qames Jones, Cheryl Krause, Diane K Bulkeley)

-riday 8:00 pm - Stratus 5
Laser Tag

A live-action non-contact sport with applied military 
tactics. Ages 13+

(Scott Perrin)

Friday 8:15 pm - Meridian E
Generating Fear Through Negative Space

Classic horror, Lovecraft, Dunsany, Poe, etc. often 
generated a feeling of dread through what wasn't 
explained. Then came the sea change to graphic horror. Is 
there still a valid use for horror formed in what you aren't told?

(Dewey Douglas, Jessica Douglas, Megan Lloyd, Nathan 
Shumate, Steven Heumann)

Friday 8:15 pm - Meridian F
Gay Wizards and Lesbian Sorceresses

Why do so many wizards—and sorceresses—in fantasy 
fiction and fairy tale lack a significant other? Did the 
storyteller know of their spouses, but chose to keep their 
love in the closet? For, like gay men and lesbians, wizards 
and sorceresses tend to live apart from or outside of the 
cultural mainstream. Does this separation, this difference, 
give us access to a certain wisdom?

(Erin Ruston, B. Daniel Blatt, C.H. Hung, D.J. Butler, 
Adam McLain)

Friday 8:15 pm - Stratus 8
(Not So) Dark Skies: the Effects of Artificial Lighting on 
Life on Earth

Artificial lighting allows humans to see better at night 
and stay up past sundown, but it can have a negative 
impact on the circadian rhythms of all living things (even 
humans!). It's also disruptive for astronomical observa
tions. What considerations should we have when installing 
artificial lighting around our home? What implications 
does this have for non-terrestrial human habitats?

(Mike Weasner, Darci Stone, Bill Thomasson, Nick Halper)

Friday 8:15 pm - Stratus 9
The Art of Collaboration

There are a lot of collaborative works in SF, from two-au- 
thor novels to shared worlds. What is the appeal of 
creating a piece with another author? How do you make 
it work?

(Paul Genesse, Ctein, Erika Kuta Marler, Sue Sinor, 
Bradley H. Sinor)

Friday 8:15 pm - Zephyr
Urban Fantasy: Keeping It Fresh

Some say that werewolves and vampires are done. Our 
panelists beg to disagree, but how do you keep from 
retreading the same old ground?

(Thea Hutcheson, Laurell K Hamilton, Esther Jones, Chaz 
Kemp, Steve Diamond)

Friday 8:30 pm - Cirrus Hall
AS FA Art Reception

The Association of Science Fiction and Fantasy Artists 
(ASFA), invites you to join them for a chance to socialize 
with those participating in the Chesleys and the Art Show!

This event is brought to you with generous support 
from ASFA and Utah County Events, LLC.

Friday 9:30 pm - Aurora Boardroom
Getting the Most out of Social Media!

Are you trying to run a business, fan group, or just reach 
more people? Frustrated with how Facebook and Insta
gram treat you? Come to this panel to hear from a 
professional social media marketer on how best you can 
utilize these platforms for your ends.

(Jack Clemons)

Friday 9:30 pm - Meridian Ballroom (C, D, G & H)
Match Game: Friday Edition

Get ready to match the stars! In this SF/F-themed 
version of the classic 1970s game show, contestants vie to 
guess how our panel will answer fill-in-the-blank questions 
like "Captain Kirk has the biggest__ in Starfleet!" Contes
tants will be selected from the audience, and all contestants 
selected will win a prize, even if it's only a Lovely Parting Gift.

(Kuma Bear, Lisa Hayes, Kevin Standlee, Kevin Roche, 
Andrew Trembley, Lynn Gold)

Friday 9:30 pm - Meridian E
Injury and Recovery for Character Building

The injuries a character can sustain vary widely, as do the 
impacts of these injuries on the character and how well 
they recover. A look into reasonable injuries for various 
settings and how authors can use injuries to further the plot.

(Kal Spriggs, Paul Genesse, Robert E. Hampson, Thea 
Hutcheson, Anna Marasco)

Friday 9:30 pm - Meridian F
The Appeal of Competence

Stories where the main character stumbles into a 
solution by accident or by design have their supporters. 
But stories where the characters know what to do, either 
by experience or by doing research, and quietly solve the 
problem sometimes just by doing their job are also 
enjoyable. What are some (dis)advantages of a competent 
protagonist? What can we learn from these types of 
stories? What are some of your favorite examples?

(Kathryn Sullivan, David Weber, Guy Letourneau, 
Christopher L Smith, Marjory Kaptanoglu)



Friday Program Schedule
Friday 9:30 pm - Stratus 9
Life of a Professional Game Master

Yes, it's a little controversial, but in today's booming RPG 
community, paid GMs are making a living with their 
storytelling skills. This interview with Natasha Ence (a 
full-time, professional Game Master) will answer your 
questions and address your preconceived ideas of Game 
Mastering as a profession.

(Dan Wells, Natasha Ence)

Friday 9:30 pm - Zephyr
Monsters and Mythology

Monsters have been with us for as long as we have been 
telling stories: Gilgamesh fought the monster Humbaba.

Saturday Program Schedule
Saturday 7:00 am - Stratus 5
Laser Tag for Kids

A live-action non-contact sport. This session is just for 
young fans!

(Scott Perrin)

Saturday 9:00 am - Aurora Boardroom 
Make and Take: Space Origami!

Ever wanted your own space shuttle? Your own Death 
Star? Well, we can’t help you there, but we can give your 
imagination some extra fuel. Come fold your own 
space-faring vessel (paper and some patterns available) 
and fly it wherever your imagination wishes! Best suited to 
ages 8+, but anyone is welcome to try, and we’ll have 
paper and coloring supplies available for younger attend
ees. (This is not a babysitting event-children should be 
accompanied by a responsible adult.)

(Heather B. Monson)

Saturday 9:00 am - Meridian E
Going Hybrid

There are certain advantages to being a traditionally 
published author, and a completely different set of perks 
with being an indie author. Our panelists will discus the 
Hybrid life and how to reap the best of both.

(Bryce Beattie, Barbara Lund, Richard Flores IV, Marjory 
Kaptanoglu, M Todd Gallowglas)

Saturday 9:00 am - Stratus 5
Masquerade Contestants Meeting

All entries for The Masquerade must attend this meeting 
to check-in for last-minute questions or new information. 
(For group entries there must be at least one representa
tive and all forms signed)

(Tanglwyst de Holloway, Orbit R Brown)

Saturday 9:00 am - Stratus 8
"I Volunteer as Tribute": Consent, Dissent, and Kind
ness in The Hungers Games by Suzanne Collins

With a large focus on dystopic settings like Hulu's The 
Handmaid's Tale, our community is turning to dystopian

Odysseus squared off against the Cyclopes. And Beowulf 
fought not just a dragon, but other beasts as well. Why 
have storytellers created such beasts? Why do they 
continue to fascinate us? What purpose do they serve in 
stories?

(B. Daniel Blatt, Ben Hatcher, Steve Diamond, julie Frost, 
Laurell K Hamilton)

Friday 10:00 pm - Sky Lobby 2
Star Party

Meet us in the Sky Lobby to walk away from the lights 
and look at the stars.

(Michael Oberg, Pamela Oberg) 

futures to understand our present situation. This paper 
looks closely at The Hunger Games by Suzanne Collins to 
analyze two fundamental aspects of the novel: kindness as 
an act of rebellion and controlled consent. These two 
aspects are brought into conversation with contemporary 
campaigns like Time's Up and #MeToo in order to better 
understand how we can interact with hegemonic, oppres
sive systems.

(Adam McLain)

Saturday 9:00 am - Stratus 9
BuSup Gear

Come see what the excitement is all about! Find out 
what the Bureau of Supply (BuSup) is working on next 
and how you can get it!

(Megan Krick, Diane K Bulkeley)

Saturday 10:15 am - Aurora Boardroom
Classics of SF: Rocket Ship Galileo

By Robert A. Heinlein, 1947. We've come to the golden 
anniversary of the Glorious 20th, when humankind first set 
foot on the Moon. Decades earlier came this speculation. 
It isn't, incidentally, a rocket ship built in a backyard; and 
as A.J. Budrys used to demand, it answers "Why are they 
telling us this?" Nor are these pioneers the first - nor yet 
the second.

(John Hertz)

Saturday 10:15 am - Meridian Ballroom (C, D, G & H) 
Spotlight: Jim Butcher

Westercon 72 Author Guest of Honor jim Butcher, 
discusses the multiple worlds of his books and answers 
questions, jim Butcher is the author of the Dresden Files, the 
Codex Alera, and a new steampunk series, the Cinder Spires.

Saturday 10:15 am - Meridian E
David Weber Reading and Signing

Author GOH David Weber will read a selection from his 
work, then leave time for signing books. (David Weber will 
be limited to 2 items per person for a maximum signing 
of 30-40 minutes.)



TONOPAH, NEVADA IN 2021 
A BID FOR WESTERCON 74

Tonopah, Nevada is located approximately 
halfway between Las Vegas and Reno, Nevada. 
It is a small town of about 2,500 people, but with 
a big heart, and a surprisingly good set of 
facilities for a small (under <500 attendees) but 
fun Westercon.

The Tonopah Convention Center has a 
large hall and three smaller rooms. We 
have additional function space nearby.

The convention center has a bar 
and kitchen that we can use 24 
hours a day. No corkage fees or 
mandatory catering charges!

200 hotel rooms within 1500 ft (450 m) of the 
convention center, including the beautifully 
restored Mizpah Hotel. Tonopah offers about 
500 hotel rooms total within a 2 mile radius.

Local attractions include the Tonopah
Mining Park and the Crescent Dunes Solar
Thermal power plant that will make
Tonopah the first solar-powered Westercon!

Vote for us at SpikeCon at Westercon Site Selection
https://sfsfc.org/conventions/tonopah-2021/

“Westercon” is a service mark of the Los Angeles Science Fantasy Society, Inc.

https://sfsfc.org/conventions/tonopah-2021/
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Saturday 10:15 am - Meridian F
Apocalypse Later Roadshow Set #1

The Apocalypse Later Roadshow is back for a fourth 
Westercon! Hal C. F. Astell will present two curated sets of 
international award-winning science fiction and fantasy 
short films, some of which you can't see outside the film 
festival circuit. Different films each day. Check out 
previous shows at roadshow.apocalypselaterempire.com.

Saturday 10:15 am - Stratus 8
Religion and Philosophy in 1632

Europe in the 1600s was a hotbed of religious and 
political upheaval. How is the Ring of Fire mixing in to this 
furball? What is going to be the effect of 300 years of 
theology and the Second Vatican Council dropping into 
the fray?

(Mark H Huston, Bjorn Hasseler, Griffin Barber, Virginia 
DeMarce)

Saturday 10:15 am - Stratus 9
Clay Sculpting with Vincent Villafranca

Join our artist GOH for a two-hour workshop on clay 
sculpting. Learn to make monsters, aliens, etc. Attendance 
is limited to 10 persons; materials fee $5. Sign up in 
advance at the Information Desk.

Saturday 10:15 am - Zephyr
Convention Feedback Session: Saturday Edition

How are things going so far? What should we know? 
What needs to change?

(Kate Hatcher, Howitzer, Pamela Oberg, Kelly Strait)

Saturday 11:30 am - 3rd floor HGI Suite (304)
Friends of Bill W.

Saturday 11:30 am - Aurora Boardroom
Reading: Julie Frost

Come listen to Julie Frost read from one of her stories.

Saturday 11:30 am - Meridian Ballroom (C, D, G & H)
Spotlight: David Weber

The 13th North American Science Fiction Convention, 
(NASFiC) Guest of Honor David Weber invites you to join 
him for an hour of storytelling and questions.

Saturday 11:30 am - Meridian E
Playing Nice With Others: Shared Universes

How do various shared universes work? Are contributors' 
stories off to the side or integrated into the main plot? 
What happens when there are competing ideas of How 
Things Ought To Be?

(Eric Flint, Erika Kuta Marler, Bradley H. Sinor, Sue Sinor, 
Kal Spriggs)

Saturday 11:30 am - Meridian F
Recreating the Fairy Tale
Fairy tales continue to rise in prominence in popular 
culture. They are everywhere - poetry, novels, musicals, TV, 

movies, music, even advertising! They are imagined, 
re-imagined, stood on their heads, flung into space, 
moved into the 21 st century and beyond. What is it about 
the fairy tale that makes is so compelling? Where will we 
take them - or they take us - next?

(Dewey Douglas, Wendy Van Camp, Sandra Tayler, 
Steven Heumann, Amy White)

Saturday 11:30 am - Stratus 8
What is Happening in the New World?

The Ring of Fire started in Europe, but now the New 
World is experiencing changes, too. For the first few years, 
writing in the New World was restricted, but now that's 
opening up. We have new books by Walter Hunt, Herb 
Sakalaucks, Karen and Kevin Evans, and others coming 
out. Come find out what's new in the New World!

(Karen Evans, Kevin Evans, Mark H Huston, Bjorn 
Hasseler, Walt Boyes)

Saturday 11:30 am - Twilight 1 -4
John Hertz Art Show Tour

Try a walk through the Art Show with one of our percep
tive, thoughtful, articulate tour leaders. We sometimes call 
these "docent tours". The word "docent" is borrowed 
from the museum world, where it means a person good 
at pointing out things worth looking at.

John Hertz is very fond of rumpots, crackpots, and how 
are you, Mr. Wilson?

Saturday 11:30 am - Zephyr
Westercon Business Meeting

The annual Westercon Business Meeting
(Kuma Bear, Seth Breidbart, Linda Deneroff, Lisa Hayes, 

Kevin Standlee, Ben Yalow)

Saturday 12:00 pm - Aurora Boardroom
Reading: Ctein

Ctein will read from Ripple Effect, a new novel by David 
Gerrold and Ctein

Saturday 12:45 pm - Aurora Boardroom
Broad Universe Rapid Fire Reading

Members of Broad Universe will read from their individu
al works. Also with chocolate!

(Kathryn Sullivan, Wendy Van Camp, Roberta Rogow, 
Valerie Estelle Frankel)

Saturday 12:45 pm - Autograph 1
David Weber Signing

David Weber Saturday signing. (David Weber will be 
limited to 2 items per person for a maximum signing of 
30-40 minutes.)

Saturday 12:45 pm - Autograph 2
Eric Flint Signing

Saturday 12:45 pm - Autograph 3
Eric James Stone Signing

roadshow.apocalypselaterempire.com
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Saturday 12:45 pm - Meridian Ballroom (C, D, G & H)
Spotlight: Laurell K Hamilton

The 13th North American Science Fiction Convention 
'NASFiC), Guest of Honor Laurell K Hamilton shares the 
worlds of her books, takes questions and talks about 
whatever may catch her fancy...

Saturday 12:45 pm - Meridian E
#MeToo in Steampunk

What are the challenges of creating strong female 
characters in a historical setting? How can we be true to 
the real hurdles women faced in the 19th century while 
creating stories that are relatable to a modern audience?

(Laurel Anne Hill, K. D. Julicher, Carolyn Kay, Alex Acks, 
Marjory Kaptanoglu)

Saturday 12:45 pm - Meridian F
The Modern Starving Artist

How has modem information technology allowed the 
solitary artist to communicate and interact, getting their 
art out in front of people and publishers? Is it easier to 
make a living as an artist now? What has changed about a 
career in art?

(Kaitlund Zupanic, Chaz Kemp, Melanie Unruh, 
Emmanuel Valtierra, Kari Christensen)

Saturday 12:45 pm - Stratus 8
Baen Traveling Roadshow

Come hear about new and upcoming titles from Baen 
Books. We will be giving away door prizes (swag, books, etc)!

(Jim Minz, Toni Weisskopf)

Saturday 12:45 pm - Stratus 9
How to Stuff Your Dragon

Learn the quick and easy way to create your very own 
slush patterns. All ages welcome!

(Hannah Swedin)

Saturday 1:15 pm - Aurora Boardroom
Reading: Steven Heumann

Steven Heumann reads from his fiction.

Saturday 2:00 pm - Aurora Boardroom
Story Outlining with Eric James Stone

Calling all young aspiring writers! UFO Local Author Eric 
ames Stone runs a workshop on outlining a short story 
ustforyou.

Saturday 2:00 pm - Autograph 1
Ctein Signing

Saturday 2:00 pm - Autograph 2
Aften Brook Szymanski Signing

Saturday 2:00 pm - Autograph 3
Emmanuel Valtierra Signing

Saturday 2:00 pm - Autograph 4
Laurell K Hamilton Signing

Saturday 2:00 pm - Meridian E
Creating Interactive Fiction

People today are consuming more science fiction and 
fantasy than ever, and a growing portion of that comes 
through computer games. As tabletop role players have 
known for decades, the storytelling techniques that make 
a great novel or film often do not survive contact with 
players. Discuss some of the pitfalls, problems, and 
advantages of telling a great story when you must yield so 
much of the power to your players.

(Gibbitt Rhys-Jones, Erika Kuta Marler, Natasha Ence, 
Robert J Defendi, Mike Substelny)

Saturday 2:00 pm - Meridian F
Editing vs. Beta Reading

What's the difference between editing and beta read
ing? What do each of them do for your story? Where can 
you find a good editor or beta reader? Find out the 
answers to these questions and more.

(Susan Chang, C.H. Hung, Dan Wells, Joe Monson, 
Melissa Meibos)

Saturday 2:00 pm - Twilight 1 -4
Sara Felix Art Show Tour

Try a walk through the Art Show with one of our percep
tive, thoughtful, articulate tour leaders. We sometimes call 
these "docent tours". The word "docent" is borrowed 
from the museum world, where it means a person good 
at pointing out things worth looking at.

Sara Felix is an exhibiting artist, and the president of The 
Association for Science Fiction and Fantasy Artists (ASFA)

Saturday 2:30 pm - Meridian Ballroom (C, D, G & H) 
Masquerade Tech Rehearsal

- When: Individually scheduled between 2:30 pm - 4:30 
pm on Saturday, July 6th, 2019. - Where: The main stage 
which shall be listed at registration and in your program 
books at the convention. - Practice with our MC, Tech 
Crew, and Stage Manager on the actual stage pre-mas
querade. - Assignments/Slots are selected at the Masquer
ade Registration desk for 8-minute slots on Saturday. - For 
safety and coordination of this event, you must choose 
and attend a Tech Rehearsal on stage. This will be your 
only scheduled "official" rehearsal time.

(Orbit R Brown, Tanglwyst de Holloway,)

Saturday 3:15 pm - Aurora Boardroom 
What Do You Think YA Should Be Like?

Just for teens! Join Author GOH David Weber for a casual 
conversation about the nature of YA fiction and what you 
would like to see in a YA story.

Saturday 3:15 pm - Meridian E
Privilege and Passing in Genre Fiction
The robot in Fritz Lang's Metropolis passed as a flapper. 
Cal El passed as a newspaper reporter. Mister Spock 
passed as a full Vulcan (sometimes), and Quark once 
passed as a female. Passing has always been a part of
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genre fiction, sometimes to fit in, and sometimes to gain 
privilege; sometimes it is used for drama or comedy to 
further the story. Given that many real life people pass 
every day, sometimes as a survival skill, how has the 
depiction of passing and secret identities affected the 
modern question of acceptance and inclusion in society? 
How does it shape our perception of human diversity in 
the future?

(Inez Aguilar R, C.H. Hung, B. Daniel Blatt, Jayrod P. 
Garrett, Aften Brook Szymanski)

Saturday 3:15 pm - Meridian F
Stage or Screen: What's the Difference?

From how the story appears on the page to how it is 
finally presented to the audience, what are the real 
differences between theatrical productions and television 
and movies? And what are the similarities?

(Dewey Douglas)

Saturday 3:15 pm - Stratus 8
Money Makes the World Go Round

How does finance work in the Ring of Fire world? Much 
of what we know as modern banking was invented in the 
1600s, but the Up-timers know a few tricks themselves. 
What's OPM, Kipper and Wipper, and a Becky? Have you 
seen the Wish Book?

(David Carrico, Virginia DeMarce, Gorg Huff)

Saturday 3:15 pm - Stratus 9
Waraji Sandals

Worn by the samurai class, foot soldiers, and common
ers of Japan, waraji are sandals made from straw rope. Join 
Chad Volpe and make your own pair as he teaches us 
how to make this historical footwear!

(Chad Volpe)

Saturday 3:15 pm - Zephyr
Spotlight: John and Bjo Trimble

Join the originators of the Futuristic Fashion Show as 
they show off a lifetime of costumes. Questions welcome!

Saturday 3:30 pm - HIE Boardroom
Miniatures Painting with Larry Correia

Tired of boring, unpainted miniatures? Learn to paint 
with author and mini-painting enthusiast Larry Correia. 
Minis and supplies will be provided as you learn how to 
quickly get your minis to a tabletop standard.

Saturday 4:30 pm - Aurora Boardroom
Careers in Publishing

Want to be a writer? an editor? Just have questions 
about the whole publishing thing? Come join Editor GOH 
Susan Chang for casual conversation about opportunities 
in publishing and how to get started.

(Susan Chang)

Saturday 4:30 pm - Autograph 3
Ann Chamberlin Signing

Saturday 4:30 pm - Autograph 4
Alex Acks Signing

Saturday 4:30 pm - Fahrenheit Lounge
Literary Beer with Moshe Feder

Pull up a drink and have a casual conversation with Tor 
Editor Moshe Feder. Seats are very limited so sign up at 
the Information Desk in the Sky Lobby 8am on the day of 
the social!

Saturday 4:30 pm - Meridian E
Cons: Where They've Been and Where They're Going

How were cons run in the past, how are they running 
now? What are we doing now that is good (or even 
better)? What are we doing now that is not working (as) 
well? Where do we see conventions going in the future?

(Kevin Standlee, Gibbitt Rhys-Jones, Helen Montgomery, 
Matthew B. Tepper, Tyrell Gephardt)

Saturday 4:30 pm - Meridian F
When Science is Stranger than Fiction

Breaking news: Scientists have reported that they can 
revive dead brain cells in pigs. Is the Pig Zombie Apoca
lypse next? What other strange science facts could be 
mined for fun SF/F?

(Darci Stone, Kevin Roche, Robert E. Hampson, Robert J 
Defendi, Petrea Mitchell)

Saturday 4:30 pm - Sky Lobby 2
Pub Crawl with Dewey Douglas

Dewey Douglas invites you on a tour of the local bars 
and pubs within a one block radius (4-5 of them). Buy 
your own drinks, or simply enjoy the banter exploring the 
scene with the looming purple mountains at night.

Saturday 4:30 pm - Stratus 8
Women and Diversity in 1632 - It's a Mixed Up World

Is the Ring of Fire a white boys' club? Not on your life! 
The Ring of Fire landed in a world where trade was truly 
international, and women were more empowered in 
some ways than you might expect. A bunch of 1990s 
Americans just adds to the colorful mix. What happens 
when the 17th century mores hit 1990s customs, cloth
ing, and attitudes?

(Karen Evans, Griffin Barber, Joy Ward, Virginia DeMarce, 
Eric Flint)

Saturday 4:30 pm - Stratus 9
Mask Decorating 101

Join us for tips and ideas on how to take a basic mask 
and make it special. We'll have assorted paper masks, 
markers, crayons, feathers, ribbons and other goodies on 
hand to decorate with. 1 hour/$3.00 per person/75 
participants

(Dee Astel I)
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Saturday 4:30 pm - Twilight 1 -4
an Gephardt Art Show Tour
Try a walk through the Art Show with one of our percep

tive, thoughtful, articulate tour leaders. We sometimes call 
these "docent tours". The word "docent" is borrowed 
Tom the museum world, where it means a person good 
at pointing out things worth looking at.

Jan Gephardt is an exhibiting artist, and published a 
science fiction mystery book, What's Bred in the Bone.

(Jan S Gephardt)

Saturday 4:30 pm - Zephyr
Spotlight: Vincent Villafranca

Westercon 72 Artist Guest of Honor, and the 13th North 
American Science Fiction Convention (NASFiC), presents 
bronze sculpturer Vincent Villafranca.

Saturday 5:45 pm - Aurora Boardroom
Reading: M Todd Gallowglas

Saturday 5:45 pm - Fahrenheit Lounge
Artistic Beer w/ASFA

Pull up a drink and have a casual conversation with the 
members of The Association for Science Fiction & Fantasy 
Artists (ASFA). Seating is limited so sign up at the Info Desk 
starting at 8:00 am on the day of the event.

(Sara Felix)

Saturday 5:45 pm - HIE Boardroom
Tea with the Peerage of TRMN

Come and socialize with Members of TRMN at a friendly 
soiree hosted by Peers of the Realm. Baron Whidbey Basin 
will be serving some of his favorite Teas for your enjoyment.

(James Jones, Cheryl Krause, Laura Lochen, Diane K 
Bulkeley, William Lochen, Drew Drentlaw, Bob Bulkeley, 
David P. Melsome)

Saturday 5:45 pm - Meridian E
Write What You Don't Know

Speculative fiction is characterized by our curiosity about 
the unknown, but those first steps toward extrapolating 
from the defined world to something more can involve 
mistakes, research rabbit holes, and an abundance of self 
doubt. Come talk to us about taking risks, exploring views 
and perspectives you may not have personal experience 
with, and venturing out of your comfort zone for the sake 
of character, representation, and story.

(Inez Aguilar R, Aften Brook Szymanski, Jayrod P. Garrett, 
C.H. Hung, B. Daniel Blatt)

Saturday 5:45 pm - Meridian F
Fanfic Writing _is_ Writing
Many people write fanfic, including some pros. What's fun 
about writing in an established universe? What does a 
writer get from the experience that's different than other 
writing styles? When does an author decide to file off the 
serial numbers and send it off to the publisher?
(Janice Marcus, Alex Acks, Frog Jones, Carolyn Kay, Ben 
Hatcher)

Saturday 5:45 pm - Stratus 8
Book Signing and Trivia Contest

Come meet Eric Flint and our other writers, pick up a 
book or two, get autographs and compete in our trivia 
contest (with prizes!).

(Eric Flint, Walt Boyes, Corg Huff, Sue Sinor, Bradley H. 
Sinor, Rick Boatright, Bjorn Hasseler, Griffin Barber, Virginia 
DeMarce, Mark H Huston, Karen Evans, Kevin Evans, 
David Carrico, Joy Ward)

Saturday 5:45 pm - Stratus 9
What's the Deal with Spinning Wheels?

Everyone loves Sleeping Beauty, Rumpelstiltskin, and 
other spinning wheel-related stories, and they have been 
retold and adapted with reckless abandon. No retelling 
features an accurate representation of spinning. Most 
people have a vague idea of what a spinning wheel looks 
like, but don't know how a spinning wheel works, what it 
actually does, or why it was so important to pre-industrial 
civilization.

This workshop includes an extensive spinning wheel 
demonstration. Participants will get to see and touch the 
materials and equipment used. Deepen your understand
ing of fairy tales and fantasy realms by learning how sheep 
wool is turned into sweaters, how to turn straw into gold 
(not a joke!) and where Walt Disney went wrong.

(Beth Buck)

Saturday 5:45 pm - Zephyr
Created Religions

Suppose you want to make up a religion. What are the 
basic ideas/tenets needed for a religion? How do you 
create one that isn't just a copy of an Earth religion (past or 
present)? This panel discusses the ideas, difficulties, and 
positive potential of writing a religion in a created world

(Elizabeth Moore, Eric James Stone, Ann Chamberlin, 
Adam McLain, David Weber)

Saturday 6:15 pm - Aurora Boardroom
Reading: Richard Flores IV

Saturday 7:00 pm - Aurora Boardroom
Getting the Most out of Social Media!

Are you trying to run a business, fan group, or just reach 
more people? Frustrated with how Facebook and Insta
gram treat you? Come to this panel to hear from a 
professional social media marketer on how best you can 
utilize these platforms for your ends.

(Jack Clemons)

Saturday 7:00 pm - HIE Boardroom
3D Printing for Tabletop Games

Learn how easy it is to make professional quality minia
tures, terrain, trackers, and more with less money and less 
time spent. An introduction to the basics of 3D printing 
and how you can use it to make professional game pieces 
and much more. D&D, Warhammer, Pathfinder, Call of 
Cthullhu, Star Wars, and much more.

(Tyson Gibby)
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Saturday 7:00 pm - Meridian Ballroom (C, D, G & H) 
Westercon 72 & NASFiC 2019 Masquerade

Come see the amazing costumes!
(Dragon Dronet, Theresa Halbert, Orbit R Brown, 

Tanglwyst de Holloway, Kitty Kreil)

Saturday 7:00 pm - Meridian E
The Zombie Connection

Why are there so many tales about zombies, and why 
do they eat our brains? Zombie popularity continues to 
rise - in visual media, in fiction (especially YA), even in 
board games! What is it about this specific time in history 
that gives zombies such a powerful symbolism? Why are 
we so compelled?

(Aften Brook Szymanski, Jared Quan, Carter Reid, Bryce 
Beattie, Laurell K Hamilton)

Saturday 7:00 pm - Meridian F
Mildly Unsettling: The Art of Edward Gorey

Edward Gorey proved you can inspire nightmares with 
nothing more than a pen and a piece of paper. Learn how 
his deceptively straightforward art made a dramatic 
impact.

(James Wymore, Cody Jimenez, Megan Lloyd, Lee Moyer)

Saturday 7:00 pm - Zephyr
The Rest of the World in Space

A review of what non-US space agencies have been up 
to in the past year.

(Dan Dubrick)

Saturday 8:00 pm - Aurora Boardroom
Charity Game with Larry Correia

Make sure to bid in our charity auction for a chance to 
play the Gritty Cop Show RPG with Larry Correia - closed 
session with the winning bidders only.

Saturday 8:00 pm - Stratus 9
Charity Game with Howard Tayler

Make sure to bid in our charity auction for a chance to 
play Starfinder Munchkin with Howard Tayler - closed 
session with the winning bidders only.

Saturday 8:00 pm - Twilight 1 -4
Art Show Voice Auction

Saturday 8:15 pm - Meridian E
Gaming While Parenting

Can you keep up your weekly game night after having a 
baby? How do you play Rising Sun with little hands trying 
to grab stuff off the table? How to still have fun gaming 
while taking care of your kids.

(Jared Quan, Elizabeth Moore, Gideon Marcus, D.J. 
Butler, Erika Kuta Marler)

Saturday 8:15 pm - Meridian F
Don't Look Under the Bed...

Whether there be monsters under the bed, in the 
closet,or in that shadowy part behind the door, monsters 
have always been a part of children's bedtime lore. Why 
does the unknown darkness inspire so much fear? Panel
ists will explore the monsters they feared and discuss 
popular culture references.

(Nathan Shumate, Dewey Douglas, Carter Reid, Dan 
Wells, Jessica Douglas)

Saturday 8:15 pm - Zephyr
Bite Me!

Bite Me - A romantic comedy about a real-life vampire 
and the IRS agent who audits her.

(An Independent Film and Q/A with the Writer and Star 
of the film Not Rated, suggested viewing for 13 and older 
due to mild language and implied nudity.)

(Naomi McDougall Jones)

Saturday 9:30 pm - HIE Boardroom
Literary Beers and Nosh with The Grand Duke & 
Duchess of New Montana

Literary Beers and light snacks (Nosh) with Prime 
Minister of the Royal Manticore Navy and Grand Duke, 
David Weber, and the Grand Duchess, Sharon Rice-Weber, 
of New Montana. Signups are Saturday Morning at the 
Info Desk. Places limited.

(David Weber, Sharon Rice-Weber)

Saturday 9:30 pm - Meridian E
Sherlock Holmes: Past, Present, and Future

A discussion of the character of Sherlock Holmes and his 
various incarnations, including current TV/movie and 
pastiche novels/short story anthologies. What is it that 
gives Holmes so much appeal? What are some of the 
more unorthodox portrayals of the character, and how do 
these add to our understanding of the character and his 
legacy?

(Alex Acks, Elektra Hammond, Megan Lloyd, Todd 
Dashoff, James T Lambert)

Saturday 9:30 pm - Meridian F
Culture and Society Through Sci-Fi Glasses

We do not live in the era when the Skylark series was 
written, nor in the Golden Age, the Cyberpunk Era, or 
many others. As culture and social mores have changed, 
our ideas about what the future will look like also have 
changed. Let's discuss how authors of different eras 
portrayed the future as they understood it—and all the 
many ways that their visions seem quaint and funny now 
(e.g. smoking indoors or at work; reading paper newspa
pers on a space station; searching for a phone booth, 
etc.).

(Steven Heumann, Ctein, Maquel A. Jacob, Christopher 
L Smith, Valerie Estelle Frankel)
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Sunday 9:00 am - Aurora Boardroom
Coloring Fun

Come color with us! These days, coloring has become a 
cool and relaxing activity for everyone. Color pages, 
crayons, markers and colored pencils will be supplied. 
vVe'll have Steampunk, Victorian, and Cthulhu color pages 
for all ages.

(Dee Astell)

Sunday 9:00 am - Meridian E
Social Justice Implications of Technological Advancement

How has SF literature handled the social justice implica
tions of technological advancement? What lessons can we 
learn from this, both when it is handled well and when it is 
handled poorly? How are those implications playing out in 
our lives now?

(Alex Acks, Petrea Mitchell, B. Daniel Blatt, Allan 
Dyen-Shapiro, Vai Ontell)

Sunday 9:00 am - Stratus 8
TRMN Marketing and Website Updates

We will be talking about new marketing materials that 
are happening for all branches of TRMN and its new websites

(Diane K Bulkeley, Bob Bulkeley, Joe Hinson)

Sunday 9:00 am - Zephyr
Whatever Happened to the Six Million Dollar Man?

In 1974, the television show The Six Million Dollar Man 
aremiered on TV. Based on the 1972 novel Cyborg, by 
Martin Caidin, it postulated a human test pilot rebuilt with 
"bionic" prosthetics after a terrible accident. Those pros
thetics were completely controlled by--and communicat
ed with--the wearer's brain. Currently, the type and 
sophistication of brain-controlled prosthetics has not yet 
reached the level of nearly fifty-year-old Science Fiction. 
How far are we away from true BCIs--Brain Controlled 
nterfaces--for replacing multiple limbs or even a whole 
aody (surrogate or shell)?

(Robert E. Hampson)

Sunday 10:00 am - HIE Boardroom
3D Printing for Cosplay

Learn what it takes to make professional grade costumes 
and props with less money and less time spent. An 
introduction to the basics of 3D printing and how you can 
use it to make cosplay props and costumes. Guns, 
daggers, swords, armor, helmets, and much more.

(Jeff Heiner)

Sunday 10:15 am - Aurora Boardroom
Hair Braiding for Kids

An opportunity for kids to get fancy/exotic braids in their 
hair (like you might see at the Renaissance Faire). You 
choose from a wide selection of braid types, then sit still 
and wait for the magic to happen.

(John F Wardale)

Sunday 10:15 am - Meridian Ballroom (C, D, G & H)
The Art of Dueling in the Honorverse

We discuss the origins, history, and future use of dueling 
within the Honon/erse. We'll close with a possible demon
stration of Manticoran Style Pistol Dueling.

(William Lochen, DWPotter, David Weber, Sharon 
Rice-Weber, James Jones)

Sunday 10:15 am - Meridian E
The Evolving Face of Anime

Anime has changed dramatically over the decades, both 
visually and in terms of the stories being told. Our panel
ists discuss trends they have seen and predict what 
changes are soon to come.

(Juan Sanmiguel, Petrea Mitchell, Maquel A. Jacob, 
Janice Marcus, Tyrell Gephardt)

Sunday 10:15 am - Meridian F
Apocalypse Later Roadshow Set #2

The Apocalypse Later Roadshow is back for a fourth 
Westercon! Hal C. F. Astell will present two curated sets of 
international award-winning science fiction and fantasy 
short films, some of which you can't see outside the film 
festival circuit. Different films each day. Check out 
previous shows at roadshow.apocalypselaterempire.com.

Sunday 10:15 am - Stratus 5
Fatal NOT to Have Flaws

Moral ambiguity is interesting, not to mention the stuff 
of great plots, and who the "hero" is can be more a case of 
portrayal than classic definition. Yet to work in that para
digm, writers must step beyond the obvious, subvert the 
cliche, and emerge from the process with something 
envisioned anew. How do we develop the twists that 
make stories pay off in memorable ways?

(Daniel Craig Friend, Christine Taylor-Butler, Laurel Anne 
Hill, Troy Lambert, Nathan Shumate)

Sunday 10:15 am - Stratus 8
Snerking the Plots!!!

This is the one panel no Ring of Fire aficionado wants to 
miss! Eric Flint snerks the plots! What is going to happen in 
the Ring of Fire world? You'll have a better look at the 
future than Nostradamus!

(Walt Boyes, Bjorn Hasseler, David Carrico, Griffin Barber, 
Eric Flint)

Sunday 10:15 am - Stratus 9
Depicting Diversity

It's one thing to present a diverse cast of characters 
through words. How can you represent diversity visually 
without falling back on tropes and stereotypes? What 
about characters whose diverse nature is not visually 
apparent?

(Emmanuel Valtierra, Chaz Kemp, Claire Scherzinger, 
Cody Jimenez, Sara Felix)

roadshow.apocalypselaterempire.com
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Sunday 10:15 am - Zephyr
Spotlight: Susan Chang

The 13th North American Science Fiction Convention 
(NASFiC) presents Guest of Honor and Tor Teen editor 
Susan Chang, interviewed by fellow editor Jim Minz.

Sunday 11:30 am - Aurora Boardroom
Art for Games

UFO Local Artist Newton Ewell leads a drawing class for 
teens and a discussion of creating art for the gaming 
industry.

(Newton Ewell)

Sunday 11:30 am - Meridian Ballroom (C, D, G & H)
Saving Captain Kirk

Masters of Ceremony Bjo and John Trimble sit down 
with Ctein to reminisce about the work they did together 
helping save Star Trek (the Original Series) from cancellation.

(Ctein, Bjo Trimble, John Trimble)

Sunday 11:30 am - Meridian E
New Takes on Old Tales

Greek and Roman mythologies have been the basis of 
many popular YA and middle grade properties. Now 
Norse, Egyptian, and South Asian mythologies are appear
ing as well. What are the appeal of these tales? Why do 
myths have such enduring appeal? How can you take a 
myth and make it new and unique?

(Scott William Taylor, B. Daniel Blatt, Sandra Tayler, Ann 
Chamberlin, Amy White)

Sunday 11:30 am - Meridian F
What is the International Costumers' Guild?

Find out about the International Costumers' Guild - why 
should you join? Why does it exist?

(Pierre Pettinger Jr., Sandy Pettinger, Tanglwyst de 
Holloway)

Sunday 11:30 am - Stratus 5
Corsets: Modern Wear, History, and Myths

Join Cosplay GOH Kitty Kreil and explore the world of 
corsetry. Hear firsthand from someone who wears a corset 
everyday. Learn about corsets' rich history of both fashion 
and function. And debunk common myths surrounding 
this classic garment.

(Kitty Kreil)

Sunday 11:30 am - Stratus 9
Communications Throughout History
In this day of (mostly) reliable cell phone and Internet 
service, it's easy to forget that we haven't always had these 
communication options. What techniques did we use to 
communicate throughout history? How did these com
munication techniques affect the societies that discovered 
and used them?
(David Weber, Guy Letourneau, Eric G. Swedin, Sandy 
Manning, Vai Ontell)

Sunday 11:30 am - Zephyr
Spotlight: Dewey Douglas

Westercon 72 Theater Guest of Honor Dewey Douglas is 
interviewed by Paul Genesse. Time will be given for 
audience questions.

(Dewey Douglas, Paul Genesse)

Sunday 12:45 pm - Aurora Boardroom
Classics of SF: October the First is Too Late

By Frederic Hoyle, 1966. This first-rate astronomer - he 
was knighted six years later - also wrote SF. In both fields 
he was famously willing to propose speculations far from 
others'. In science one may someday be proved right or 
wrong; fiction doesn't work that way. We might say of this 
story It's about time. Only maybe it isn't. Maybe time isn't.

(John Hertz)

Sunday 12:45 pm - Autograph 1
Bjo and John Trimble Signing

The second of two opportunities to have the Trimbles 
sign a memento. Photos of the Trimbles and Star Trek 
luminaries are available for purchase in the print shop.

Sunday 12:45 pm - Meridian Ballroom (C, D, G & H) 
Is This a Kissing Book?

Romance is a common theme in science fiction and 
fantasy, and yet texts which explicitly address these ideas 
are often not taken seriously - when was the last time a 
paranormal romance was up for a Hugo? Why is there 
such a struggle for these stories to command respect? 
What changes are we seeing in the field that might open 
the way for broader acceptance?

(Laurell K Hamilton, Maquel A. Jacob, Mike 
Substelny, Jim Minz, Gibbitt Rhys-Jones)

Sunday 12:45 pm - Meridian E
Ham Radio: the Past (and Future?) of Social Networking

Intrusive spying and annoying advertising on Internet 
social media platforms are driving users back to the oldest 
form of electronic social networking: Amateur radio. 
Becoming a ham is fun and easy - this panel will discuss 
why and how to do it!

(Lisa Hayes, Rick Boatright, Guy Letourneau, Brett Glass)

Sunday 12:45 pm - Meridian F
After The Action

As writers, we traumatize our characters, but how often 
do they show symptoms of PTSD after their experiences? 
Discuss trauma, after effects, and resilience to write better 
characters. How do we write about these experiences in a 
sympathetic and compelling way? What details do we 
need to do these experiences justice?

(Cerin Takeuchi, Griffin Barber, Jonathan Brazee, Anna 
Marasco, Amy White)

Sunday 12:45 pm - Stratus 5
Behind the Seams

Our Masquerade contestants and staff welcome every
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one to learn a little more "behind the seams" details about 
ast night's Masquerade competition. This is a chance to 
near how some of the costumes and props were made, 
and any special tips or tricks. We will also discuss the 
differences required for a presentation on the main stage 
as opposed to film or a hall costume.

(Theresa Halbert, Tanglwyst de Holloway, Orbit R Brown)

Sunday 12:45 pm - Stratus 8
The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly: Costume Design for 
Stage and Screen

Ever looked at a movie or TV show and had the costumes 
pull you out of the story? What makes a great costume 
design, and how is that different from historical costume?

(Kari Christensen, Eden Lustgarden, Sandy Pettinger, 
Dragon Dronet, Chad Volpe)

Sunday 12:45 pm - Stratus 9 
So You Want to Volunteer?

Where does the inspiration to step up come from? How 
do we find our tribe? Local and national conrunners talk 
about opportunities to get involved.

(Sally Woehrle, Lisa Garrison, Ron Oakes, Jessica Gug
genheim, Tyrell Gephardt)

Sunday 12:45 pm - Zephyr
Come Time Travel with Me: 1964 with the Galactic
Journey

Blast back to July 1964: Beatlemania has seized the 
nation, the Great Society is on the rise, but southeast Asia 
is in turmoil. In geekdom, The Twilight Zone has just 
ended its five year run, but The Outer Limits is going 
strong. The Doctor has flown to Mongolia and defeated 
the Daleks. Marvel and DC are bursting with new titles: 
The X-Men, the Doom Patrol, The Avengers, and many 
more. And in print, a New Wave of science fiction has 
crashed on the shores of America with names like Aldiss 
and Ballard at its crest. Join us for a whirlwind trip through 
time featuring films, books, music, comics, politics, fashion 
-- we cover it all with our unique brand of educational 
stand-up in a question-driven presentation. Don't miss this 
unique, interactive event -- your chance to time travel!

(Gideon Marcus, Janice Marcus)

Sunday 2:00 pm - Aurora Boardroom
Reading: Eric James Stone

Utah Fandom Organization presents Local Author and 
Writers of the Future winner, Nebula winner, and Hugo 
nominee Eric James Stone.

Sunday 2:00 pm - Meridian Ballroom (C, D, G & H)
Noir Fatale Anthology

The Noir Fatale Anthology is a series of science fiction, 
urban fantasy, and mystery themed short stories by 
multiple authors and published by BAEN. Come meet 
some of the authors as they talk about working on the 
anthology and offer to sign copies after.

(Hinkley Correia, Larry Correia, Laurell K Hamilton, David 
Weber, Griffin Barber, Christopher L Smith, Steve 
Diamond)

Sunday 2:00 pm - Meridian E
Chairing Your First Con

All right, so you've been attending cons for years and 
years, and all of a sudden you find you've been tapped to 
chair one! How to respond to the challenges that will 
undoubtedly be dumped right on your head.

(Helen Montgomery, Sara Felix, Kevin Roche, Linda 
Deneroff, Kate Hatcher)

Sunday 2:00 pm - Stratus 5
Costume Exchange

Have some tired old costumes? Looking for something 
new/different? This is the place to bring your unwanted 
costumes, fabric, sewing notions, props, etc. to hand off 
to someone who will take them home and love them. 
Even if you didn't bring anything to swap, please stop by 
as many participants simply want the items to be taken away.

(Andie Letourneau)

Sunday 2:00 pm - Stratus 8
What is Happening with Eric Flint's Ring of Fire Press?

The Ring of Fire press, home of the great 1632 alternate 
history series, has new writers and books coming your 
way! Come find out about authors including Mirella 
Sands, Robert Waters, Shoshana Edwards, David R. 
Palmer, Ryk Spoor, David Gerrold, and many more, with 
wonderful takes on science fiction, alternate history, and 
fantasy.

(Walt Boyes, Joy Ward, Gorg Huff, Eric Flint)

Sunday 2:00 pm - Stratus 9
Using Media in SF Art

Oils, watercolor, digital mediums... All are very different 
and produce different results. What are the key differenc
es? The pros? The cons? Why do you choose the medium 
you do to produce your art?

(Kaitlund Zupanic, Jessica Douglas, Claire Scherzinger, 
Devon Dorrity, Michael C. Goodwin)

Sunday 2:00 pm - Zephyr
United We Fan

Fans, stars, creators, and more come together to explore 
the dynamic history and evolution of save-our-show 
television fan campaigns from the letter-writing and 
product mail-in campaigns of yesterday to the social 
media and crowdfunding campaigns of today. Starring 
Bjo and John Trimble!

Sunday 3:15 pm - Autograph 1
Hinkley Correia Sgning

Sunday 3:15 pm - Autograph 2
Larry Correia signing
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Sunday 3:15 pm - Autograph 4
David Weber signing

(David Weber will be limited to 2 items per person for a 
maximum signing of 30-40 minutes.)
Sunday 3:15 pm - Autograph 5
Griffin Barber signing
Sunday 3:15 pm - Autograph 6
Christopher L Smith Signing
Sunday 3:15 pm - Autograph 7
Laurell K. Hamilton Signing

Kaffeeklatsches
Kaffeeklatsch: From the German for "coffee" and 

"gossip", an informal social gathering at which coffee or 
other beverages are served while chatting. Join your 
favorite presenter for all their insights. Seats are very 
limited so sign up at the Information Desk in the Sky 
Lobby 8 am on the day of the social!
Thursday
Eric Flint: 10:15 am
Amy White: 11:30 am
Alternate History Lovers: 2:00 pm
Friday
M Todd Gallowglas: 12:45 pm
Susan Chang: 2:00 pm
Steven Heumann: 4:30 pm
Janci Patterson and Megan Walker: 5:45 pm

Sunday 3:15 pm - Autograph 8
Steve Diamond Signing

Sunday 4:00 pm - Meridian Ballroom (C, D, G & H)
Closing Ceremonies

Sunday 5:00 pm - Meridian Ballroom (C, D, G & H)
Bouquets & Brickbats Feedback Session

Last chance to tell us what we did right and what we 
messed up.

Saturday
Eric James Stone: 10:15 am
Howard Tayler: 11:30 am
The Four Horsemen Universe: 12:45 pm
Representatives of the Protectorate of Grayson: 2:00 pm
Sunday
Jim Minz: 11:30 am
What is Starfleet International?: 12:45 pm

Music and Filk Schedule
Filk Room - Stratus 6
Thursday: July 4th
Open Filking 2:00 pm - 6:00 pm & 9:30pm -11:45pm
Friday: July 5th
Sound Check 9:00 am -12:30 pm
Music Concert Series
Lynn Gold 12:45 pm -1:15 pm
Brett Glass 1:15 pm -1:45 pm
Roberta Rogow 2:00 pm - 2:30 pm
David Kushner 2:30 pm - 3:00 pm
Joe Ficklin 3:15 pm - 3:45 pm
Kris Wildman 3:45 pm - 4:15 pm
One Shots and Double Shots 4:30 pm
Want to perform something? Here's your chance!

Open Filking 6:00 pm -11:30 pm
Saturday: July 6th
Filk 102: Essential Songs -12:45 pm

What do you consider to be the top 10 (or 100) songs 
in filk? What should be in every filker's kit bag?

(Joe Ficklin, Tom Smith, Lynn Gold)
Tom Smith Writes a Song - 2:00 pm

Join us as The World's Fastest Filker (tm) writes a song 

on the spot with suggestions from the audience.
Healthy Singing Workshop - 3:15 pm

Come join voice teacher Kris Wildman for a vocal tech
nique session that will give you some basics in breathing, 
finding tone that projects in the room, and how to sing all 
night and not lose your voice.
Parody On, Dude! - 4:30 pm

Parodies have a specific set of rules that go beyond 
merely trying to be funny. Our experts will show you what 
does and doesn't work.

(Lynn Gold, Tom Smith, Roberta Rogow)
Open Filking 6:00 pm -11:30 pm

Sunday: July 7th
Song Writing 101 -12:45 pm

What makes a song good? Our panelists will provide tips 
on making lyrics and music play well together.

(Tom Smith, Joe Ficklin, Lynn Gold)
Computers and Music - 2:00 pm

What software is out there for working with music and 
computers? Our panelists will show you what you can do 
with a laptop unit or a tablet and the right software.

(Brett Glass, Lynn Gold)





What to do in Davis County and Layton City
Layton Hills Mall

Food Court - Shopping (of course!) 
SeaQuest Interactive Aquarium 
Great Room Escape 
Dartside Indoor Dart Tag Arena 
City Life Massage 
Cinemark Theater 
EBorn Books - Spring Massage

Cherry Hill Resort and Water Park
Water Park - Miniature Golf 
jungle - Aeroball 
Hamster Haven Playground 
Jungle Jems 
Pavilions and Rentals - Campground

Theaters
AMC Lowes (Closest to Spikecon!)
Cinemark - Mexaplex Theaters (IMax Theater)
Kaysville Theater for a small town experience

Boondocks
Bowling - Laser Tag
Rollerball (Miniature Bowling)
Arcade - Kiddie Cove
XD Theater - Miniature Golf
Bumper Boats - Go Karts
Rookie Track - Batting Cages

Antelope Island State Park
EBike Tours - Free-Range Bison, mule deer, 

bighorn sheep, antelope
Best place to experience the Great Salt Lake 
Hiking, Biking and Horseback riding

Lagoon Amusement Park
Rides and Attractions - Lagoon a Beach 
Pioneer Village - Camping

Classic Fun Center
Rollerskating Rink - Bounce Houses - Laser Tag

Station Park in Farmington
Upscale shopping center
Movie Theaters

Hill Air Force Base Museum
Planes- Learning Center - Museums

Farmers Markets
Kaysville, Syracuse, Bountiful, Roy

Get Air Trampoline Park
Museums

Bountiful Museum and Learning Center
Charles W Penrose Cabin Museum
Heritage Museum of Layton
Hill Air Force Base Museum
Mrs. Cavanaugh's Chocolate Factory and Tours
Syracuse City Museum
Whitaker Museum

Hiking Trails
Google it. There's a bunch.



Rob Carlos ■ Chinchilla Cavalry



Come join us, won't you? Go to 
Patreon.com/kryptonradio and 
pledge just $5 a month. w

With your help, 
the best is yet to come.

Be a part of something wonderful. 
Support us on Patreon: patreon.com/kryptonradio

The music can take you there.
We believe in the vision too - and 
we are the only radio station on ' 
Earth wholly dedicated to the 
sounds and music that define 
our entire subculture.

You are in fandom because there 
is something you love. There /s 
something that with all your | 
heart, you wish you coulddojor] 
have. Or be.

For the best sci-fi radio on the 
planet, visit kryptonradio.com. 

It's Sci-Fi for your Wifi.

Patreon.com/kryptonradio
patreon.com/kryptonradio
kryptonradio.com
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